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Town of Surfside

FIRST BUDGET HEARING
TOWN HALL COMMISSION CHAMBERS
9293 HARDING AVENUE
MINUTES
SEPTEMBER 9, 2013
7:00 PM

1. Opening
A. Call to Order
Mayor Dietch called the meeting to order at 7:00 P.M.
B. Roll Call of Members
Town Clerk, Sandra Novoa called the roll with the following members present:
Mayor Dietch, Vice Mayor Karukin, Commissioner Graubart, Commissioner Olchyk
and Commissioner Kligman
C. Pledge of Allegiance
Chief of Police David Allen led the Pledge of Allegiance
2. Discussion Regarding Millage Rate and Budget–Michael P. Crotty, Town Manager
Town Manager Crotty explained the State requirements and gave an overview of the
2013/14 budget. At a Special Commission Meeting on July 23, 2013 the Commission
approved some modifications to the budget. The proposed millage rate of 5.3 was
discussed with the possibility of reducing it to 5.2. However, some funds will have to be
reduced or removed from the budget. A slide presentation gave an overview of the
enhancements made to the proposed budget.
Mayor Deitch opened the meeting for Commission discussion. Vice Mayor Karukin
asked for more details regarding the Feeder School Donations, Community Center
outdoor fitness equipment, and Bus Service to Mount Sinai for seniors. Commissioner
Kligman indicated that several senior citizens were in contact with her and requested the
need for Bus Service to Mt. Sinai. Commissioner Olchyk suggested we look at this more
closely and determine how many people will actually use this service. The Commission
decided to reduce the amount of the line item to keep the service to its senior citizens.
Donald Nelson, Finance Director explained how allocated funds are handled when all
monies are not utilized.
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Vice Mayor Karukin would like to see the line items removed for feeder school donations
and Community Center Outdoor Fitness Equipment. The Commission discussed these
two items and was not unanimous in the allocation of these funds.
Public Comment
Mayor Dietch opened the meeting for public comments.
Public Speaker Melissa Moonves spoke about the Surfside Urban Gardeners and related
its success. She also thanked the Commission for their support and she was looking
forward to increasing this project with more gardens. Ms. Moonves indicated that it is a
great learning experience for children and that many citizens are interested in growing
their own vegetables. Commissioner Kligman thanked Ms. Moonves for her efforts and
service to the community. Commissioner Olchyk asked Ms. Moonves her opinion on the
items discussed and Ms. Moonves said she thought there may be alternative ways to help
seniors getting to Mt. Sinai, was not in favor of the outdoor fitness equipment but was in
favor of supporting schools with donations.
Commissioner Kligman made a motion to reduce the Bus Service to Mount Sinai
Medical Center from $12,500 to $7,500. The motion received a second from Vice Mayor
Karukin and all voted in favor.
Commissioner Graubart made a motion to keep the $4,500 for the Feeder School
Donations in the budget. The motion received a second from Commissioner Kligman.
The motion failed 2-3 with Commissioner Olchyk, Vice Mayor Karukin and Mayor
Dietch voting in opposition.
Vice Mayor Karukin made a motion to remove the Community Center Outdoor Fitness
Equipment from the budget. The motion received a second from Commissioner Olchyk.
The motion carried 3-2 with Commissioner Graubart and Commissioner Kligman voting
in opposition. This item will be removed from the FY 2013-2014 budget.

3. Fiscal Year 2013/2014 Millage Rate
A RESOLUTION OF THE TOWN COMMISSION OF THE TOWN OF
SURFSIDE, MIAMI-DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA, ADOPTING THE
TENTATIVE LEVYING OF A MILLAGE RATE AGAINST ALL TAXABLE
REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY IN THE TOWN OF SURFSIDE, FLORIDA
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR 2013/2014; AND REAFFIRMING SEPTEMBER 26,
2013 AS THE DATE OF ADOPTION OF THE FINAL MILLAGE RATE.
Vice Mayor Karukin made a motion to set the millage rate to 5.20. The motion
received a second from Commissioner Kligman and all voted in favor.

4. Public Comment
No public comments
5. Fiscal Year 2013/2014Annual Budget
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A RESOLUTION OF THE TOWN COMMISSION OF THE TOWN OF
SURFSIDE, FLORIDA (“TOWN”) APPROVING AND ADOPTING THE FINAL
ANNUAL BUDGET AND MAKING APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE FISCAL
YEAR 2013/2014; ATTACHING A SUMMRY COPY OF SAID BUDGET
MARKED EXHIBIT “A”; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.
Commissioner Kligman asked for clarification regarding the budgeted item fulltime employees (FTE) which has been increased in the proposed budget. Budget
Officer Andria Meiri clarified the item and said a correction has been made as it
was added and labeled incorrectly. Yamileth Slate-McCloud, Human Resources
spoke regarding the increase in part-time employees proposed in the 2013/2014
budget.
Commission Graubart asked about permit fees generated as well as rollback
rates. (Time exact 7:55 p.m.) Donald Nelson, Finance Director indicated the
building permits, licenses and inspection fees have been growing and the city
would have an increase in revenues in 2013-14. However, the following years
may not have as large an increase. Director Nelson also explained the rollback
rate.
Commissioner Kligman brought up the subject of converting an IT contractual
position to a full-time city employed position. Mayor Dietch requested Town
Manager Crotty to provide an analysis of all outsource functions.
Vice Mayor Karukin made a motion to accept the budget as amended. The motion
received a second from commissioner Kligman and all voted in favor.

6. Adjournment
There being no further business to come before the Commission, the meeting adjourned
at 8:23 p.m.

Accepted this _____day of ____________________, 2013

________________________
Daniel Dietch, Mayor
Attest:
_______________________
Sandra Novoa, CMC
Town Clerk.
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A. COMMUNITY PROGRAMS/INITIATIVES/ENHANCEMENTS
1. Sister Cities: Mayor Daniel Dietch
Current Status: The concept of Surfside entering into Sister City relationships with other towns/cities
was first discussed within the Administration due to the success of such programs in Surfside’s
neighboring communities of Miami Beach and Sunny Isles Beach. The idea was recently proposed at
the August, 2013Town Commission meeting by resident Peter Neville as an initiative the Tourist
Board might consider given the advent of the revitalization of the Town’s tourism economy.
Becoming a Sister City (or Town Twinning) creates a broad-based relationship and partnership
between two communities nationally or internationally. Traditionally this relationship requires a
cooperative agreement between the two towns that often promotes cultural and commercial ties.
Possible programs could be established with communities such as Newtown, CT, given the established
relationship created by the gift of Ruth the Turtle, with those that have an historical tourism
connection (i.e. Canada), as well as with towns based on the heritage of Surfside’s population (e.g.
those in Israel, Latin and South America). The Tourist Board only briefly discussed this concept at
their September 10, 2013 meeting due to lack of time. The item is set for their October 7, 2013
meeting and a speaker from the program on Miami Beach will be presenting their perspective. The
Town Commission will be provided more details on this concept for review and discussion as Staff
researches the details and pros/cons of establishing such relationships.
2. Electric Car Charging Station: Mayor Daniel Dietch
Current Status: The Parking Division of the Police Department is working with Car Charging on the
installation of the station. Arrangements have been made with FPL to install a separate meter at the
station's location - an expense to be incurred by Car Charging. The vendor has coordinated an install
date with their chosen electrical firm for the first week of October 2013 and will liaise with the
Town’s Parking Division. The station will be installed at the Town Hall parking lot. The Commission
will be notified upon receipt of notice of the actual installation date and information on the station will
be in the next available Gazette and posted to the Town’s website.
3. Bullying Program: Commissioner Michelle Kligman
Current Status: The bullying program was held on January 16, 2013 in the Community Center. The
event consisted of an informative session that included an expert panel in the control of bullying with
a question and answer session and a showing of the movie Bully. The event was a great success with
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approximately 100 people in attendance. Commissioner Kligman proposed a robust program that
incorporates surrounding communities and the School Board to further this program. A resolution
defining this effort was approved by the Town Commission during the February 12, 2013 Commission
meeting. The resolution along with an outline for implementing the program was introduced to the
Parks and Recreation Committee during their March 18, 2013 meeting. Summer camp staff received
the bully training during the summer camp in-service training on June 8, 2013. Staff is currently
working with the same agency to provide a workshop on anti-bullying for all part time and full time
Parks and Recreation staff. The bully training program was held September 19, 2013 in the
Community Center. Staff will also work on holding a youth anti-bully program this winter, date to be
announced. This will be an ongoing process and updates will be provided monthly.
4. Mt. Sinai Bus Route: Commissioner Michelle Kligman
Current Status: Following the Town Manager and TEDACS Director meeting with the Jewish
Community Services (JCS) team on May 30, 2013 regarding transportation options and related costs,
JCS staff prepared a bus proposal. This information will be presented to the Town Commission in the
FY 13/14 budget process. A subsequent meeting on June 24, 2013 explored further partnership
options to mutually benefit Town residents and JCS clients. A Program Modification addressing
transportation to Mount Sinai in conjunction with JCS has been included in the proposed FY 13/14
budget. In the interim, JCS conducted outreach meetings with all Police Department shifts to inform
them of their services available to seniors. Being aware of the benefits of the Surf-Bal-Bay Program,
police officers can pass on information to residents/seniors that they interact with during their daily
community involvement/activities. The Town will continue to inform Surfside residents of the
program through the Gazette. The FY 13/14 Budget includes up to $7500 to address this transportation
need. Staff continues working toward identifying the level of need and transportation options.
Possible partnership with JCS is continuing to be explored. Once the FY 13/14 budget is adopted and
level of funding availability is known, Staff will prepare proposals for the Commission’s
consideration. Prior to incurring transportation costs, authorization of the Town Commission will be
received.
5. Joint Skate Park with City of Miami Beach
Current Status: Initial contact was made with Miami Beach officials on May 31, 2013 regarding a joint
skate park project located south of the Tennis Center and discussions have begun with the Town’s
Parks and Recreation Committee. A meeting with Miami Beach officials and Town Representatives
was held on July 11, 2013 and September 13, 2013. The meeting was positive in nature and Miami
Beach is on board with the Town researching the possibility of building a skate park as a joint venture
between Miami Beach and the Town of Surfside. At this time Miami Beach has a possible $400,000
for the project along with the 2 lots of land. The project was presented to the Parks and Recreation
Committee during the July 15, 2013 meeting and was supported by the Committee. Staff work on the
project continues including finalizing a proposal for partnership with Miami Beach; options for park
development and operation; and community outreach. Also, Bay Harbor Islands officials have
expressed an initial interest in the skate park partnership and possible participation. A meeting was
held on September 13 with Miami Beach representatives (Assistant Manager and Recreation Director)
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to discuss the status of the project. They identified an additional site (the “log cabin” site
approximately 5 blocks south of 87th Terrace lot) which they are also considering. Miami Beach staff
will present skate park options at a Neighborhood meeting in mid-October.

Approximate 9000 sqft site identified as a possible location for a joint partnership with Miami Beach for developing a
skate park located south of the Town’s tennis facility (87th Terrace).

6. MAST Academy – Miami-Dade County Public Schools Maritime and Science Technology
Academy (FIU Biscayne Bay Campus)
Current Status: Miami-Dade County Public School District is currently in the process of finalizing the
startup of a District operated secondary program in environmental sciences at the FIU Biscayne Bay
Campus (3000 NE 151st Street, North Miami) for School Year 13/14.
Mayor Daniel Dietch and the Town Manager received a briefing on June 18, 2013 from County
School District officials on the start-up of the Environmental Science Program and longer range plans
to fund and permanently establish a facility. Commissioner Michelle Kligman also received a briefing
from the Superintendent’s Office on the proposal.
In a number of locations through the County, municipalities partner with the School District to invest
in educational opportunities for its residents particularly as it relates to MAST academies. On
September 9th, Surfside and Miami-Dade County School District will host an information meeting at
Town Hall regarding the Environmental Sciences at Florida International University (FIU), located at
3000 NE 151 Street in North Miami. The meeting will take place in the Commission Chambers. The
agenda and meeting information has been posted on the Town’s website under Town News. Elected
Officials and staff from Bal Harbour and Bay Harbor Islands were invited to attend the September 9th
meeting to hear about this opportunity to expand educational opportunities for local students. The
Commission has been provided with a written report on the September 9th Community meeting. An
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open house tour of the MAST Academy at FIU is scheduled for Thursday, October 17 at 9:30 am.
Information on the open house tour was reported in the October Gazette and is on the Town’s website.
7. Town-wide Traffic Study Public Outreach
Current Status: The proposal for the outreach/education process on the Town-wide Traffic Study was
presented to the Commission at the May 15, 2013 meeting. The first outreach meeting was held June
25, 2013 in the Commission Chambers. Approximately 10 residents attended. Another outreach
meeting is planned; however, in order to receive more input, a different approach is necessary. Staff
will work with the traffic engineer to consider such a meeting following the budget hearings. Also,
this subject might be better addressed as the Town considers the use of citizen surveys.
8. Turtles Project – Art in Public Places
Current Status: On March 13, 2012 the Town Commission supported this two year Tourist Board
initiative paid for out of the Resort Tax Fund. The potential to attract visitors to Surfside, knowing the
affinity that people express for similar temporary installations elsewhere and the lasting memories
they create, is the driving force behind the project. The public relations and marketing exposure
continues to be invaluable and the visitor, resident and business community feedback has been
overwhelmingly supportive. By locating the majority of the Turtles in the business district, a sense of
excitement and novelty was created - not to mention a reason to visit and walk the district.
The Tourist Board has incorporated the turtle theme to the maximum level possible in all other events
and promotions it has undertaken since inception. The Parks and Recreation Department have
conducted events and activities around community environmental awareness and education. Ruth K.
Broad Bay Harbor K-8 Center embraced this program wholeheartedly by including their own
educational and environmental awareness components into their curriculum. Their Ruth the Turtle
became part of a national healing process.
The program now enters its final phase with just six months to go. A year and a half ago it would
have been difficult to predict the amount of construction that is now occurring in such a small area of
Town and its implications on this initiative. Recently it has been necessary to move Turtles from the
96th St Park entrance as well as the 95th and 94th Street beach ends in order to ensure their protection
from adjacent construction projects. These sculptures are now temporarily stored around the Town’s
municipal complex in multiple locations due to lack of space. The recently approved Harding Avenue
Streetscape Project is now in its construction/implementation phase and this requires the movement of
several Turtles.
The dilemma over moving the Turtles and where to place them is impacted by the Tourist Board’s
decision to sell some of the Turtles and allow the new owners to receive them prior to the program’s
end next year. This management and logistical challenge, that created a vacuum in the overall location
and placement of the sculptures, required a new approach, even if it is only a temporary one, to
successfully manage the initiative.
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At their September 25, 2013 additional monthly meeting, the Tourist Board approved a plan to
relocate the remaining Turtles to 93rd Street between Collins and Harding Avenues while directing the
continuation of their sale and removal from Town (dependent on the new owners’ requirements). The
new location will at least ensure the continuation of the program by recreating a critical mass of
sculptures for people to visit, view and appreciate. This street is also a more efficient place for
monitoring their safety. In effect this stretch leading to the Community Center becomes Surfside’s
“Turtle Walk” and the marketing effort can take on a whole new dimension and fresh direction.
However it is important to note that the continued sale of the sculptures will translate to a diminishing
number of sculptures being in the Town and all marketing efforts will be less and less effective.
The Board will continue to address their plan for the remaining Turtles at their monthly meetings
through the end of this year with direction sought on the following:
- Where to place the Turtles after the streetscape project is completed
- Should there be a charity collection while the sculptures are in place
- Should the remaining Turtles next year be sold as originally intended
- What marketing efforts does the Tourist Board envision for the remaining six months or longer
(an item identified in the Five Year Tourism Strategic Plan)
Finally, Staff will implement the change of location and continue to manage the program under the
stewardship of the Tourist Board.
B. DOWNTOWN BUSINESS DISTRICT AND TOURISM
1. Harding Avenue Streetscape Plan
Current Status: We have received our permits for the project from FDOT and Miami-Dade County
Regulatory Tree Permit. A pre-con meeting was held with FDOT on September 27, on site to review
the project in depth to ensure compliance with our permit requirements. FDOT was satisfied and we
received the go ahead to continue from their inspector. Tree and shrub removal started on September
23, working the hours from 10 pm to 5 am to avoid traffic. Because downtown businesses are not
open during this time, this timeframe allows for little disruption. The majority of the project will be
conducted during the night hours for this reason. Larger trees being removed will be loaded onto
trailers at night and re-planted the following day in designated locations throughout Town. Locations
were mapped out ahead of time which was beneficial for the FDOT permit approval process, thanks in
part to Commissioner Olchyk’s request to do so in the early stages of the project. We are continuing
to have bi weekly meetings with the engineers and contractor to discuss updates and any potential
problems.
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Harding Avenue streetscape improvements (94th and 96th Streets):

2. Abbott and 94th Street Lot Improvements
Current Status: 94th Street Parking lot is complete. The final task was seal coating and striping which
was done on September 21 and 22.
The Abbott Parking lot is about 80% complete with all trees and plantings in, as well as the irrigation.
The wall has been patched, fixed, primed and painted. The seal coating, stripping, and painting of the
sidewalks are scheduled for the weekends of September 28 and October 5.

Pictured: Completed 94th Street Parking lot

3. Downtown Vision Project: Commissioner Michelle Kligman
Current Status: DVAC met on September 10 and recommended proceeding with allowing
veterinary clinics under certain conditions in the downtown district. An update on the BID
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process; Streetscape, Police Chief report on establishment of 2 hour parking and related issues
was presented.
4. Sidewalk Ordinance Implementation
Current Status: The Town Commission approved (September 17, 2013 meeting) amended
FDOT sidewalk lease agreement has been forwarded on to them. This agreement, as well as the
accompanying resolution, will need to be vetted through their system and processes. The
ordinance has started to be rolled out as part of the Town’s Fall business licensing process and
will coincide and complement the Harding Avenue Business District Streetscape.
5. Parking Structure Feasibility Study
Current Status: The completed study was issued to the DVAC Parking Subcommittee (which
includes members appointed by the Town Commission and the Town Manager) on March
8, 2013 for the March 20, 2013 meeting. Rich and Associates and C3TS/Stantec presented to the
committee and public in attendance and the meeting was broadcast over Channel 77. The
committee unanimously voted in favor of moving the study on to the Planning and Zoning Board
(April 3, 2013) and Town Commission (April 9, 2013).
At the April 9, 2013 meeting, the Commission acknowledged receipt of the March, 2013 Parking
Structure Feasibility Study. The Commission tasked Staff to develop a public outreach and
educational process to move the Study forward in order to ensure all stakeholders have been
informed and involved prior to the Commission proceeding with its action on the Study.
Staff began the outreach/education process on the Parking Structure Feasibility Study. At the
May, 2013 DVAC meeting, the committee members were asked to be prepared to share their
ideas/suggestions on the community outreach/vision process. At the June 24, 2013 DVAC
meeting, the committee members provided ideas/suggestions on the community outreach/vision
process. The item was also discussed at the two BID Property Owners/Business Operators
meetings held on June 26, 2013. As reported in the Town Manager’s memo summarizing the
first 120 days of employment, the October 8 Commission agenda will include a report on the
outreach strategy regarding the Parking Structure Feasibility Study and the critical deficiency in
parking in the Business District. Report will contain recommendations to the Commission
including formally accepting the Parking Structure Feasibility Study; acknowledging the parking
deficiencies identified in the study; directing Staff to initiate actions necessary to complete
outreach and authorize Staff to prepare a report no later than April 1, 2014, containing detailed
recommendations on parking facility improvements to address deficiencies including location;
financing options and construction timeframes.
6. Five Year Tourism Strategic Plan
Current Status: The Tourist Board accepted the report at their meeting on August 5, 2013. This
report will be presented to the Town Commission with the minutes from that meeting at the
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November 2013 meeting. Also, an initial proposal will be presented for the Commission’s
consideration on including the strategic partners in implementing the Five Year Plan and their
role going forward.
C. INFRASTRUCTURE AND UTILITIES
1. 95th Street End Project
Current Status: The project started on August 22, 2013 with the installation of the storm drain
and infiltration ditch along the north side of 95th Street with a connection to the FDOT storm
drain. A permit was issued by Miami-Dade County to relocate two 35 ft. Madjool palms from
the south side of 95th which will be replanted at the end of the project. Eight new Madjool
palms will be planted. The existing trees were a different height so all of the new plantings will
now match. The two Madjool palms were relocated to the 94th Street Parking lot area which is
at the southern end of the Harding Avenue Street Scape project. The trees were moved on
August 12, 2013. The finalization of the paver colors and manufacturer should be complete by
September 11, 2013. Curbing for the north side of 95th is scheduled for the week of September
9th. Construction meetings are held with 9501 and Spiaggia representatives to keep them
informed of the progress and to discuss and concerns or problems they may have during this
project.
The permit process is moving forward for the second phase which entails work from the
bulkhead east to the hard-pack.

Pictured is 95th and Collins to bulkhead
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2. North Force Main/Building Better Communities Bond Program
Current Status: There is both progress and pushback on this effort to obtain funding for this
critically important second sewage disposal alternative for Surfside, Bal Harbour and Bay
Harbor Islands. Miami-Dade County WASD has retained the firm of Hazen and Sawyer to study
the situation at the North Dade Regional Plant and the 163rd Street force main. This is
recognition that something needs to be done that will resolve the issue which we keep top of
their minds. The negatives are that specific projects which would facilitate acceptance of our
sewage are not listed in the draft settlement agreement with EPA and FDEP. Surfside was
represented in a community meeting held by WASD September 27, 2012 and our concerns were
placed on the record, Mayor Daniel Dietch, Donald Nelson and the former Town Manager also
attended a meeting held at WASD on October 25, 2012 in which the draft settlement agreement
was further discussed. A new resolution was approved by the Board of County Commissioners
that gave specific direction to the County Administration to consider innovative municipal
projects as they prioritized the Building Better Communities bond funding. This amendment
was written by the former Town Manager and supported by County Commissioner Sally
Heyman. Finally, the risks inherent in the Virginia Key plant (where our sewage is treated) and
the new force main under Government Cut have been documented in the Miami Herald.
In a conversation with Doug Yoder, Assistant WASD Director who is handling the negotiations
with EPA and DEP, it was learned that an environmental group has filed a lawsuit which
questions the advisability of upgrading shoreline sewer plants that may go underwater if global
warming raises sea level. Therefore WASD is looking at the alternative of an inland plant at a
higher elevation. There is a long way to go on this issue.
At the May 21, 2013 County Commission meeting, the County adopted a resolution regarding
the Federal Consent Decree. Commissioner Heyman again expressed support for recognition of
funding efforts of municipal governments in upgrading sanitary facilities. Bob McSweeney, PE
of CGA represented the Town at this meeting. However, since the County Commission action
on the Consent Decree was a resolution, no public comment was received. The following is a
summary of the long established Town talking points on this issue which were to be presented:
1. There should be recognition for communities that have made substantial investment to combat
I&I. Rate increases should be discounted for communities which took initiative to reduce the
I&I utilizing their own funds. Surfside has expended $23 million on their utilities with the goal of
reducing the I&I by 90%.
2. Lift stations – Surfside has fixed its own, as has Miami Beach. Surfside’s sewage flows through
upgraded lift stations with acceptable NAPOT reports. Again, communities which showed
initiative should not be punished by these rate increases.
3. Support for Commissioner Heyman’s position: “Any Building Better Communities water and/or
sewer project in which a municipality has put forth an innovative financing plan shall not be
adjusted as to priority in this analysis and in fact, shall be accelerated if possible. Further, the
analysis requested of the Mayor shall include the implication for any recommended adjustments
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in dollars or timing in the Building Better Communities Bonds as to allocation of water and sewer
permits for new or updated construction projects. Said analysis shall be done in a format the
clearly demonstrates how the proposed adjustments impact the construction industry and job
creation.”
4. There should be recognition for building permits issuance and utilization of County capacity to
offset County costs/ burden by developers. This burden should not be placed solely on the
wholesale customers such as the Town of Surfside.
On May 29, 2013, Town Manager Michael Crotty discussed with Commissioner Heyman establishing
a meeting to follow-up on sanitary sewer issues identified in this POL. The Commission will be
provided updates.
On July 11, 2013, Town representatives met with Miami Beach officials regarding the agreement
with Miami Beach on sanitary sewer services they provide to the Town. Issues identified during
the preparation of the new agreement with Miami Beach may identify additional issues to assist
in the Town’s discussions with Miami-Dade. Miami Beach will be encouraged to partner with
the Town and our adjoining communities as we approach Miami-Dade regarding the possibility
of a north force main. This enhancement would be a significant “back-up” for Miami
Beach. Once the negotiations are concluded with Miami Beach, Bob McSweeney, CGA
Director of Engineering Construction, will prepare a report outlining the Town’s efforts in
upgrades/improvements to its sanitary sewer system and issues in support of our talking points
listed above which will serve as the basis for discussions with the County.
Finally, a meeting was held with DERM on August 29th to discuss the Town’s successful
compliance with the terms of the 2007 Consent Agreement as a result of the Town’s $23.6M
Water/Sewer/Storm Drainage Project. Town staff discussed with DERM representatives the
contemplated north force main project; benefits to be derived and possible approaches to achieve
this objective. Miami Beach officials have been initially approached to discuss the north force
main project and determine their interest in participating with the County in this dialogue.
Additional dialogue will occur with the Manager’s Office, Utilities and Economic Development
staff.
3. Water/Sewer/Storm Drainage Project and Collins Avenue Force Main Project
Current Status: The following report on the Water/Sewer/Storm Drainage Project is a compilation of
CGA and Staff input:
The Water/Sewer/Storm Drainage Project commenced on August 15, 2011 in the southern sector of
the Town (Phase I). The project involves water main/water service replacements, lining or
replacement of the gravity sewer mains and sewer lateral replacements, rehabilitation of the sewer
pump stations, and improvements to the stormwater collection system including three (3) new storm
drainage pump stations. Phase I-III are now all substantially complete. All of the sewer mains have
been lined and the TV crews have now completed the post construction video which is being reviewed
for approval by Town staff and CGA Engineers. The final lift of asphalt installation commenced
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February 25, 2013. The paving subcontractor began in the south end of Town and has completed all
available areas (Town is working with FDOT for the required restoration on FDOT roadways). The
permanent pavement marking and stripping is now complete. The Contractor has completed all punch
list items within private property and is now finalizing the pump station and roadway punch
list. Sanitary pump stations are substantially complete and off of the bypass pumps. The drainage
pump stations have passed all electrical inspections and FPL has provided power. The Contractor has
substantially completed all work on the drainage pump stations and passed structural and electrical
inspection, they are now all up and running automatically. The close-out of all pump stations will
include completing punch list items, full training of Town staff on operation and maintenance (O&M)
and the contractor will provide O&M manuals. A project close out meeting was held on July 8, 2013.
Both Surfside and the Village of Bal Harbour are currently utilizing the newly installed Collins
Avenue force main with no operational issues. CGA continues to assist the Town Manager in
negotiating with Bal Harbour a resolution of the design costs for the force main.
Partial refinancing of the project has been completed to reduce the interest costs and provide funding
for additional utility main replacements, and other costs within the original scope. A comprehensive
status report for the project was provided in the August 14, 2012 Commission agenda package and
authority was granted to complete the project within a total budget of $23.635M. Retainage will
continue to be held and will only be released after all work is completed including the punch list.
Funding Summary –
Funding Status:

Amount

Amount Received

FDEP Grant

$873,500

$873,500

FDEP Grant

$125,000

$125,000 **

FDEP Grant

$100,000

$100,000

FDEP State Revolving Fund Loan*

$9,312,881

$7,339,928 ***

BBC Bond

$859,000

$787,335

TOTAL

$11,270,381

$9,225,763

*This loan has the potential of $2-$3 Million being forgiven by the State
***The State of Florida has reduced the interest rate from 2.12% to 1.87% fixed over the life
of the loan. This will save approximately $200,000 of interest cost
Sanitary Pump Station Outreach Meetings
Meetings were held on May 20, 2013 with neighbors in the area of the 89th and 93rd Street Pump
Stations. Based on input received, the final restoration/landscaping plans have been modified to
incorporate suggestions received - primarily landscaping suggestions to provide enhanced
buffering. Finally, this was an opportunity to express the Town's appreciation to the residents for their
incredible patience as this challenging project draws to conclusion.
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Project Closeout Meeting
The community meeting on the closeout of the Water/Sewer/Storm Drainage Project was held on July
8, 2013. The meeting included:
*
Report by the consulting engineers on the scope of the project; benefits to be derived from the
improvements including operational, financial and environmental; and what the project will mean
long-term for the Town and residents.
*
Response to the inquiries and concerns expressed by residents regarding the functioning of the
drainage system following the recent three major rainfalls which occurred prior to the new system
pumps being operational and the contributing factor of the limited functioning of the FDOT 's
drainage system along Harding Avenue.
*
Opportunity for residents to identify any remedial action or restorations to property/right-ofways still to be accomplished as the Town closes out the project.
The CGA Projects Report in the Commission agenda packet contains additional information on the
water/sewer/storm drainage project and the Commission was provided a report on September 6th
containing a “punch list” of unresolved items and issues relating to sewer agreements/regulatory
issues.
4. Seawall Project
Current Status:
Emergency Seawall Repair at 88th & Carlyle - Miami Dade County RER (Formerly DERM) has
completed the Biological Opinion (BO). The results of the BO were submitted to the Town and CGA
has incorporated the BO permit requirements into our final plans. The final plans have been submitted
for final permits. The US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) permit was obtained in late February
2013 and the FDEP permit was obtained in April 2013. The SFWMD and RER final permits have
been received. FIND has received all permits and the Town should expect to receive final
authorization of funding in October 2013.
Town-Owned Seawall Repair - The 90% plans were submitted to the Florida Inland Navigation
District (FIND) Commissioner Spencer Crowley, III, who represents Miami Dade County on the
FIND Board. The project received a favorable response from the Commissioner and we submitted our
project for funding. CGA presented the project to FIND on June 21, 2013. FIND has published the
rankings and the presentation was awarded 41.09 points (required 35 to obtain funding). The
environmental survey for benthic resources was performed in May and August 2013, the plans have
been finalized to reflect the findings. Simultaneously, while we are applying for the FIND funding we
have obtained the FDEP permit and expect the USACE permit to come the week of September 16,
2013. The SFWMD and RER final permits have been received. FIND has received all permits and
the Town should expect to receive final authorization of funding in October 2013.
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5. Beach Management
Current Status: Hurricane Sandy and high full moon tides and wind caused significant erosion
on our beach. Due to the storm, Surfside lost up to 75 feet of beach (with nearly 25 feet
returning by natural drift of sand) and was one of the least damaged segments of beach
countywide. Staff has begun work on many fronts to ensure that various agencies with authority
and funding initiate a re-nourishment program. A meeting was held with Miami Dade County
staff on December 20, 2012 and the County accepted responsibility for coordinating the renourishment. Town Staff will be kept updated as Miami-Dade County moves forward with any
re-nourishment project.
Congresswoman Debbie Wasserman Shultz sponsored a Coastal Community Roundtable on
April 4, 2013. Governmental representatives from Miami-Dade and Broward Counties heard
presentations from U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in Jacksonville, Florida. Of local interest,
Corps representatives presented an overview of the sand re-nourishment project scheduled in Bal
Harbour (Contract G: August, 2013 Award and start date at the conclusion of Sea Turtle Season).
After this project, compatible sand sources for re-nourishment will be depleted.
The Corps will begin an outreach through the summer pertaining to their planned sand source
study (Contract J: tentative date August, 2014). The study will attempt to locate compatible sand
(non-County borrow area) for future projects.
Discussions were held on the long delayed Bypass project at Port Everglades and the legal issues
and challenges associated with the use of foreign sand (i.e. Bahamas) for domestic projects.
Also, the Town has been approached about possible coordination with Miami Beach on their
dune restoration initiative.
A presentation on beach re-nourishment and the sand source study was scheduled for the
September 17, 2013 Commission meeting. Unfortunately, Brian Flynn Special Projects
Administrator, Miami-Dade County DERM (responsible for sand/beach re-nourishment) is still
unable to attend due to a medical reason which has him on leave for an undetermined return
time. Brian will be rescheduled as soon as he is available.
Plans for the dune re-nourishment project in April, 2014 are still a work in progress. Public
Works staff continues to coordinate this effort with Lee Gotlieb.
6. Collins Avenue Sidewalk Utility Box Repairs: Commissioner Marta Olchyk
Current Status: Public Works met with FDOT on September 27, 2013 to discuss the remaining trip
hazards on the Collins Avenue pedestrian walkway (sidewalks). The FDOT is meeting with FPL to
discuss their many different locations along the Collins Avenue walkway that have FPL boxes that are
subject to trip and fall. FDOT is requesting that FPL expedite and fix these locations. Note, many
other cities and towns are having the same concerns.
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7. Pedestrian Crosswalk at Harding Avenue and 96th Street
Current Status: This FDOT experiment in modifying pedestrian behavior by requiring a three light
alternative has been an issue of concern. A meeting was held with FDOT District Engineer Gus Pego
and he agreed to study going back to the original crosswalk. This will slow eastbound traffic on 96th
Street making a right turn to Harding Avenue southbound, however, that is a more desirable
consequence than leaving the current dangerous unauthorized pedestrian movement. A meeting was
held with Mr. Pego on July 3, 2013 regarding the history of the pedestrian crossing at 96th/Harding.
Public Works Director Joseph Kroll, also met with the Town’s Traffic Consultant, Jeff Maxwell of
Calvin, Giordano, and Associates to discuss the aforementioned traffic issue. Mr. Maxwell was able to
provide his findings for Harding Avenue and 96th Street crosswalk as follows:
Potential Crosswalk at 96th Street/Harding Avenue – South Leg of the Intersection: The
intersection of Harding Avenue/96th Street currently provides pedestrian crosswalks on the north,
east, and west approaches. The south leg of the intersection does not provide a pedestrian
crosswalk. Westbound traffic is prohibited from turning left onto Harding Avenue (southbound)
and would therefore not present a conflict with the proposed pedestrian crosswalk. Eastbound
traffic allows for dual eastbound to southbound right-turn movements. This will present a conflict
with the proposed pedestrian movement on the south side of the intersection during the eastbound
through movement green phase. For this reason, it will be necessary to provide a dedicated
pedestrian phase for the proposed pedestrian movement on the south side of the intersection. It will
very likely result in the deterioration of the intersection traffic Levels of Service since the cycle
time will need to be allocated for an exclusive pedestrian phase. This will be the primary
disadvantage of the proposed crosswalk facility. If a pedestrian crosswalk is installed on the south
leg of the intersection, pedestrians on the south side of 96th Street wishing to cross Harding
Avenue will no longer need to crossover to the north side of 96th Street. This will be the primary
advantage of the proposed crosswalk facility.
[Note: In the July 3, 2013 meeting with FDOT District Secretary Gus Pego, Mr. Pego essentially
reiterated the comments provided by Traffic Engineer Jeff Maxwell. He further indicated that
installing the crosswalk in the south crosswalk, the traffic would backup substantially on 96th Street
increasing the likelihood of turns onto Abbott Avenue thus increasing traffic into the residential areas].
A follow-up meeting with FDOT will be scheduled.
8. Town Hall Parking Lot(s) and Parking Solutions
Current Status: At the April 9, 2013 Commission meeting, issues associated with Town Hall Parking
Lot(s) and parking issues/solutions were discussed.
In order to understand the magnitude of improvements to the existing conditions, a design build
proposal was requested from Lynx Construction Management for discussion purposes. This proposal
included design, surveying, permitting, construction, etc. The cost estimate was based on a design to
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accommodate existing operations (Town Hall, Public Works and Police needs). The design build
proposal was $425,441.
It is recommended that no action be taken on this design build proposal. The ultimate parking solution
for this area needs to be part of the overall analysis going forward as the Town considers the proposed
improvements to the Community Center (second floor option). Also, there has been discussion on
relocating all or a portion of the Public Works operation and/or vehicles.
The proposed FY 13/14 budget presented to the Commission provides a proposal/funding to initiate
the planning of Community Center improvements.
Staff will determine appropriate maintenance actions to minimize the impacts of the dirt parking areas
in the parking area south of Town Hall until permanent improvements are made.
9. Community Center Expansion: Second Floor Addition: Vice Mayor Karukin
Current Status: During the December 17, 2012 Parks and Recreation Committee meeting, the second
floor of the Community Center was listed by the Committee as the top priority for the Parks and
Recreation Infrastructure Plan. The FY 13/14 proposed budget contains $100,000 funding from
voluntary proffers to undertake conceptual planning and design of projects including the second story
addition to the Community Center. This funding is subject to the Commission approving a Five Year
Capital Parks and Recreation Plan. The Resolution adopting the Five Year Capital Parks and
Recreation Plan was approved at the September 17 Commission meeting. Also, the resolutions
authorizing engineering and architectural services have sunset and will need to be reviewed.
Finally, since this project contains varied components (structural analysis of an existing facility to
determine expansion capability; public outreach to determine features to be included; design and
permitting, bidding and construction services) the option of competitively selecting a firm which
would be retained for “design build” or “best value”.
10. Tennis Facility
Current Status: At the July 15, 2013 Parks and Recreation Committee meeting, the Committee
recommended that the improvements to the tennis facility be ranked as the #2 priority with
implementation beginning in FY 13/14, (#1 priority being the second floor addition to the Community
Center). The improvements (court surface, lighting and fencing) are estimated to cost $255,000. The
Committee moved up the tennis facility on its priority list due to the deteriorating condition of the
court surface and overall condition of the supporting infrastructure including lights.
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Photos of the existing condition of tennis court surface, light poles and fence/screening to be addressed in FY 13/14:

The Commission approved the Five Year Parks and Recreation Capital Plan during the
September 17, 2013 Commission Meeting. The Town will receive in excess of $400,000 during
FY 13/14 from voluntary proffers. A proposal for the total renovation of the Tennis Center will
be an agenda item for the October 8, 2013 Commission meeting.
11. Biscaya Drainage Investigation
Current Status: Around the same time of the completion of the Water/Sewer/Storm Drainage Upgrade
Project, Surfside experienced a two week period of high intensity short duration rainstorms in
conjunction with spring high tides. A result of the newly sealed sanitary sewer system which did not
allow excess rainfall to flow into the sanitary sewer system, the flooding during these high tide-high
intensity storms increased the duration of temporary flooding on Biscaya Island.
A neighborhood meeting was held at Town Hall on June 5, 2013 to discuss the drainage issues on
Biscaya Island. The meeting began with a discussion regarding the current Water/Sewer/Storm
Drainage Project and an explanation that the drainage portion of the project was being funded by
FDEP in order to improve water quality entering Biscayne Bay, and was not solely a
service/performance project. It was also explained that the added work performed on Biscaya Island
with regard to improving the existing drainage conditions was the correction of major deficiencies in
curb and driveway elevations, improve the roadway profile, and service and clean the existing storm
water catch basins. Also, the drainage system (catch basins and culverts) was again inspected the
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week of June 5, 2013 to ensure that the system was not damaged during construction. The residents
provided input from and discussions regarding potential solutions including the construction of a
drainage pump station, outfall upsizing and other alternatives ensued. At the conclusion of the
meeting, Staff directed the Town/CGA to schedule meetings with the permitting agencies having
jurisdiction to discuss possible modifications which would increase the level of drainage service to the
island.
The Town held one meeting and one teleconference to date with Miami Dade RER (DERM) and
SFWMD, respectively. The outcome of the Town’s meeting with the County resulted in the County
agreeing to be receptive to SFWMD’s decision on waiving water quality treatment, and if so the
County would most likely recommend a variance to the County’s requirement to provide water quality
as well. This is promising news should the Town decide to move forward with the design, permitting
and construction required to upsize the current drainage outfall(s) on Biscaya Island.
On July 12, correspondence was delivered to Biscaya Drive residents informing them of the status of
the Town’s efforts/investigation of drainage conditions and solutions. CGA has presented cost
estimates and awaits direction from the Commission.
A Staff/Engineering report will be presented to the Commission at its October 8 meeting outlining cost
estimates and options.
12. Street Signs Replacement
Current Status: This item has been deferred until the final costs of the water/sewer/storm drainage
project are known. It does not appear that enough funds will be available for this project. A final
report will be provided to the Commission upon closeout of the project.
D. PLANNING, ZONING AND DEVELOPMENT
1. The Shul Project
Current Status: An application in sufficient form to start the Design Review Group (DRG) process
was received and the first meeting was held on August 22, 2012. A second Design Review Group
meeting was held on February 13, 2013 and a third was held on March 28, 2013. A meeting took
place with Stanley Price representing the Shul, former Town Manager and Town Attorney Linda
Miller on March 1, 2013 to further refine the voluntary proffers including an alternative to a Payment
In Lieu of Taxes (PILOT). A DRG meeting occurred on July 18, 2013 and additional comments were
discussed. A meeting was held on September 12, 2013 between the Shul and Town representatives to
continue the dialogue. A Development Impact Committee meeting is scheduled on October 17, 2013
pending timely submittal of required documents/plans.
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2. Tracking Development Orders
Current Status: Project management tracking will be an integral part of obtaining software for project
tracking, departmental interfacing/sharing of critical information (i.e. Code Department and Building
Department) and overall management of special/development projects and asset management. On
May 30, 2013, a meeting was held to identify and discuss Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP –
systems integration of internal and external management of information across the entire Town
organization) requirements for upgrades for FY 13/14. This will include a project tracking
component. A follow-up meeting was held with Staff on June 7, 2013. Funds are included in the FY
13/14 budget to move ERP forward. Also, four project management tracking schedules have been
completed and the remaining tracking schedules will be completed prior to FY 13/14 budget
adoption. Thanks to Sarah Sinatra for undertaking this effort. Staff will continue to review and update
the status.
3. Massing and Zoning Discussion: Vice Mayor Karukin
Current Status: At its May 15, 2013 meeting, the Town Commission directed the Town Manager to
set up a Joint Workshop with the Planning and Zoning Board to discuss zoning issues. Those issues
were clarified at the July 25, 2013 Planning and Zoning Board meeting and the Manager announced
that the public is encouraged to provide comments regarding the zoning code on a form provided on
the website.
Vice Mayor Karukin clarified his concerns in a July meeting with the Town Attorney and Staff and
these specific issues have been discussed at the August Planning and Zoning Board meeting. The
Planning and Zoning Board has asked staff to look at side setbacks as a percentage of the lot width to
increase the current setbacks, removing the side stepback requirement, require parking below grade,
requiring building lengths to be no greater than 150 with 30 feet of separation, explore breezeways and
consider building platforms no greater than 30 or 40 feet in height without a break similar to the
conditions at the Surf Club. These issues will be discussed again at the September Planning and
Zoning Board meeting which has been rescheduled to Wednesday, October 2.
4. Solar Panels and TV Antennas (Dishes)
Current Status: Solar panels are becoming less expensive to install and more cost effective as
technology advances. TV antennas (dishes) are proliferating where some buildings have as many as
ten facing main streets causing visual clutter and excess wiring. Both devices are a part of urban life,
however, guidelines need to be developed. Therefore this matter was sent to the Planning and Zoning
Board for discussion during their January 31, 2013 meeting. This item is scheduled as an agenda item
for the Joint Meeting of the Town Commission and Planning and Zoning Board on September 30.
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E. TOWN COMMISSION
1. Legislative Priorities
Current Status: The Legislative Session ended on May 3, 2013. Fausto Gomez updated the
Commission at the July 16, 2013 Commission meeting on the session pertaining to new
legislation affecting municipalities and the status of the Town’s legislative priorities adopted on
January 15, 2013. His written report was submitted to the Commission on June 4, 2013.
In the Fall, the Commission will begin to prepare its list of legislative priorities for 2014.
2. Charter Amendment Schedule
Current Status: The Town Commission during the February 12, 2013 meeting determined to initiate
the Charter review process no later than August, 2013. On January 15, 2013, the Town Commission
adopted Resolution No. 2013-2126 which certified and declared the results of the election held on
November 6, 2012 wherein all three Charter Amendments were adopted by the voters. Per the ballot
language, the Town must commence Charter Review within the first (12) months after adoption of the
Resolution. A resolution on the proposed Charter Review Board is included on the agenda for the
October 8 Commission meeting.
3. Town Commission/Planning and Zoning Board Joint Meetings
Current Status: The meeting is scheduled for 7:00 pm on September 30, 2013 in the Commission
Chambers.
F. TOWN DEPARTMENTS
1. Town Attorney
a. Options to Mitigate Inadequate Number of Parking Spaces at Multi-family Establishments along
the Collins Avenue Corridor: Mayor Daniel Dietch
Current Status: Staff is finalizing information necessary to resolve this issue. Follow-up will be
coordinated with the Town Attorney.
2. Building Department
a. FEMA National Flood Insurance Program
Current Status: The final house slated for remedial work is presently under contract and the required
flood vents have been ordered. This particular structure, 1355 Biscaya Drive, had presented some
unexpected challenges for both the design professionals as well as the contractor which created
considerable time delays. The principal challenge of this project is the way in which the supporting
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structure was designed and built. In order to accommodate the additions, the substructure created
virtually inaccessible pockets that need to be opened to allow the free flow exit of flood water from
under the house. All of those pending issues have been addressed. Completion of this project will
officially close the present CAV.
The resolution presented to the Commission at its September, 2013 meeting to retain the services of
CRS Max a consulting firm that specializes in maximizing the potential of a community’s application
to the CRS program was not approved due to a 2-2 vote. The Resolution will be brought back and
included on the October 8 Commission agenda. Their services revolve around identifying the existing
conditions of each community and thereby providing programmatic solutions needed to attain the
highest possible entry score into the CRS program. CRS Max references have been contacted and the
return responses have been overwhelmingly favorable.
Ross Prieto successfully completed the CFM certification exam on August 23 and is presently licensed
as the Town’s certified flood manager. This certification will allow Ross to manage the Town’s flood
hazard program under the NFIP.
b. Imaging Town Documents
Current Status: The Building Department continues its daily scanning of current documents
during the day and at the end of each day. Document files are being reviewed and organized on
an ongoing daily basis.
c. Forty Year Building Certification - Collins and Harding Avenues
Current Status: Collins Avenue mailings have been completed and the focus has been turned to
Harding Avenue. To date three properties have been issued letters of violation for non-compliance,
four properties have had their letters of violation placed on temporary hold awaiting response. In
these cases the owners have responded and requested a short extension. One code sanctioned
exemption was granted and one property has come into full compliance including final payment. At
this time there are six total properties under the ninety day notice for which we are awaiting response.
Steady progress is being made in the area of 40 year building certification.
3. Code Compliance Department
a. Code Compliance Priorities Workshop
Current Status: A workshop was held on April 17, 2013 with the Mayor and Town Commission at
which time Staff provided a presentation, including historical information on the prior Ad-Hoc Code
Enforcement Committee’s recommendations. The report included commonly occurring or reported
violations in the single-family, multi-family residential districts, and business district.
Recommendations were provided on priorities in each district and discussion was held, including
public comments. Each Elected Official was provided a priority worksheet to be submitted to Staff in
order to assist in establishing priority and policy direction for code enforcement. Staff analyzed the
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information submitted by the Commission and included a written report, along with a Commission
Communication in the June 11, 2013, Commission meeting agenda packet. Due to the number of
items on the agenda and the anticipated length of the meeting to discuss code enforcement issues, this
item was deferred. At the August 13, 2013, Town Commission meeting, the Administration received
direction to present their updated report and recommendations at the November, 2013 Town
Commission meeting. At the September 17th, 2013, Commission Meeting a report was provided
comparing the currently used Civil Citation process provided in the Town Code and an alternative
Notice of Violation process available in the State Statutes. A matrix detailing and comparing the
specifics of each process will be provided at the October 8 Commission meeting and the second
workshop is still planned for November 2013.
b. Residential Home Based Businesses
Current Status: At the direction of the Mayor and Town Commission, enforcement of the Local
Business Tax Receipt and Certificate of Use provisions was stayed for Home Based Businesses for
FY12/13, until such time as code compliance priorities are established. A Staff follow-up report from
the April 17, 2013 Code Compliance Workshop was provided to the Town Commission on June 11,
2013, but deferred. Additional discussion, recommendations and options will be provided at the
November, 2013 Town Commission meeting.
c. Short Term Rentals
Current Status: Options/recommendations on short term rentals have been included in the Code
Compliance Report that was provided, but deferred, at the June 11, 2013, Town Commission meeting
as part of the follow-up to the April 17, 2013 Code Compliance Workshop. This item should be
incorporated in the Code Compliance priorities discussion at the November, 2013 Town Commission
meeting.
d. Sight Triangle (Hedges) and Corner Visibility
Current Status: On August 20, 2013, Staff met with Miami-Dade County Traffic Engineer and looked
at several intersections in the single family residential neighborhood. After much discussion, the
County’s position was that the Florida Green Book was the required minimum standard for all
municipalities. County staff recommended adoption of same into our Town Code. Based on the
discussions, it appears that compliance with Green Book requirements may not be easily attainable
Town-wide, as many corner properties (due to limited width of easements and lack of sidewalks) may
not be able to meet the minimum standards. These minimum standards include multiple “sight
triangle” scenarios, some that address minimum sight clearances immediately after stop signs, as well
as others that address visibility clearances that are related to cross traffic which are based on speed
limits. It was also confirmed that many property owners have planted hedges and shrubs in the
easement (in many cases, right up to the curb) that also hinder visibility. It was recommended that the
most easily achievable resolution to compliance was to cut the hedges and shrubs back. Additional
issues were also identified by County staff, such as the traffic circle at 95th & Byron, 4-way stop
signs, stop sign locations, and speed limit signs, some of which may have been placed without County
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review or authorization. A follow-up report will be presented at the October 8 Commission
meeting. With regard to the existing cases, as directed, lien releases were provided in all cases where
compliance had been attained. A lien release was also provided to one non-compliant case after the
administratively mitigated hearing and administrative fees were paid. Only one non-compliant case
remains unresolved, as the resident has yet to pay the reduced fees.
4. Finance Department
a. Five Year Financial Plan: Mayor Daniel Dietch
Current Status: The 2013 Five Year Financial Plan has been a priority project for the Town
Administration and the Finance Department. The final plan was presented to the Commission at the
budget public hearing on September 26. This will be a future Commission agenda item.
b. Online Bill Pay: Vice Mayor Michael Karukin
Current Status: The online payment by credit card of the water, sewer and storm water utility bill by
residential and commercial customers was implemented as part of the water bill that was mailed in
mid-June, 2013.
The online bill pay went live on the website as of July 1, 2013. Notifications are received from
SunTrust Bank Merchant Services every morning for accounts that have been paid. . Finance Staff is
working with SunTrust and Municode to implement the e-check payment process on line.
c. Certificate of Use (CU) /Local Business Tax Receipt (LBTR)
Current Status: Only one business did not comply for FY 12/13. Failure to respond resulted in that
business being brought before for Special Master processing. This is the highest level of compliance
ever achieved in Surfside history. New renewal packages have been mailed and 18 businesses have
already renewed for FY 2013-2014.
d. Tourist/Resort Tax Audit
Current Status: Five businesses have not complied. The Finance Director is working with the
businesses to ensure compliance with the Auditors’ requests so that the audits could continue. These
businesses may go through the Code Compliance process in time for the next Special Master hearing.
The completed audit reports are in the process of being reviewed by the Finance and TEDACS
Departments.
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5. Parks and Recreation
a. Beach Concessions
Current Status: The lease agreement with the State of Florida and Miami-Dade County was presented
to the County Recreation and Cultural Affairs Committee on September 10, 2012 and moved forward
to the Board of County Commissioners on October 2, 2012. The lease application and documents were
prepared by Miami-Dade County and submitted to the State for approval. On May 15, 2013 the
County received correspondence from by the State regarding to the lease agreement. The State
informed the County that Florida Statute 161.201 allows the County to police the beach and enter into
a management agreement with the Town of Surfside. The Town Manager, Town Attorney and the
Parks and Recreation Director met with John Ripple, Beach Operations and Maintenance Supervisor
and Kevin Kirwin, Assistant Director for Operations from Miami Dade County on May 20, 2013 to
move the process forward. Currently the County attorney’s office is completing a review of the
statute. Following legal review, Town and County staff will work to prepare an agreement which
would provide the Town with the legal authority to regulate beach concessions. In the interim, the
County will be responsible for beach management issues.
b. Pool Tot Lot Repairs - Community Center
Current Status: Funtraptions, the original contractor for the Community Center water
playground, is no longer in business and not available for any warranty work or repairs. At the
completion of the project, a 10 percent retainer fee was held back by the Town until full
satisfaction was met with the water play structure. The retainer ($22,600) will be utilized to
cover the cost of repairs of warranty items that need to be addressed. Naumann Nature Scapes,
Inc. has been on site at various times since January 28, 2013 reviewing the water playground
operations and the water playground pool blue prints. Naumann Nature Scapes, Inc. has provided
an itemized list of work to be completed on a priority level. This proposal was presented to the
Town Commission during the May 15, 2013 meeting and a resolution was passed to have the
work completed. Phase I of the work began on May 9, 2013 with the removal of the Sand Dollar
play feature for repairs. The Sand Dollar has been reinstalled and Phase II of the repairs has been
completed to include hardware replacement, rust removal, clear coat repair and solenoid repairs.
Work has started on Phase III of the repairs and continues to move forward and the water
playground continues to remain open. Progress reports on the work being performed will be
updated until the project is completed.
6. Public Works
a. Sidewalk Staining to Match Colors
Current Status: The project is almost complete with the only item being touch-up work on two
driveway entrances along Collins Avenue. These drives were scheduled to be addressed the week of
September 9th when the contractor (Lynx Construction) works on the Abbott and 94th Street parking
lots.
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TOWN OF SURFSIDE
PROJECTS PROGRESS REPORT
CALVIN, GIORDANO & ASSOCIATES, INC.
October, 2013
1. Planning and Community Development – Planning and Community Development – In
August 2012, the Shul submitted a site plan application for an expansion. Staff met with the
applicant to discuss the review comments and the applicant resubmitted the plans on January
25, 2013. Staff held Development Review Group meetings on February 13, 2013, March 28,
2013 and July 18, 2013. Once all of the outstanding comments are addressed, a Development
Impact Committee meeting will be scheduled, which is anticipated on October 17, 2013. The
Planning department has prepared graphics and text relating to the length of buildings which
were discussed at the August Planning and Zoning Board meeting. The board provided
feedback and the item was placed back on the October 2, 2013 Planning and Zoning Board
meeting. If directed, staff will prepare an ordinance to be heard at an upcoming Town
Commission meeting. Planning Department Staff reviewed and analyzed the zoning code
feedback forms and other communication received to prepare all items for the joint meeting.
Staff prepared 15 staff reports responding to the information received. Planning Staff has also
prepared a spreadsheet for each development project to continually track the conditions of
approval. This spreadsheet identifies the department responsible for the item and
confirmation of completion. Staff continues to answer approximately 80 zoning questions
monthly and reviews permit applications.
2. Information Technology & TV Broadcasts - The mail server has been up and running
without interruption for 442 days. The last downtime was for routine maintenance and
occurred on July 11, 2012. IT has received all the equipment for the chamber room
broadcasting equipment including the tabletop wireless microphones and installation will be
completed on September 27, 2013. IT has provided 3 quotes for surveillance cameras for the
Police Department to place around the town and is awaiting approval. Triad Security
installed two new video cameras at the Community Center, per the Chief’s request. The
software demo for vehicle license plate reading has been installed for the Police Department.
The replacement check printer for Sungard has been put on hold by the Finance Department.
IT has installed a memory upgrade for the firewall to support more VPN sessions for the
Police Department. The Town’s file server crashed on September 17, 2013 and the data was
restored to an alternate server to restore staff access to files. The file server was no longer
under warranty and a replacement server and licenses have been received to replace it. IT has
been instructed to move forward on the Channel 77 upgrades and live video streaming and
will be meeting with the Town Manager and staff to discuss the next steps. The IT staff
continues to receive approximately 300 support requests monthly via phone and email.
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3. Public Utilities / Engineering – Water/Sewer/Storm Drainage Project and Collins Avenue
Force Main Project Current Status: The following report on the Water/Sewer/Storm
Drainage Project is a compilation of CGA and Staff input:
The Water/Sewer/Storm Drainage Project commenced on August 15, 2011 in the southern
sector of the Town (Phase I). The project involves water main/water service replacements,
lining or replacement of the gravity sewer mains and sewer lateral replacements,
rehabilitation of the sewer pump stations, and improvements to the stormwater collection
system including three (3) new storm drainage pump stations. Phase I-III are now all
substantially complete. All of the sewer mains have been lined and the TV crews have now
completed the post construction video which is being reviewed for approval by Town staff
and CGA Engineers. The final lift of asphalt installation commenced February 25, 2013.
The paving subcontractor began in the south end of Town and has completed all available
areas (Town is working with FDOT for the required restoration on FDOT roadways). The
permanent pavement marking and stripping is now complete. The Contractor has completed
all punch list items within private property and is now finalizing the pump station and
roadway punch list. Sanitary pump stations are substantially complete and off of the bypass
pumps. The drainage pump stations have passed all electrical inspections and FPL has
provided power. The Contractor has substantially completed all work on the drainage pump
stations and passed structural and electrical inspection, they are now all up and running
automatically. The close-out of all pump stations will include completing punch list items,
full training of Town staff on operation and maintenance (O&M) and the contractor will
provide O&M manuals. A project close out meeting was held on July 8, 2013.
Both Surfside and the Village of Bal Harbour are currently utilizing the newly installed
Collins Avenue force main with no operational issues. CGA continues to assist the Town
Manager in negotiating with Bal Harbour a resolution of the design costs for the force main.
Partial refinancing of the project has been completed to reduce the interest costs and provide
funding for additional utility main replacements, and other costs within the original scope. A
comprehensive status report for the project was provided in the August 14, 2012 Commission
agenda package and authority was granted to complete the project within a total budget of
$23.635M. Retainage will continue to be held and will only be released after all work is
completed including the punch list.
Funding Summary –
Funding Status:

Amount

Amount Received

FDEP Grant

$873,500

$873,500

FDEP Grant

$125,000

$125,000

FDEP Grant

$100,000

$100,000

FDEP State Revolving Fund Loan*

$9,312,881

$7,339,928 ***

BBC Bond

$859,000

$787,335

TOTAL

$11,270,381

$9,225,763
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***The State of Florida has reduced the interest rate from 2.12% to 1.87% fixed over
the life of the loan. This will save approximately $200,000 of interest cost
4. Neighborhood Improvements – CGA Staff completed the traffic computer modeling of the
Town’s roadway system as an element of the Town-wide traffic calming study. The initial
traffic counts to complete the traffic study occurred in September, 2012. A number of the
counts were finalized in late October due to construction activities. These counts are
incorporated in the Draft Traffic Study Report that was discussed at the April 9, 2013
meeting. As authorized by the Town Commission, staff held public meetings on June 25,
2013 with an attendance of 10 residents. CGA will work with the Town Manager to
schedule the second public meeting.
5. Emergency Management - CGA finalized all revisions to the Town’s Emergency
Operations Plan (EOP) and submitted it on Friday, March 29, 2013. Onsite training occurred
on Friday May 3, 2013. This project is completed.
6. Emergency Seawall Repair at 88th & Carlyle - Miami Dade County RER (Formerly
DERM) has completed the Biological Opinion (BO). The results of the BO were submitted
to the Town and CGA has incorporated the BO permit requirements into our final plans. The
final plans have been submitted for final permits. The US Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) permit was obtained in late February 2013 and the FDEP permit was obtained in
April 2013. The SFWMD and RER final permits have been received. FIND has received all
permits and the Town should expect to receive final authorization of funding in October
2013.
7. Town-Owned Seawall Repair - The 90% plans were submitted to the Florida Inland
Navigation District (FIND) Commissioner Spencer Crowley, III, who represents Miami Dade
County on the FIND Board. The project received a favorable response from the
Commissioner and we submitted our project for funding. CGA presented the project to
FIND on June 21, 2013. FIND has published the rankings and the presentation was awarded
41.09 points (required 35 to obtain funding). The environmental survey for benthic resources
was performed in May & August 2013, the plans have been finalized to reflect the findings.
Simultaneously, while we are applying for the FIND funding we have obtained the FDEP
permit and expect the USACE permit to come the week of September 16, 2013. The
SFWMD and RER final permits have been received. FIND has received all permits and the
Town should expect to receive final authorization of funding in October 2013.
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1. Executive+Summary+
Nestled within the Greater Miami and the Beaches metropolis is a quaint oasis known as
the Town of Surfside. With the world-famous Bal Harbour Shops bordering on the north
and Miami Beach just to the south, somehow the Town of Surfside has escaped the
limelight and, in fact, has very limited recognition outside of the immediate area of MiamiDade County.
With a small community of approximately 5,000 residents and a two-block Downtown, in
the past the town had just enough two- to three-star hotel product and subsequent resort
tax revenue to give it some exposure to the travel and tourism world. In the past, there
was representation by the Town of Surfside at some key travel trade shows, typically
partnering with Best Western. This representation decreased at the time when much of the
hotel product was converted to residential condominium.
While the initial purpose of this audit was to explore and analyze what had been done in
the past to attract the visitor market to Surfside, in conducting this audit, it was found that
not much is recorded from those days. Years ago, signature events such as “Jazz on the
Beach” and “Shakespeare on the Beach” were held, but in recent years bed taxes have
been primarily spent on special events for residents and visitors from local/regional
markets.
Therefore, we will move forward and analyze the opportunities for the Town of Surfside,
with new hotel product coming online. As a result of the new product, the Tourism Board
retained CJFMI and RMA to research and write a five-year strategic tourism plan to
recommend the most efficient and effective way to allocate the additional resort tax
revenue that the town will realize starting in Fiscal Year 2013/14.
The travel industry has changed significantly over the last decade and will most likely
continue to change and transform. It is important to keep up with the research, statistics
and trends, and have a plan that is not only strategic, but also flexible.
This report begins with a review of budgets and Tourist Board organization. Then, we
provide a global perspective, demonstrating the growth in travel and tourism worldwide
and drill down to explore travel and tourism’s impact on the U.S., Florida and Greater
Miami, culminating with how the Town of Surfside will once again be able to capitalize on
the visitor market.
With the audit complete, we will begin work on the Strategic Tourism Plan, which will
analyze the data presented in the audit and provide recommendations that will define how
the Town of Surfside should move forward to brand itself. Specific strategies and tactics
that tie back into the increased budget will become the roadmap for both pre-arrival and
post-arrival visitor programs targeted to the travel trade and consumer over the next five
years beginning in Fiscal Year 2013/14.
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Total%Resort%Tax%(34%)%

%

%

Total%Other%Funds%

Total%Personal%Expenses%
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% %

%

2410% Workers%Compensation%

2310% Life%&%Health%Insurance%

2210% Retirement%Contribution%

2110% Payroll%Taxes%

1410% Overtime%

1210% Regular%Salaries%

%

%

%

%$100,796%% %

%

%
%
%
%
%%%% %

%
%
%
%
%

%

%%%% %
%

%

%

!

%

!

%

%$158,454%% %

%$12,593%%

%$7,780%% %

%$4,813%% %

%$145,861%%

%$45,065%%

!

!

TOTAL!FUNDS! %

39200000% Use%of%Restricted%Fund%Balance%

36909000% Other%Miscellaneous%Revenues%

36908500% Resort%Registration%Fees%

36101000%% %Interest%Earnings%

%

31201400% Four%Percent%Resort%Tax%

!
Line%Item%Prefix%102080000552%

%USES:!

%

%

%

!

31201200% Two%Percent%Resort%Tax%

!
Line%Item%Prefix%102000000%

SOURCE:!!

!FY!07/08!
Actual!!
!

%%%%%

%

%

%

%

!

%

%$214,202%% %

%$87,060%% %

%$75,757%%

%$10,891%% %

%$412%% %

%$127,142%%

%$36,220%%

%$90,922%% %

!FY!08/09!
Actual!!

2. Resort)Tax)Projections/Tourist)Board)Budget)

!

%$11,755%%

%$78%%

%$831%%

%$1,038%%

%

%$9,808%% %

!

%

%$145,350%% %

%$3,805%%

%$3,294%% %

%$511%% %

%$141,545%%

%$31,910%%

%$109,635%% %

FY!09/10!
Actual!!
!

%$17,416%%

%$44%%

%$1,287%%

%$1,115%%

%$1,099%%

%$389%%

%

%$13,482%% %

!

%

%$157,739%% %

%$3,800%% %

%%%%

%$3,413%%

%$387%% %

%$153,939%%

%$41,486%%

%$112,453%% %

!FY!10/11!
Actual!!
!

%$22,401%%

%$53%%

%$1,484%%

%$754%%

!

%$1,419%% !

%$68%%

%$18,623%% !

!

!

%$185,193%% !

%$8,131%%

%$5,804%%

%$27%% !
%$2,300%% !

%$177,062%%

%$68,438%%

%$108,624%% !

!FY!11/12!
Actual!!

!$48,023!!

!$111!!

!$4,428!!

!$1,801!!

!$2,963!!

!$38,720!!

!$230,811!!

!$58,719!!

!$27,189!!

!$28,530!!

!$3,000!!

!$172,092!!

!$81,940!!

!$90,152!!

!FY!12/13!
Adopted!!
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%

%
%

FUND!BALANCE! %
%
%

%

NET! % %$(14,676)% %

%

%$173,130%% %

%

%
TOTAL!EXPENSES! %

%

%

%

%

%

%

%$104,632%% %

%

%$109,570%% %

%

%

%$109,570%% %

%$70%%

%$2,001%% %

%$89,353%% %

%$2,129%%

%$3,293%%

%$168%%

%$856%% %

%$11,700%%

%

%

%

%$29,032%% %

%

%$116,318%% %

%$104,563%%

%$594%%

%$60%%

%$2,244%% %

%$97,216%% %

%$3,329%%

%$276%%

%$844%% %

%

%

%$5,832%% %

%

%$151,907%% %

%$19,800%% %
%

%$114,691%% %

%$359%%

%$895%%

%$48%%

%$3,863%% %

%$101,897%% %

%$1,310%%

%$2,290%%

%$363%%

%$1,078%% %

%$2,588%%

!
%$173,018%% !

%$(13,589)%

!

%$198,782%% !

!

!

%$176,381%% !

%$395%% !

%$411%%

%$5,586%%

%$146,677%% !

%$3,970%%

%$1,505%%

%$245%%

%$17,592%%

!$173,018!!

!!!!!

!$230,811!!

!$182,788!!

!$1,500!!

!$3,000!!

!$25,000!!

!$108,913!!

!$1,500!!

!$2,495!!

!$1,000!!

!$780!!

!$25,000!!

!$13,600!!
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During the planning process for the 5-Year Strategic Tourism Plan, we will project resort tax receipts for five years, including
significant contributions from the Grand Beach Hotel, Surf Club and 92nd Street Hotel projects. It is not anticipated that the expansion
of the Bal Harbour Shops will directly impact resort tax receipts, but the competitive impact will be further analyzed as a component
of the Strategic Tourism Plan.

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

6210% %Buildings%

%

%

Total%Operating%Expenses%

%
%$173,130%% %

%$250%%

5420% Conferences%&%Seminars%

%$305%%

%$3,231%% %

%$16,790%%

%$105,853%% %

%$6,962%%

%$72%%

%$2,174%% %

5410% Subscriptions%&%Memberships%
%

%

%

%

%$37,493%%

5290% Miscellaneous%Operating%Supplies%

5110% Office%Supplies%

4911% Other%Current%Charges%

4810% Promotional%Activities%

4611% Miscellaneous%Maintenance%

4601% Maintenance%Serv/Repair%Contracts%

4403% Equipment/Vehicle%Leasing%

4111% Postage%

4110% Telecommunications%

3410% Other%Contractual%Services%

3110% Professional%Services%

Resort'Taxes'

Budget'for'Promotional'Activities'
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Tourism'Advertising'
'
Publication

Welcome Channel Ad
Jewish Journal
Welcome
Magazine/Bienvenidos
Welcome
Magazine/Bienvenidos
GMCVB Visitor’s
Guide
Ad budget for the
Spice Restaurant
Promo – Miami New
Times

Date

Cost

Notes

Daily from February
2011-2012 in 27
hotels
2010

$6,000

Plus Visit FL promo
for $2,500

$500

July – September
2012
February – May and
June -September
2013
Annual

$6,300

Focus on kosher
restaurants
$3,000 from General
Fund

2012

$18,000

$16,800
$12,500

Promotional'Events'
Event
Farmers Market
Arts Festival
Surfside Spice
Restaurant
Promotion
Culinary Event
Food Trucks Event
Tales of the Surfside
Turtle – viewing
Tales of the Surfside
Turtle Public Art
Event
Third Thursday

Date
2008 – 2009
March 2008-2010
July – September
2010~2011

Cost
$5,000
$25-30,000
$10-12,000

2011
December 27, 2012
January 12-13, 2013

$25,000
$5,000
Free

January 2013 – June
2014

$68,201

Paid out of Resort
Tax Funds Reserve

2008 through present

~$25,000/year

4 or 6 events per
year

!
'

'
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Collateral'Material'
Description
Surfside Directory

Date
2010-2012

Cost
$2,000

Restaurant Brochure
Surfside Directory
Hotel ~ Restaurant
Brochure

2012
2013
2013

$1,000
$2,000
$3,000

'

$2,500

Notes
Sold ad space to
help alleviate the
cost
Will not have ads

!

Other'
Web Site

$150/month
maintenance

!
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3. Review(Resort(Tax(Ordinance/Tourist(Board(Mission(Statement(
We have reviewed the Town of Surfside Charter and Resort Tax Ordinance and the
Mission Statement of the Resort Tax (Tourist) Board. The Tourist Board is responsible for
bringing visitors into Surfside to patronize hotels restaurants, businesses and recreational
amenities.
The Board has asked the Town Attorney to review provisions of the ordinance regarding
"Continued Delinquency" and is currently reviewing Board policies and procedures.
Other than these issues, we have no recommendations for change to the resort tax
ordinance as a result of the Audit. We will review the ordinance again in light of final
recommendations developed in the 5-Year Strategic Tourism Plan and include any
recommendations for amendment to the ordinance.
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4. Tourism(Marketing(Opportunities(for(the(Town(of(Surfside(
There are some “givens” with the travel and tourism industry that are important to understand
and adhere to:
!
!

!
!
!

An effective Travel and Tourism Sales and Marketing program is a long-term
commitment. Do not expect overnight results.
Tourism strategies and tactics fit under the umbrella of the overall economic
development plan for a community. After all, “tourists want to go where the locals go.”
In the case of the Town of Surfside, as with many smaller communities, the economic
development and tourism initiatives rightfully fall under the same office and staff.
Tourism Sales and Marketing are based on two key strategies: partnerships and
leveraging.
Tourism Marketing = ROR - Return on Relationship.
The “P’s” of Tourism – Product, Packaging, Partnership and Promotion.

Product:
!
!
!

For the Town of Surfside, the primary product is the hotels, both the existing hotels and
the new ones coming on line.
Second is the “what to do”, which is the beach.
Third, statistics from the Department of Commerce show that shopping and dining are
the number one and two activities of the traveler. The visitor is going to spend their
money on shopping and dining somewhere, so the Town of Surfside needs to do all it
can to make sure the Town received its share of those dollars being spent. This would
result in a healthier Downtown Surfside and an increase in resort tax from restaurant
food and beverage sales. To that end, the Commissioners approved the creation of a
Business Improvement District (BID) Organization Plan to study what can be done in
the Town of Surfside’s Downtown to create a consensus amongst commercial property
and business owners regarding programs and improvements to the Downtown area.

Packaging: Dynamic Packaging, developing packages that far exceed just air and hotel,
continues to drive the visitor market. Once we get into the tactical section, unique packages will
be recommended.
Partnerships: No one destination or attraction can go after the visitor market in a vacuum; it
takes support, leveraging and partnerships. Numerous potential partners will be explored
locally with the Greater Miami and the Beaches Convention and Visitors Bureau (GMCVB) and
Visit Florida, as well as nationally with BRAND USA, Shop America Tours, AAA, CAA, credit
cards, etc.
Promotion: For a community like Surfside, promotions will always play an important role.
However, their scope may change so that there will be more variety and include new signature
events/festivals that can be tied into the packages.
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It should also be noted that effective tourism initiatives are one of the most appealing set of
tools for economic development of a community. It is a clean industry, it puts “heads in beds”,
they pay taxes, they shop with very few returns and they eat out, a lot!
•
•
•
•

The visitor market stays longer and spends more money in a destination than the local
market.
Typically visitors shop at home for price, but while traveling they shop for selection and
quality while still seeking value.
Visitors not only buy for themselves, they also buy for friends and family…all those left
behind, including the dog sitter.
International travelers spend 3-10 times more than the local shopper and the domestic
traveler.

We have the opportunity to create a new brand that will resonate with today’s traveler, both
those already coming to South Florida and travelers who will be experiencing the area for the
first time!
What follows is an overview of the travel and tourism industry with statistics demonstrating the
health of the industry from a global, national, state and local perspective.

The'Global'Tourism'Perspective'

World Tourism Organization UNWTO
The UNWTO World Tourism Organization is a specialized agency of the United Nations

As noted, this audit will first explore the outlook for global travel with information provided
by the World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) in Madrid, Spain, which is the United
Nations agency responsible for the promotion of responsible, sustainable and universally
accessible tourism. By understanding what is happening on a global and national level for
travel and tourism, it will aid us in determining the direction we need to take to reach out to
and attract the visitor market, especially the over six million international visitors who
arrive to South Florida. Also, that number is growing faster than domestic visitation.
UNWTO is the public sector entity that promotes tourism as a driver of economic growth,
inclusive development and environmental sustainability and offers leadership and support
to the sector in advancing knowledge and tourism policies worldwide. UNWTO generates
market knowledge, promotes competitive and sustainable tourism policies and
instruments, fosters tourism education and training, and works to make tourism an
effective tool for development through technical assistance projects in over 100 countries
around the world. (1)
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For just the second time, UNWTO has conducted a very forward-looking outlook for the
industry (the first one was in 2001) – originally going out 20 years to 2020 to see what the
industry would look like, which they have recently updated to push out to 2030. They don’t
forecast at the country specific level, only at a world and world region level, but their work
does give a good overview and helps make sense of what’s going on in this very dynamic
industry. They focus on two factors – changes in GDP in a country/region and trends in
transportation costs. They assume very similar trends going forward as we’ve seen in the
past for both developed and emerging countries. For the first time, however, they assume
an increase in transportation costs. They now make the assumption that transportation
costs will increase, both for land and for air – with air increases that would include higher
fuel costs, higher labor costs, as well as increases in taxation of the industry.
According to a January 28, 2013, UNWTO press release, international tourist arrivals grew by
4% in 2012 to reach 1,035 billion. This is from the latest UNWTO World Tourism Barometer.
Emerging economies (+4.1%) regained the lead over advanced economies (+3.6%), with Asia
and the Pacific showing the strongest results. Growth is expected to continue in 2013 only
slightly below the 2012 level (+3% to +4%) and in line with UNWTO long term forecast.
With an additional 39 million international tourists, up from 996 million in 2011, international
tourist arrivals surpassed 1 billion (1.035 billion) for the first time in history in 2012.
Demand held well throughout the year, with a stronger than expected fourth quarter. By region,
Asia and the Pacific (+7%) was the best performer, while by sub-region South-East Asia, North
Africa (both at +9%) and Central and Eastern Europe (+8%) topped the ranking.
UNWTO forecasts international tourist arrivals to increase by 3% to 4% in 2013, much in line
with its long term forecast for 2030: +3.8% a year on average between 2010 and 2020. This
outlook is confirmed by the UNWTO Confidence Index. Compiled among over 300 experts
worldwide, the Index shows that prospects for 2013 are similar to the evaluation of last year
(124 points for 2013 against 122 for 2012). By region, prospects for 2013 are stronger for Asia
and the Pacific (+5% to +6%), followed by Africa (+4% to +6%), the Americas (+3% to +4%),
Europe (+2% to +3%) and the Middle East (0% to +5%).

(1) http://www2.unwto.org/en/content/who-we-are-0
The Americas (+4%) saw an increase of 6 million arrivals, reaching 162 million in total.
Leading the growth were destinations in Central America (+6%), while South America, up by
4%, showed some slowdown as compared to the double-digit growth of 2010 and 2011. The
Caribbean (+4%), on the other hand, is performing above the previous two years, while North
America (+3%) did remain on par with the average.
http://media.unwto.org/en/press-release/2013-01-28/international-tourism-continue-robustgrowth-2013
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Looking at the first forecast by the UNWTO from 10 years ago, travel is up through 2012. The
left side of the above chart in maroon is the actual Y2Y changes in int’l arrivals, and on the right
is the forecast for the next 20 years. Arrivals is always greater than travelers as it reflects
multiple visitations – so as an example, a German traveler going to 3 or 4 countries across
Europe would be counted 3 or 4 times.
What we see in the orange bars for the next couple of years is growth of about 4.4%, which
gradually decreases to about 2.8% growth. This reflects that the base is grown now up to
nearly a billion travelers in any one year, producing nearly a trillion in spending – but also with
increases in transportation costs.
What does that turn into? The average over the years will be 43 million travelers if this forecast
holds up, and that would total about 1.8B arrivals by 2030, compared to just about a billion
arrivals today. Even in the worst-case scenarios for GDP growth and for transportation costs,
they would still end up with a forecast at the end of 2030 of about 1.4 billion.
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National'Tourism'Perspective'

A November 30, 2012, report from The Office of Travel & Tourism Industries, OTTI, offered
a relative bullish forecast calling for 3.6 - 4.3% annual growth over the next five years, and 28%
total growth from 2011 through 2017. In 2012 alone, over 66 million international travelers are
projected to have visited the U.S., representing a 6% increase over the 2011 visitor volume.
Top contributions to total growth from 2011-2017 are from Canada, China, Mexico, and Brazil.
Positives:
!
!
!
!

The BRIC(K) (Brazil, Russia, India, China and sometime South Korea) countries are
exceeding expectations, in part due to efforts to decrease their visa wait times.
Western Europe showed strong numbers YTD through June 2012, except for the U.K.
The launch of Brand USA in May 2012 with strong multi-channel marketing campaigns
in Canada, U.K., and Japan.
ESTA (Electronic System for Travel Authorization) fees are not an apparent negative
as originally thought they would be. ESTA fee collections, not taxpayer dollars, are
used as matching grants for Brand USA contributions,

Negatives:
!
!
!

Low air capacity growth through April 2013. Some of the growth numbers include
Americans returning home.
USA marketing levels abroad are low from U.S. state and city destinations, perhaps
offsetting, or MORE than offsetting, Brand USA levels.
Several key origin markets are closely tied to China economy.
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Significant Impact of International Travel:

!
!
!

The above chart from OTTI demonstrates that 4%-5% of travelers in the U.S. are from
the international markets; and this figure is a much higher percentage for destinations
like Miami Beach.
However, this 4-5% represented 14% of travel demand (spend) in 2007, 17% in 2010
and is projected to be 20% by 2013
This demonstrates the strong economic impact of the international visitor.
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Visitation Chart to the U.S.

According to an April 2012 press release from the Office of Travel & Tourism Industries
(OTTI) the U.S. can expect a 4-5% average annual growth rate of international travel over
the next five years! That equates to 65.4 million foreign travelers who are projected to
visit the U. S. this year!
The largest growth potential over the next five years will come from:
China
Brazil
Argentina
Australia
Korea
Venezuela

198%
70%
46%
45%
35%
35%
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The following chart is the 2011 visitation figures to the U.S. The ones in bold are top
international markets to Miami:
Country
Canada
Mexico
UK
Japan
Germany
Brazil
France
S. Korea
China
Australia

Visitors %up/down from 2010
21.03M
5%+
13.41M
Flat
3.84M
Flat
3.25M
Flat
1.82M
6%+
1.51M
26%+
1.50M
12%+
1.15M
3%+
1.09M
36%+
1.04M
15%+

Ranking for Miami
#2
#16
#7
#6
#1

The following chart is the visitation figures to Miami, again showing the countries that are also
top countries to the US in bold:
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Top countries to Miami
Brazil
Canada
Argentina
Colombia
Venezuela
Germany
UK
Bahamas
France
Costa Rice

In summary, four out of the seven top markets to the U.S. are also top markets for Miami, and
three of them are on the increase.
!
!
!

The 62 million international visitors who traveled to the U.S. in 2011 generated a record
$153 billion in receipts and a $43 billion trade surplus.
International and domestic tourism spending increased 8.1%, supporting an additional
103,000 jobs for a total of 7.6 million Americans employed in travel and tourism
industries or in industries that support them.
Further, 1.2 million jobs are supported directly or indirectly by international traveler
spending within the U.S. and on U.S. carriers.

Source for the above:
http://tinet.ita.doc.gov/view/f-2000-99-001/forecast/Forecast-Summary.pdf
According to the OTTI publication “International Visitation to the U.S.: A Statistical Summary of
U.S. Visitation”, while only 4% of the visitation is international, it represents 17% of
traveler spend.
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More detail can be found at:
http://tinet.ita.doc.gov/outreachpages/download_data_table/2011_Visitation_Report.pdf
From the United States Travel Association’s (USTA) Power of Travel 2012 report, the following
is an overview of the travel industry to the U.S.:
!
!
!
!

Direct spending on leisure travel by domestic and international travelers = $564 billion
in 2011 (up from $526 billion in 2010).
Spending on leisure travel generated $86 billion in tax revenue.
3 out of 4 domestic trips are for leisure (77%).
Top leisure activities for U.S. domestic travelers:
1. Visiting Relatives
2. Shopping
3. Visiting Friends
4. Fine Dining
5. Beaches

Compared to the previous year, the top three were the same, but fine dining replaced rural
sightseeing. Now shopping and dining are in the top five activities for the domestic traveler.
!

Top leisure activities for the international traveler:
1. Shopping
2. Dining
3. City Sightseeing
4. Visiting Historic Places
5. Amusement Parks

Source:
http://www.ustravel.org/sites/default/files/page/2009/09/USTravelAnswerSheet_June201
2.pdf
Travel Facts and Statistics:
!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Domestic Leisure Traveler:
o 76% traveled by auto (preferred method for domestic traveler)
o 42% traveled by air
o Note: more than 100% - many take more than one trip a year
Business Travel in the U.S. remains flat.
Family Travel – multigenerational – make up 30% of leisure travel.
Gen X – make up 31% of leisure travel.
Older Boomers (1946 - 1954) take an average of 4.4 leisure trips per year.
Mature travelers (pre-1946) take an average of 4.1 leisure trips per year.
18% travel with their pets.
Solo travel is growing – 11% of U.S. adults take a trip by themselves
The Stay-cation is being replaced with trips to destinations further from home, but
consumers are seeking cost-savings with their travel.

Resource and more details:
http://www.ustravel.org/news/press-kit/travel-facts-and-statistics
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This chart demonstrates the steady rise in international visitors projected for the U.S.:

Corporation for Travel Promotion
The Travel Promotion Act of 2009 has significant operational, managerial and funding impacts
on the Department of Commerce. It established the Corporation for Travel Promotion, a
nonprofit entity, to communicate U.S. entry policies and otherwise promote leisure, business
and scholarly travel to the U.S.
For the first time, this allows the U.S. to have a public/private partnership to market the U.S. to
the world. The goal is to generate $200 million to spend on marketing and sales to become
more globally competitive.

BRAND USA is the marketing arm of the Corporation for Travel Promotion
Brand USA was established by the Travel Promotion Act in 2010 to spearhead the nation's first
global marketing effort to promote the U.S. as a premier travel destination and communicate
U.S. entry/exit policies and procedures. Formed as the Corporation for Travel Promotion, the
public/private entity began operations in May 2011 and does business as Brand USA. As
already discussed, travel and tourism plays an important part in economic growth and vitality to
the U.S. In fact, BRAND USA research shows that, an incremental increase of just 1% travel to
the U.S. results in 500,000 more visitors, demonstrating that the BRAND USA efforts are…a
good investment! Brand USA works in close partnership with the travel industry and through its
call-to-action, DiscoverAmerica.com, Brand USA inspires travelers to explore the United States
of America's boundless possibilities.
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Additionally:
!
!
!
!

Travel is the largest export for the US accounting for 25% of all services exports in
2011.
Travel supports 14.4M workers in the private sector.
In 2011 spending by International travelers supported 1.2M jobs.
Every 33 travelers equal one new U.S. job!

BRAND USA successes to date:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Achieved FY2012 Funding Target
Maximized the 2:1 Match = $100 Million in Federal Funds
Launched Successful Campaigns in Canada, the UK and Japan
These campaigns are designed to motivate travel to the U.S.
Established International Representation in eight markets
Began Tourism Exchange Year with Japan
Completed First Sales Mission to India
Significantly Increased Global Tradeshow Presence
Developed Successful Partnership Programs…and Strong and Growing Partnerships
with more than 260 Leading Brands in the Travel Industry

What Brand USA does versus U.S. Travel Association is best described as follows:
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State'of'Florida'Perspective'

Historic Visitor Numbers (in millions)
Year Domestic Overseas Canadian Total
2002

67.9

4.4

1.6

73.9

2003

68.7

4.2

1.7

74.6

2004

73.4

4.4

1.9

79.7

2005

77.2

4.4

2.0

83.6

2006

77.6

4.1

2.1

83.9

2007

77.3

4.7

2.5

84.5

2008

76.1

5.2

2.9

84.2

2009

71.2

7.0

2.6

80.9

2010

71.2

8.0

3.1

82.3

2011

74.7

9.3

3.3

87.3

Calendar Year Visitor Numbers for 2011
Visitors

Percent of Total

Most Recent

Value

Change

Total Visitors

100.0%

January-December 87.3 million 6.1%

Air Visitors

52.2%

January-December 45.6 million 5.1%

Non-Air Visitors

47.8%

January-December 41.7 million 7.2%

Seasonality of Visitation to Florida by Quarter (2011):
January to March (Quarter 1)
26.7%
April to June (Quarter 2)
25.0%
July to September (Quarter 3)
24.3%
October to December (Quarter 4) 24.1%
Top International Markets by Number of Visitors (2011):
Canada
Brazil
United Kingdom
Mexico
Argentina
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3.3 million
1.5 million
1.3 million
387,000
375,500
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Top Origin States - by Percentage of Total Domestic Visitors (2011):
Georgia
New York
Texas
Illinois
New Jersey
Michigan
Ohio
Alabama
North Carolina
Pennsylvania

10.6%
8.9%
5.7%
5.6%
4.5%
4.4%
4.4%
4.2%
4.1%
3.9%

Florida Travel Facts:
Domestic Visitors in 2011*1
!
!
!

Florida's domestic visitors said their primary reason for coming to the Sunshine
State was for leisure (88%). The major type of lodging used by domestic visitors
was hotel/motel (54%).
The average length of stay for a domestic visitor to Florida was 4.9 nights. The top
activities domestic visitors enjoyed while in Florida were shopping, beaches,
touring/sightseeing, and going to a theme/amusement park.
The top origin Designated Market Areas (DMAs) for total visitors to Florida was
New York, Atlanta, and Chicago. Top origin DMAs for visitors who came to Florida
by air were New York, Chicago, and Boston; for auto visitors to Florida, the top
three origin DMAs were Atlanta, New York, and Chicago.
Canadian Visitors in 2011*2

!
!

The primary purpose for Canadians was Pleasure/Recreation/Holiday (82.1%).
The major type of lodging used by Canadian visitors was hotel (28.7%). The
average length of stay for Canadian visitors was 18.0 nights, but the median length
of stay was 9.0 nights.
Overseas Visitors in 2011*3

!
!
!

The primary trip purpose for overseas visitors was leisure/recreation/holiday
(68.5%).
The major type of lodging used by overseas visitors was hotel/motel (75.7%).
The average length of stay for overseas visitors to Florida was 11.2 nights, while
the median length of stay was of 8.0 nights.

Sources:
D.K. Shifflet and Associates; TNS TravelsAmerica, Travel Industry Association
2
Statistics Canada
3
U.S. Department of Commerce, ITA, Tourism Industries
1
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Economic'Impact'of'Tourism'to'Greater'Miami' '
The most recent study conducted for the GMCVB was in 2011 by Ipsos Loyalty, a global
customer experience, satisfaction and loyalty research and consulting company. The
methodology used included 4,502 intercept interviews with Miami visitors conducted at the
Miami International Airport, the Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport and various
attractions in Miami-Dade County.
In 2011, there was a 6.7% increase in overnight visitors (6.2% domestic and 7.3%
international) to Greater Miami and the Beaches compared to the previous year, resulting in a
record estimated 13.4 million visitors who stayed at least one night, resulting in a record spend
of $20.7 billion. This reflects direct expenditures. With the industry standard of an accepted
multiplier effect of 1.5, the direct and indirect impact is $31 billion added to the economy of
Greater Miami and the Beaches. What is most significant is that the international visitors
accounted for 70% of total spend!
The following shows the 2011 increases in spend over 2010 for specific categories:
Lodging
Meals
Transportation
Entertainment
Shopping
!
!
!
!

+2.4%
+1.0%
+2.7%
+3.6%
+2.6%

The average daily spend per party is $497.41, up 2.3%.
The average daily spend per visitor is $264.58, up 1.8%.
The total dollars per person spent per visit is $1,539.85, up 3.2%.
The total overnight visitor spend is $20,702.1 billion, up 10.1%.

Total tourist-related tax revenue collected in 2011 by Miami-Dade County was $108,179,050,
up 15.6% from the previous year. The City of Miami Beach collected $51,289,024, up 16.4%,
and the Village of Bay Harbour collected $1,725,400, which actually was a decrease of 7.6%
from 2010.
Total tourism–related taxes for 2011 were $161,193,473 for 2011, up 15.5% from the previous
year.
Leisure/Hospitality employment accounts for 11% of total employment for Greater Miami and
the Beaches. The 2011 figure showed a slight increase of 0.6% over the previous year.
Total airport arrivals into MIA and FLL have been trending upwards since a dip in September
2011.
Note: The airport arrivals and hotel figures are only through 2011.
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The following summary is the most recent data available from the GMCVB and provides a
profile of the visitor to Greater Miami and the Beaches.
MIAMI-DADE COUNTY
2% TOURIST DEVELOPMENT TAX COLLECTIONS
January-December 2012
January-December 2011
% Change
$20,327,005

$18,706,586

+8.7%

3% CONVENTION DEVELOPMENT TAX COLLECTIONS
January-December 2012
January-December 2011
% Change
$60,423,718

$55,681,199

+8.5%

2% HOTEL FOOD AND BEVERAGE TAX COLLECTIONS
January-December 2012
January-December 2011
% Change
$6,504,648

$6,161,139

+5.6%

MIAMI BEACH
3% RESORT TAX COLLECTIONS
January-December 2012

January-December 2011

% Change

$30,485,871

$27,840,691

+9.5%

2% FOOD & BEVERAGE TAX COLLECTIONS
January-December 2012
$24,815,625

January-December 2011
$23,448,332

% Change
+5.8%

JANUARY 2013
AVERAGE DAILY ROOM RATE
Market

$

% Change vs. 2011

1. Miami

$211.11

+12.2%

2. Oahu Island

$209.06

+15.0%

3. New York

$196.59

+4.4%

4. San Francisco
5. Washington

$166.67
$151.75

+5.7%
+17.0%

REVENUE PER AVAILABLE HOTEL ROOM (REV PAR)
Market
1. Oahu Island

$
$179.96

% Change vs. 2011
+13.9%

2. Miami

$174.26

+17.5%

3. New York
4. San Francisco

$145.17
$111.41

+16.3%
+5.1%

5. Los Angeles

$92.65

+8.9%

AVERAGE DAILY OCCUPANCY
Market

% Occupancy

1. Oahu Island

86.1%

-1.0%

2. Miami
3. New York

82.5%
73.8%

+4.7%
+11.4%

4. Los Angeles
5. Orlando

69.6%
69.3%

+3.1%
+5.5%
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Profile'of'the'Visitor'Market'to'Greater'Miami'&'the'Beaches'
Total Market Overview
As previously noted, a record number estimated at 13.4 million visitors stayed at least one night
in Greater Miami and the Beaches, resulting in $20.7 billion in direct expenditures in the area.
An overwhelming 70.8% came for leisure/vacation, 12.5% for business/convention, 7.1% for a
cruise and the balance for personal/other reasons. Most, 41.2%, stayed in Miami Beach.
More than half of the visitors, 53%, stayed in a hotel/motel during their visit, with the balance
staying with friends and family. No surprise that the VFR (visiting friends and relatives) has
increased since the economic decline.
As noted, the most popular place to stay for all visitors is Miami Beach, with 41.2% of the
visitors staying there, which of course is good news for the Town of Surfside. Additionally,
another 9.8% stay in North Dade/Sunny Isles Beach, again another opportunity.
Although as a nation-wide trend, solo travel is up, this is not the case for our area. Solo travel
was down to 33.7% in 2011 from 35.8% in 2010. However, for that same time period, parties
of two are up to 52.4% from 48.8%. The vast majority, 96.9%, arrived by air, due to the higher
visitation by the international traveler.
An incredible 90.4% of overnight visitors were extremely or very satisfied with their visit in 2011.
The figure does not fluctuate much between domestic (89.4%) and international (91.7%). Also,
91% intend to return to Miami. It is this second-time visitor who may be more apt to try a new
destination such as the Town of Surfside. Already, four out of five travelers are repeat visitors.
When surveyed about the features most liked about Miami, weather was number one, at
49.2%. This was followed by attractions, which includes both gated attractions and unpaid
attractions such as the many festivals that are held. Third was South Beach/Ocean Drive,
followed by the beaches, nightlife, sun bathing, shopping, restaurants, international ambiance,
friendly people, and cultural activities. As noted below, this is very different between the
domestic vs. the international traveler.
Interesting to note that not only was Art Deco/South Beach listed as the number one most
visited area; but also out of the top ten, six favorite places were actually destinations within
Miami instead of attractions. That indicates that our visitor to Miami likes to go and experience
“places” vs. just going to the attractions. This is another opportunity for Surfside.
The average age of all visitors is 43 years, and 61.8% are between the age of 35 and 64.
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Domestic Market
Domestic visitors accounted for almost 52% of overnight visitors, up 6.2% over 2010. The
majority come from the Northeast region of the country resulting in 3.3 million visitors
which set the record in 2011. However, the South showed the greatest growth, up 8.4%,
generating 1.7 million visitors. Both the Midwest and western regions were also up in
2011.
TOP 10 DOMESTIC
MARKETS
New York
Chicago
Philadelphia
Boston
Atlanta
Washington DC
Dallas/Ft. Worth
Detroit
Los Angeles
Houston

2011 VISITORS

% CHANGE 2011 VS. 2010

1,758,046
409,586
397,463
301,428
264,542
193,419
183,931
148,660
136,190
121,665

5.4%
6.6%
5.0%
8.2%
8.6%
4.9%
9.0%
6.6%
6.8%
8.4%

Sixty six percent of domestic travelers come for leisure, and 60.6% stayed in a hotel/motel with
the rest staying with friends and family.
Favorite features by the domestic market are weather, beaches, South Beach/Ocean Drive,
Attractions, night life, sun bathing, international ambiance, friendly people, restaurants and
cultural activities.
Eighty-two percent said they did not find anything that they disliked. The other 18 percent
mentioned items that included traffic, prices, service, too crowded and weather.
International Market
While domestic visitation was up 6.2%, the international markets showed even greater strength
as they were up 7.2% accounting for 48% of all visitors. International visitors are drawn to
Miami due to the rich culture and diversity and remain one of the top U.S. cities visited by
international travel. Latin America accounted for 4.4 million visitors in 2011 – a 9.2% increase
TOP 10 INTERNATIONAL
MARKETS
Brazil
Canada
Argentina
Colombia
Venezuela
Germany
England
Bahamas
France
Costa Rica

2011 VISITORS
634,155
627,931
417,981
394,395
354,311
338,785
285.592
229,752
192.004
181,063
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% CHANGE 2011 VS. 2010
14.2%
6.9%
9.5%
8.5%
8.3%
2.0%
(1.8%)
1.4%
3.5%
2.8%
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While 70.8% of all overnight travel is for leisure, that figure is even higher for the international
traveler, 83.1%. More international travelers (54.9%) than domestic (38.9%) stayed with friends
and family.
Favorite activities for the international traveler are the attractions, South Beach/Ocean Drive,
shopping, weather, night life, restaurants, beaches, international atmosphere, culture, and
friendly people.
Niche Markets
The cruise business is growing and many people enjoy a pre- or post-cruise opportunity.
There will be opportunities to package pre/post cruise stays at the hotels in Surfside.
Due to a high percentage of VFR (Visiting Friends and Relatives) travel to Miami and the
Beaches, especially from the international markets, this will be an important niche market to
reach.
The meetings and convention markets may present an opportunity – not for onsite meetings,
as there does not seem to be much product available in Surfside – but possibly as off-site
venue functions utilizing our restaurants.
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5. Target(Markets(Identified(for(the(Town(of(Surfside(
Throughout this Plan, we will consider the following target markets based on current market
strengths.
Domestic Markets – trade and consumer
! DMOs
! Group leisure travel tour operators
! Meeting Planners
! Affinity groups
! Destination events (wedding, ceremonies, etc.)
! Domestic Travel Media for PR (trade and consumer)
!

The following are the domestic markets to target:
1. New York – 1,758,046 visitors
2. Chicago – 409,586
3. Philadelphia – 397,463
4. Boston – 301,428
5. Atlanta – 264,542
6. Washington, DC – 193,419

The International Markets – trade and consumer
! DMOs (GMCVB, Visit Florida, BRAND USA)
! RSAA-Receptive Tour Operators (RTOs) who contract with the overseas tour
operators
! International Tour Operators
! On-line travel partners such as thetouroperator.com
! International Travel Media for PR (trade and consumer)
The following are the international markets to target:
1. Brazil - #1 growth market – 634,155 visitors
2. Canada – 427,931
3. South America (Argentina, Colombia, Venezuela) – 1,166,687
4. Germany, UK, France and Italy – 971,269
5. Central America – 537,600
6. Bahamas – 229,752
Types of Travel - International and Domestic
! Leisure – FIT and Group
! VFR (Visiting Friends and Relatives)
! Cruise ship Passengers – pre- and post- visitations
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6. Travel(and(Tourism(Trends(
The link below is an interesting and entertaining look into the future. It is a YouTube video
called “The Future of Travel” and is described as a fun look at how technology can help travel
in the future become a little easier. While this technology seems very far off, in reality it may not
be that far-fetched. Already tickets for space travel are being sold by Virgin Galactic, Richard
Branson’s company - http://www.virgingalactic.com
Proximity Mobile Marketing is already here, too offering travelers real-time discounts at stores
and restaurants via their smart phone as soon as they enter the destination. The phone knows
you are there!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VsjfA1K6ELo
The point is that technology is rapidly changing. To keep up with this changing technology and
how it will affect travel in the future, it is important to stay on top of the trends in travel. The
following are the current trends affecting today’s travel.
Top Tourism Trends of the Day…
!

The New Frugal – drives the majority of travelers’ planning and shopping behavior
o Always seeking “a good deal”
o Determined to find good value
o 75% of U.S. consumers have become smarter shoppers
o 64% will pay full price if guaranteed quality AND service

Significance to The Town of Surfside – Business Improvement goals of Downtown
businesses and proposed BID need to take this into consideration.
!

Social Media and Mobile Marketing - must be integrated and used. Keep on top of
new developments such as Pinterest.

Significance to The Town of Surfside – Social media is the way to engage the traveler
at all touch-points…when they are planning their trip, while they are at their destination
and after they have returned home. Mobile Marketing provides real-time offers to the
traveler as they approach the destination.
!

Culinary
o Departure from signature chef restaurants
o Focus on regional specialties – BBQ, Cajun, seafood
o Food trucks and exhibitions
o Tastings expand from wine and tequilas to teas and fresh juices
o Agriculture tours - planting and harvesting - from field to table
o Do it yourself gourmet kits - rolling sushi, confectionaries, etc.
o Cooking, grilling, canning and baking classes or workshops

Significance to The Town of Surfside – Knowing this provides opportunities to create
culinary events to attract today’s traveler.
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!

Cultural Travel Immersion
o Not just viewing…creating. Museums and galleries offer art classes.
o Travel photographers offer landscape photography classes.
o Performing arts offer dance and theatre classes.
o Orchestras and regional artists teach music classes.
o Authors teach writing for travel or short stories, then publish books.
o Local artisans teach crafts.

Significance to The Town of Surfside – Adding art, music and cultural programming
could enhance the tourism program and offer diverse choices for individuals on group
trips. Special events will play an important role.
!

Health and Wellness
o More than a spa - Mind and Body
o “Deprivation Vacations” – for those who feel “deprived” during their
everyday life and need a change.
o Cleanses, wraps and detox
o 37% of international travelers seek spa treatments
o “Spiritual”, faith–based and religious studies and cultural immersions
o Yoga

Significance to The Town of Surfside – The addition of a spa would give The Town of
Surfside another attraction for the visitor market. Some of the hotels, including the Surf
Club, may have a spa component.
!

Friends and Family
o Family travel is multi-generational.
o Travel with kids is up 17% since 2000.
o Girlfriend Getaways and Bro-cations are still popular (usually spa and sport
related, with shopping).
o Solo travel is increasing.
o “Ceremonial Travel” takes the place of weddings, anniversaries,
graduations, reunions and includes GLBT commitments and Ash
Releases/Celebrations of Life.

Significance to The Town of Surfside – These are all trends that can be taken
advantage of with different tourism programs.
!

Pet Friendly – The Town of Surfside should be pet-friendly as traveling with pets is
very popular.

!

Cruising – A growing industry, notwithstanding the recent Carnival Cruiseline
incident.
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7. Other(Information((
EGSurveys'
In early February, an e-survey (attached) was emailed to Downtown Surfside business
owners to identify current and future advertising strategies. There has not been a
significant response to the survey.
We will facilitate completion of this survey and identify more specific objectives as part of
the 5-Year Strategic Tourism and Business Improvement District (BID) planning
processes.

Business'&'Property'Owner'Meeting'–'February'13,'2013''
On Wednesday, February 13th, “kickoff” meetings were scheduled for business and commercial
property owners at 9:00am and 6:30pm. Invitations to the meetings were emailed to business
owners and mailed to property owners. Town staff members distributed invitations to business
owners by hand.
In addition to staff, seven people attended the 9:00am meeting:
Olga Brismendi – Hair & Body New Dimensions
Barbara Cohen – Tourist Board
Andy Labrada – Event X llc/Downtown Vision Action Committee
Pauline Johnson – Property Owner
Bill Reynolds – Amtrust Bank
Walid Sfeir – Surf Club
Andre Shambley – Real Living/First Service Realty
The meeting started with a presentation outlining the Strategic Tourism and Business
Improvement District (BID) planning processes. The presentation was followed by question
and answer and a brainstorming session. Results of the brainstorming session are included in
the next section.
Only Barbara Cohen and Andy Labrada attended the evening session. As they had both
attended the meeting in the morning, discussion was informal.
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8. Brainstorming(Session(–(February(13,(2013(
Strengths'
What do you love about Downtown Surfside?
! Great walking/pedestrian-friendly experience
! Prime for growth
! Vibrant, young & eclectic
! Offers a variety of price ranges
! Relaxed, touristy
! Reasonably priced shopping - like Mason Blanc/ other retail in the past
! Location
! Small town feeling
! Feels like resort – far away, but you’re not
! Community/people visiting with each other
! Starbucks coming
! Resident $10 parking program
Why do people come to your store?
! Traveling between Aventura and South Beach
! Personal service – long term clients
! Bank customers are strictly local
What would you say to promote Downtown Surfside?
! Variety of shops
! “Affordable Luxury”

Weaknesses'
What things do you love less about Downtown Surfside? (Problems)
! Parking “times 10”
o Price for employee parking
o Lack of ease
o Hate the meter system
! One-way traffic “pairs”
! Current environment not conducive to retail leasing
! Not enough trees
! Not enough businesses advertise – no outreach
! Undesirables/quality of some clientele
! Business mix – so many salons in a two block area

'
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Opportunities'
What events might bring more potential customers/visitors to Downtown Surfside?
! Art Festival– signature event
! Other annual signature event
! Third Thursdays – commitment to continually increase quality
! Daytime events
! Farmers Market (like previous – in different location)
! Business-to-Business – “Come have wine in my place” during Third Thursdays
! Need to:
o involve businesses in events
o build consensus with businesses to support events
o advertise events
When visitors return home, what do you wish they would tell others about Surfside? (Initial
Branding discussion)
! WOW!
! I want to move here!
! I’ve been here before; what a change!
! Must stop! (South Beach visitor going to Bal Harbor)
! Must stop! (Visitor just passing through South Florida)
! It’s a charming town and a charming experience.

Questions/Comments'from'Participants'
!
!

!

Who is our competition and how are we going to position ourselves in the South
Florida market?
How can we attain a proper merchandise mix?
o We cannot control but can we can influence.
o “Sometimes the accident can be more interesting that the intentional.”
BID Questions:
o What do property owners think of the BID?
o Property owners will want to know the Return on Investment (ROI)
o Are other BIDS successful?
o How are BIDs staffed?
o Will residents be represented on a BID Board?
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9. Outline(of(Phase(Two(–(Surfside(Strategic(Tourism(Plan(
With the Audit completed, we will begin work on the Strategic Tourism Plan, which will define
how the Town of Surfside should move forward to brand and market itself. The objectives of
the 5-Year Strategic Tourism Plan are:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Develop Target Markets
Develop a Situation Analysis
Identify Strengths & Weaknesses
Set Goals & Objectives
Determine Appropriate Message Points
Determine the Strategies
Identify Specific Marketing Tactics
Develop Systems for Measurement/Evaluation
Determine 5-Year Budget
Review Governance & Structure
Determine Staffing Needs
Identify “Buy in” & Approval Process
Define a process for Annual Update of the Strategic Tourism Plan
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Established in Section 69-A of the Town Charter, the Surfside Board has the following
enumerated powers and duties:
(1) To adopt and/or amend procedures as it relates to publicity, advertising,
promotional events, tourist board activities.
(2) To expend resort tax funds collected pursuant to Chapter 70 of the Town Code.
Specifically, those amounts allocated by the commission during their annual
budgetary process, the minimum being 34 percent of the resort tax collected, to
advertising, promotion and special events as part of the tourist bureau budget.
(3) To employ or retain an advertising and/or public relations consultant and/or firm
as it relates to specific tourist board activities. The tourist board shall designate a
member to assist the town manager, upon request, in the process of selecting a
director for the department.
(4) To authorize placement of advertising in various media.
(5) To organize special events for the promotion of Surfside as a tourist destination.
(6) To submit an annual report to the town commission every May as part of the
budgetary process.
In 2013, the Tourist Board worked with CJF Marketing International and Redevelopment
Management Associates, Tourist Bureau staff, and the Town Administration to create
this 5-Year Strategic Tourism Plan. The plan will provide the Town of Surfside and its
Tourist Board with a blueprint for implementation, guiding the Board’s future efforts and
resort tax expenditures.
For more information, please contact the Town of Surfside Tourist Bureau staff at
305-864-0722.
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2. Executive'Summary'
Nestled within the Greater Miami and the Beaches metropolis is a quaint oasis known as
the Town of Surfside. With the world-famous Bal Harbour Shops bordering on the north
and Miami Beach just to the south, somehow the Town of Surfside has escaped the
limelight and, in fact, has very limited recognition outside of the immediate area of
Miami-Dade County and South Florida.
With a small community of approximately 5,000 residents and a two-block Downtown,
the Town once had just enough two- to three-star hotel product and subsequent resort
tax revenue to give it some exposure to the travel and tourism world. In the past, there
was representation by the Town of Surfside at some key travel trade shows, typically
partnering with the Best Western. This representation decreased at the time when much
of the hotel product was converted to residential condominiums.
Currently the Town has 172 hotel rooms:
Best Western
Solara (timeshare)
Sun Harbour

91 rooms
62 rooms
19 rooms
Total = 172 rooms

However, in the near future new hotels will open in Surfside bringing an exciting new
opportunity to position the Town, as never before, in the international and domestic
tourism markets:
Grand Beach
Marriott Residence Inn
Surf Club

341 rooms
175 rooms
approximately 100 rooms
Total New = 616 rooms

The Best Western Hotel will close in the near future, so the total number of hotel rooms
will be 697.
In response to this opportunity, the Surfside Tourist Board commissioned this 5-Year
Strategic Tourism Plan.
This report will provide recommendations that will define how the Town of Surfside,
through its Tourist Board, should move forward to create a tourism brand. Specific
strategies and tactics that tie back into the increased budget will become the roadmap
for both pre-arrival and post-arrival visitor programs targeted to the travel trade and
consumer over the next five years, beginning in Fiscal Year 2013/14.
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3. Situation'Analysis'
Beginning in January 2013, the first phase of the Strategic Tourism Planning process
was to conduct an audit of tourism activities. While the initial purpose of this audit was
to explore and analyze what had been done in the past to attract the visitor market to
Surfside, the dramatic change in new hotel product immediately focused analysis on
future opportunities.
Years ago, signature events such as “Jazz on the Beach” and “Shakespeare on the
Beach” were held, but in recent years resort taxes have been spent primarily on special
events for local/regional markets.
The travel industry has changed significantly over the last decade and will most likely
continue to change and transform. It is important to keep up with the research, statistics
and trends, and have a plan that is not only strategic, but also flexible.
The Phase One: Audit Report was completed in March 2013. The report analyzed the
opportunities for the Town of Surfside with new hotel product coming online. The
findings are summarized below with the full report included as Appendix H:

Tourism(Marketing(Opportunities(for(the(Town(of(Surfside(
As stated in the Audit Report, there are some “givens” with the travel and tourism
industry that are important to understand and adhere to:
!
!

!
!
!

An effective Travel and Tourism Sales and Marketing program is a long-term
commitment. Do not expect overnight results.
Tourism strategies and tactics fit under the umbrella of the overall economic
development plan for a community. After all, “tourists want to go where the locals
go.” In the case of the Town of Surfside, as with many smaller communities, the
economic development and tourism initiatives fall under the same office and
staff.
Tourism Sales and Marketing are based on two key strategies: partnerships and
leveraging.
Tourism Marketing = ROR - Return on Relationship.
The “P’s” of Tourism – Product, Packaging, Partnership and Promotion.

The'Global'Tourism'Perspective'
Travel and tourism on an international perspective continues to grow in a positive
direction. As noted in the Audit Report, with an additional 39 million international tourists,
arrivals worldwide surpassed one billion (1,035 billion) for the first time in history in 2012.
The Americas saw an increase of six million arrivals, reaching 162 million in total
representing a 4% increase. The future looks bright with a projected 4.4% growth over
the next couple of years, averaging out to 2.8% over the next 20 years. If the projections
hold, that would equate to approximately 2.8 billion arrivals by 2030.
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National'Tourism'Perspective'
A November 30, 2012, report from The Office of Travel & Tourism Industries (OTTI)
offered a relative bullish forecast for the U.S. calling for a 3.6 - 4.3% annual growth over
the next five years and 28% total growth from 2011 through 2017. In 2012 alone, over 66
million international travelers are projected to have visited the U.S., representing a 6%
increase over the 2011 visitor volume.
The largest growth potential to the U.S. over the next five years will come from:
!
!
!
!
!
!

China - 198% growth rate
Brazil - 70% growth rate
Argentina - 46% growth rate
Australia - 45% growth rate
Korea - 35% growth rate
Venezuela - 35% growth rate

The following press release of current economic data was just released on June 18,
2013. It continues to demonstrate the strength of the travel and tourism industry:
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State'of'Florida'Perspective'
Over 87 million international and domestic visitors came to Florida in 2011 with the top
international markets as follows:
!
!
!
!
!

Canada - 3.3 million
Brazil - 1.5 million
United Kingdom - 1.3 million
Mexico - 387,000
Argentina - 375,500

The top domestic markets are as follows:
!
!
!
!
!

Georgia - 10.6%
New York - 8.9%
Texas - 5.7%
Illinois - 5.6%
New Jersey - 4.5%

A webinar offered by Visit Florida on June 18, 2013, provided new insight on the growth
of the visitor market to Florida. The past two years have seen record visitation and
employment growth in the visitor industry. The first quarter of 2013 already saw 36
million visitors, and by 2020, Visit Florida projects a growth of the current 91.4 million
visitors to over 100 million.
The webinar also provided an overview of the 2013/14 Marketing Plan which offers
strategies for the following platforms: international, domestic, in-state and meetings.
Among their goals is to bring more value to all their partners, to be the industry leader
and to remain relevant.
One of the markets that Visit Florida is keeping a close eye on is China due to their
predicted tremendous growth in travel over the next five years, as they will produce the
largest number of travelers worldwide. Visit Florida has been active in the China market
for four years now. However, at this time, this market remains a challenge simply due to
the lack of efficient airlift to Florida, which, of course, is being addressed.
In addition to this annual plan, Visit Florida is working on a 5-Year Plan that will be
introduced at the Florida Governor’s Conference this September in Orlando and then
again presented in more detail this December.

'
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Economic'Impact'of'Tourism'to'Greater'Miami'
As noted in the Audit, a 2011 study by Ipsos Loyalty determined that a record estimated
13.4 million visitors who stayed at least one night in Miami resulted in a record spend of
$20.7 billion. Both the direct and indirect impact was $31 billion added to the economy of
Greater Miami and the Beaches. International visitors alone accounted for 70% of total
spend.
Total tourist-related tax revenue collected in 2011 by Miami-Dade County was
$108,179,050, up 15.6% from the previous year. The City of Miami Beach collected
$51,289,024, up 16.4%, and the Village of Bal Harbour collected $1,725,400, which was
a decrease of 7.6% from 2010.

Profile'of'the'Visitor'Market'to'Greater'Miami'&'the'Beaches'
As detailed in the Audit, the top international and domestic markets for Greater Miami
and the Beaches are as follows:
TOP 10 INTERNATIONAL
MARKETS
Brazil
Canada
Argentina
Colombia
Venezuela
Germany
England
Bahamas
France
Costa Rica

2011
VISITORS
634,155
627,931
417,981
394,395
354,311
338,785
285,592
229,752
192,004
181,063

% CHANGE
2011 VS. 2010
14.2%
6.9%
9.5%
8.5%
8.3%
2.0%
(1.8%)
1.4%
3.5%
2.8%

(
TOP 10 DOMESTIC MARKETS
New York
Chicago
Philadelphia
Boston
Atlanta
Washington, DC
Dallas/Ft. Worth
Detroit
Los Angeles
Houston

2011
VISITORS
1,758,046
409,586
397,463
301,428
264,542
193,419
183,931
148,660
136,190
121,665

% CHANGE
2011 VS. 2010
5.4%
6.6%
5.0%
8.2%
8.6%
4.9%
9.0%
6.6%
6.8%
8.4%

(
(
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Target(Markets(Identified(for(the(Town(of(Surfside(
The following are the target markets for the Town of Surfside as identified in the Audit.
They are the markets that will be the focus throughout the Plan. However, it should be
noted that since the Audit Report was completed, the VFR (Visiting Friends and
Relatives) market was added to the “Types of Traveler” due to its strength of that market
for the Town of Surfside.
1. The International Markets – trade and consumer
a. The following are the international markets to target:
i. Brazil - #1 growth market – 634,155 visitors in 2011
ii. Canada – 427,931
iii. South America (Argentina, Colombia, Venezuela) – 1,166,687
iv. Germany, UK, France and Italy – 971,269
v. Central America – 537,600
vi. Bahamas – 229,752
b. Destination Marketing Organizations (DMOs) are responsible for
encouraging economic development by promoting towns, cities, states,
regions, or countries in order to increase the number of visitors to their
destination by focusing on convention sales, tourism marketing, and
services. Common DMOs are Convention and Visitor Bureaus (CVBs)
such as the Greater Miami Convention & Visitors Bureau (GMCVB), state
tourism offices such as Visit FL as well as BRAND USA. All of these are
potential partners for the Town of Surfside. For more information on
DMOs, visit www.destinationmarketing.org/
c. RSAA-Receptive Tour Operators (RTOs) are defined as U.S.-based
companies that specialize in creating, marketing, and selling U.S. travel
products to International Inbound travelers. RTOs have unique knowledge
of the countries they serve and of the destinations they sell. A Tour
Operator shall be considered a Receptive when the majority of its
revenue is derived from Inbound International travelers to the United
States. www.Rsana.com (website for Receptive Services Association of
America)
d. International Tour Operators
e. Online travel partners such as thetouroperator.com
f. International Travel Media for PR (trade and consumer)
2. Domestic Markets – trade and consumer
a. The following are the domestic markets to target:
i. New York – 1,758,046 visitors in 2011
ii. Chicago – 409,586
iii. Philadelphia – 397,463
iv. Boston – 301,428
v. Atlanta – 264,542
vi. Washington, DC – 193,419
b. DMOs (GMCVB, Visit Florida, BRAND USA) – as partners for the Town of
Surfside sales and marketing outreach programs
c. Group leisure travel tour operators
d. Meeting Planners for smaller meetings
e. Affinity groups
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f.

Destination Management Companies (DMCs) are specialists in the
organization of incentives, meetings, conferences and events for
incoming groups to a destination by offering unique local knowledge. For
more information, visit Association of Destination Management
Executives International at http://www.adme.org/dmp/adme-in-focus.asp
g. Destination events (wedding, ceremonies, etc.)
h. Domestic Travel Media for PR (trade and consumer)
3. Types of Travel - International and Domestic
a. Leisure – FIT and Group
b. Business and small Meetings/Conventions
c. VFR – ambassadors for Surfside
d. Cruise ship Passengers – pre- and post- visitations
e. Destination Weddings and other celebrations

Travel(and(Tourism(Trends(
It is important to stay on top of travel trends not only during the planning phase but also
in the implementation phase. The Audit Report identified the current trends and their
significance to the Town of Surfside. A summary of travel trends from the Audit is as
follows:
!
!
!
!

Travelers are interested in “good deals” for the investment and value.
Social Media and Mobile Marketing must be part of the tourism-media mix.
Culinary travel continues to be hot, as does cultural tourism and health and
wellness.
VFR and multi-generational travel continue to be important target markets.

Competition(
Competition to the Town of Surfside can be viewed in several ways. From a global
perspective, any place in the world that offers a beautiful beach environment could be
considered competitive. However, to try and “compete” with other international and
domestic beach destinations would be cost prohibitive and should be left to the sales
and marketing efforts of the Greater Miami Convention and Visitors Bureau (GMCVB).
From a local perspective, any of the barrier island municipalities could be considered
competitive. However, instead of trying to go head-to-head with them, it is much smarter
to work with them in a cooperative effort through the GMCVB. Additionally, there are
communities that are very active in the travel trade industry who are willing to work with
Surfside in some cooperative efforts. The term used is “co-opertition” and this should
be pursued with communities such as Sunny Isles, whose Tourism and Marketing
Council might partner with the Surfside Tourist Bureau on projects with the GMCVB.
Special effort should also be undertaken to create a partnership with the Village of Bal
Harbour and the Bal Harbour Shops.

(
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Expansion(of(the(Bal(Harbour(Shops(
Just north of 96th Street and Downtown Surfside are the world-famous Bal Harbour
Shops. The International Council of Shopping Centers last year deemed the Bal
Harbour Shops the most productive luxury shopping center in the world. In 2012, the
450,000- square-foot mall hit a record with sales of nearly $2,730 per square foot —
more than six times the national average.
A plan for expansion in the near future would create another 225,000 square feet
including more small luxury retail, a potential department store and a luxury movie
theater.
Shopping and dining activities at the existing and expanded Bal Harbour Shops will not
directly impact resort tax receipts in the Town of Surfside as the restaurants there do not
pay resort taxes to the Town. However, indirect benefits include increased visitation to
Surfside hotels and to Downtown Surfside restaurants and businesses, which will
positively impact the Town’s resort taxes. The proximity of the Bal Harbour Shops is an
enormous asset to all future tourism efforts.
If a Business Improvement District (BID) is created by Downtown Surfside property and
business owners, the new organization could identify marketing and business
recruitment programs that complement those of the Bal Harbour Shops. Given the
luxury market of the Bal Harbour Shops, Downtown Surfside is not likely to directly
compete for retail tenants, but if complementary programs are created, existing and new
tenants – perhaps with an “affordable luxury” strategy – could benefit from customers
that would visit both the Bal Harbour Shops and Downtown Surfside.
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4. Goals'&'Objectives'
Overall(Goal(of(the(Strategic(Tourism(Plan(
The overall goal of the 5-Year Strategic Tourism Plan is to provide the Surfside Tourist
Board with recommendations for the most effective and efficient way to spend the future
resort tax funds. These funds will significantly increase due to the new hotel product
coming on line, beginning in FY 2013/14.

Plan(Objectives(
1. Determine what the “tourism brand” will be for the Town of Surfside.
a) To develop a tourism marketing program that will showcase and support the new
tourism brand.
b) To communicate the brand to the travel and tourism industry as a year-round
travel destination.
c) To communicate the brand to the traveling consumer.
d) To position Surfside as the “one-stop” vacation destination for travelers looking
for sun, beach, cuisine and shopping in a relaxing environment.
e) Provide consistency in all messaging.
2. Identify marketing efforts to support the efforts of the new hotels coming online by
identifying their target markets and type of traveler they intend to reach.
3. Develop programs to expand top producing in-bound markets.
4. Build upon Third Thursdays to create future regular and signature events.
5. Encourage continuation and expansion of the Surfside Turtles Project.
6. Assist the Tourist Board in becoming an advocacy group for tourism-related needs
for the community.
7. Recommend research to establish a benchmark for future measurement of success.
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5. Tourism'Branding,'Taglines,'and'Slogans'
The Town of Surfside has many amenities that appeal to international and domestic
travelers as well as to local/regional markets.
From the Visit Florida website:
The Town of Surfside encompasses the area from 87th Terrace to 96th
Street, and it is situated between the City of Miami Beach to the south
and the Village of Bal Harbour to the north. Surfside has earned a truly
superb reputation as a family community and destination, offering a wide
range of accommodations, resort facilities, shopping opportunities and
leisure activities.
Surfside is also within easy range of all of South Florida's world renowned
attractions. Surfside is also close to the excitement and action of South
Beach, to downtown Miami, to Oleta State Park, Haulover Park and
Beach, North Shore Open Space Park, area golf courses, marinas with
rental boating and fishing expeditions, and to all area seaports and
airports.
For the very best in a community and destination for all of the amenities
and activities available under the sun - and the moon - discover the
wonders of Surfside, Florida. Surfside has about a mile of public beach
that will rival any beach in the world. Surfside's beaches are peaceful,
clean, pleasant, safe, and free of commercial intrusion.
Surfside has its own wonderful business and commercial district with fine
restaurants, all reasonably priced, and a great variety of stores and
services. Hotels and resorts provide accommodations for all tastes and
budgets.
All the facts are there, yet Surfside does not have a recognizable brand within the travel
and tourism industry, likely due to the fact that there has not been a “tourism product” for
several years. However, with the addition of new hotels this is changing, and Surfside
will once again become a destination for international and domestic travelers.
There needs to be a clear and distinct brand to effectively communicate the amenities
above. What differentiates Surfside from the rest of Miami-Dade and South Florida?
!
!
!
!
!

A very relaxing and low-key environment
Unique mix of hotel product coming online
Quaint, historic Downtown area along Harding Avenue
Amazing location, between Miami Beach and the Bal Harbour Shops
Central proximity to all Miami-Dade and South Florida attractions

To achieve the tourism marketing strategies and tactics included in this 5-Year Strategic
Tourism Plan, the Town of Surfside must create and promote its own unique tourism
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brand. The brand must communicate a clear image that identifies Surfside as a distinct
destination from other beachside communities in Miami-Dade and South Florida.
Currently, the Tourist Bureau uses a brand, tagline and slogan for its programs:

!
!

SHOP. DINE. STAY
Discover the Secret Charm of the Beautiful Beachfront Community

This is an attractive message, and yet many beachfront communities in South Florida
could deliver this promise. The emphasis on shopping might emphasize the proximity to
the Bal Harbour shops, but it certainly does not focus on primary amenities that
distinguish the Town itself.

The(Tourism(Brand(Discussion(
During the planning process, hoteliers, business owners, property owners and residents
were asked, “What do you LOVE about Surfside?” Unusually, the response was nearly
the same from everyone, including:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Quaint, small town feeling
Great walking/pedestrian-friendly experience
Relaxed, beachy environment
Feels like a resort – distinct from other areas of Miami-Dade
Location between Aventura and South Beach
Personal service at Downtown businesses – long-time clientele
“Affordable Luxury”

One word jumped out immediately and has been used as a working example of a brand
throughout the planning process – the verb, relax.
RELAX, YOU’RE IN SURFSIDE
During meetings at which this possible tourism brand was presented with example
graphics and photography, attendees were asked to imagine the following:
!
!
!

Relax, you're in South Beach
Relax, you're in Aventura
Relax, you're in Downtown Miami
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The result was laughter, every time. If the primary purpose of the tourism brand is to
distinguish Surfside from other destinations, it may be time to just – relax.
During a meeting held on June 26th for Downtown Surfside property and business
owners to discuss the opportunities that could result from creating a Business
Improvement District (BID), an attendee questioned whether or not Surfside could
deliver on that brand “promise”. “I love it, but is it relaxing when my customers have to
fight with a broken parking machine before they get to me?”
Great question! A destination must deliver on its brand promise. Similar questions
might come to mind:
!
!
!
!

Is it relaxing to find parking in Downtown Surfside?
Is it relaxing to walk across Collins Avenue from the beach to Downtown
Surfside?
Is it relaxing to cross Harding Avenue?
Does current signage make it relaxing to find the restaurant or retail shop you’re
looking for?

Perhaps not in every way, but Surfside is a relaxing destination with a beautiful beach
and charming Downtown, offering the amenities above and an amazing location right in
the center of all Miami-Dade and South Florida attractions. A strong tourism brand
makes a promise, and Surfside can deliver on this one.
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Interestingly, if that promise immediately provokes discussion of how the destination
might be made more relaxing, this could prove a powerful tool in prioritizing future
improvements to the physical environment as well as to future programming, special
events and other activities.

Tagline(and(Slogans(
Once a tourism brand has been identified, the Tourist Bureau can plan programs that
promote that brand and activities that ensure the destination lives up to the brand
promise.
A very general or institutional version of the “relax” brand strategy could be:
SURFSIDE
. . . South Florida’s most relaxing destination
During a June 26th Downtown Surfside meeting, attendees also questioned this tourism
brand by pointing out that the Surfside Tourist Bureau will be marketing to international
and domestic markets that “don’t know where ‘South Florida’ is. That could mean Fort
Myers.”
Given the importance of the Town’s relationship with the Greater Miami Convention and
Visitors Bureau for tourism marketing, and GMCVB’s focus on marketing ‘Miami’ as a
destination, it is an interesting point – possibly leading to:
SURFSIDE
. . . Miami’s most relaxing destination
In the examples above, Surfside is the brand, and South Florida’s or Miami’s most
relaxing destination is a tagline.
In “Destination Branding for Small Cities” (Bill Baker, 2nd edition, © 2012), Bill Baker
discusses taglines:
A tagline is a word or short phrase that captures the spirit of the
Destination Promise and brand essence. The tagline can be a tease, a
short descriptor, a call to action or an explanation, and succinctly stated in
no more than five words. You may choose to create one to support the
destination or place name and logo, although this is not essential. That’s
right. A tagline is optional.
A stronger statement of brand would be the one introduced in the section above:
RELAX, YOU’RE IN SURFSIDE
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This tourism brand is complete – the “call to action” is included in the brand statement
itself – guests are encouraged to relax. There is no need for a tagline. This brand
could, however, be enhanced and targeted for more effective marketing by introducing a
slogan.
Again from “Destination Branding”:
. . . a slogan differs from a tagline in that a slogan is typically developed
specifically for an advertising campaign and has a limited use.
During public meetings and group discussions regarding a tourism brand for Surfside,
possible slogans were introduced, including example graphics and photography (not
from Surfside). The first one reflects the desire stated by almost everyone to position
Surfside as a very distinct destination in the Greater Miami and the Beaches market:

This accurately reflects branding discussions during the Strategic Tourism Planning
process. However, it could be seen as negative to the destination of Greater Miami.
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A more general or institutional version of the brand:

This might, however, prove too dull for a tourism marketing campaign. Perhaps a more
effective (and diplomatic) brand and slogan might be:
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As future marketing programs are developed, other slogans might be used to promote
the brand and specific activities such as dining and shopping in Downtown Surfside:

As the examples above demonstrate, graphics and photography are key to the
development of any marketing campaign. (Above photography is used as an example
only wand is not from Surfside.) The Tourist Bureau staff should work with future graphic
design and marketing resources to finalize the tourism brand and create first- and futureyear tourism marketing campaigns.
Finally, it is important to understand that the tourism brand developed as a result of
implementation of this 5-year Strategic Tourism Plan is not a “place brand” for the Town
of Surfside.
Once again, from “Destination Branding”, developing a place brand may be based on a
need to:
!
!
!
!
!

Redefine and strengthen the city’s competitive identity.
Foster a more accurate contemporary and positive image.
Provide a unifying and strategically focused decision-making framework
to guide how the place presents itself.
Generate improved results for tourism, investment and recruitment ROI.
Stimulate pride in the Town and a renewed sense of purpose
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The tourism brand fulfills, at least in part, the first four needs, but a place brand would
need to resonate not only with the visitor market but also with Surfside residents,
business and property owners, employees, and visitors from the local/regional market.
Adopting a place brand would require a concerted effort by the Town to review the
tourism brand and identify the potential benefits of creating a brand for the community as
a whole.
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6. FivePYear'Budget'
The budget projections on the following page assume that the Grand Beach Hotel
begins operations in January 2014 and that the Marriot Residence Inn at 92nd Street
begins operations in October 2014.
Roll out of the travel and tourism marketing program from a financial perspective is
detailed on the spreadsheet above with the costs associated with each category. This
will be presented in two formats:
!
!

Projected budget for five years in spread sheet format
o In the Town of Surfside format (below)
o In a more detailed format for the Tourist Board – Appendix A
Tourism Plan Tactics Flowchart – details the fiscal year, tasks, costs, and who is
responsible. (Appendix B)
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Working(Draft(-(Surfside(Tourist(Board(Budgets

A summary of recommendations is below:
Year One (FY 2013/14):
!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Issue Requests for Qualifications (RFQs) to identify “Contractual Services”
resources to work with the Tourism Bureau staff to implement the Strategic
Tourism Plan. This includes a Graphic Designer, Marketing Resource, and a
Tourism Sales Consultant.
Select the firms or individuals who will work as a contracted service.
Develop the tourism brand and graphics package. Plus, monitor production,
printing and delivery of the graphics package.
Develop the “infrastructure” to implement a tourism marketing program.
Hire website company and redesign website.
Initiate Public Relations, Social Media, and travel websites programs.
Renew GMCVB membership.
Work with the GMCVB to bring in FAM tours.
Develop databases for E-newsletter communications.
Form “networks” and develop partnerships to make things happen.
Continue to advertise in the GMCVB Visitors Guide.
Launch the tourism brand with the four trade shows and two sales missions
identified in Appendix H.
Continue to work with the Grand Beach Hotel to represent the Town of Surfside
at Trade Shows for at least the first fiscal year.
Update sales sheets and create sales and press kits.
Schedule the reservation agent training programs and sales calls to tour
operators.
Work with the Downtown Surfside business owners and proposed BID, if created.
Reprint the Downtown business directory.
Develop future public programming and special events strategies and enhance
Third Thursdays.
Continue and expand the Surfside Turtles project and identify new and creative
ways to promote it.
Launch a street banner program.
Attend the FL Governor’s Conference on Tourism.
Work with the GMCVB on hosting an event for La Cita.
Monitor the progress of DestinationMiami.org.
Conduct annual evaluation and update to the Strategic Tourism Plan.
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Year Two (FY 2014/15) – above, plus:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Launch mobile media initiative (only in partnership with BID or Downtown
businesses).
Launch sweepstakes with key travel website.
Develop booking incentives with key tour operators.
Increase participation in appropriate travel trade shows, missions and events.
Schedule Reservation Agent training programs.
Develop packages.
Continue to focus more on international – translation of sales sheets, signage.

Year Three (FY 2015/16) – above, plus:
!
!
!
!
!

Launch the in-market/post-arrival ad campaign.
Enhance trade show schedule.
Start to build the niche market programs.
Launch a concierge outreach program.
Launch an annual seasonal event.

Year Four (FY 2016/17) – above, plus:
! Initiate a QR code program.
! Improve the trade show display.
! Design a new consumer brochure.
Year Five (FY 2017/18) – above, plus:
! Continue on-going enhancements and audit of programs.
! Consider full-time in-house staffing for programs.
! Conduct 5-Year evaluation and update to the Strategic Tourism Plan.

'

'
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7. Strategies'
The overall strategy of the 5-Year Strategic Plan is to promote tourism to Surfside
through Owned, Earned and Paid media channels that promote a new tourism brand.
As the budget continues to grow, so will the ability to promote the Town of Surfside to
the target markets.

Owned,(Earned,(and(Paid(Media(
A Tourism Plan for a destination includes many strategies and there can be significant
overlap of programs. Therefore, there are many ways to divide the contents of the Plan.
One way to separate strategies is into the categories of Owned, Earned, and Paid media
channels:
Owned Media: Promotion channels that you control, such as your website,
Facebook Page and Twitter account.
Earned Media: Positive publicity gained through public relations and promotional
efforts other than advertising.
Paid Media: Positive publicity gained through paid advertising, participation in
trade shows, and other promotional efforts that require expenditure on the part of
the tourism organization.

5GYear(Strategic(Tourism(Plan(Strategies(
!

Utilize a combination of Owned, Earned and Paid media channels to maximize
effectiveness of tourism marketing and sales programs.

!

Maximize effectiveness of resort tax funds by reaching tourist markets through
Owned media first, then Earned and Paid media.

!

Utilize Owned and Earned media channels, including the Tourist Bureau and
Town websites, Facebook, Twitter and any partner sites to distribute information
about upcoming events, activities, retailers and specials.

!

Continue to develop public programming and special events for the Town of
Surfside.

!

Develop campaigns, based on the new tourism brand and supporting message
points, to market to international and domestic tourism trade and consumers, as
well as to local/regional markets.

!

Participate in and support programs to increase business in the restaurants and
retail shops in Downtown Surfside.

!

Encourage a high level of customer service in hotels and Downtown Surfside
businesses.
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8. Tactics'
Introduction(to(Tourism(Marketing(Tactics(
Tourism strategies are achieved through implementation of specific tactics. Owned,
Earned and Paid media strategies, identified in the section above, will be presented here
via “Pre-Arrival” and “Post-Arrival” tactics.
Pre-arrival tactics are important because travelers make most of their decisions about
where they are going and what they are going to do in a destination before they actually
make the trip. This is due, in part, to the high percentage of consumers researching their
travel on line.
Seventy-five percent of travelers decide on activities before arrival (90% of which are
researched online). These travelers are more lucrative as they stay 1-2 days longer and
spend 25-50% more during their stay than those who did not arrive with a predetermined itinerary. Consumers investigate travel websites, destination websites,
online travel agents (OTAs), traditional travel agent sites and the supplier sites as well.
While pre-arrival marketing is traditionally more costly, it is important to create brand
recognition prior to a person taking the trip.
Post-arrival tactics target visitors after they arrive at the destination. These tactics work
to ensure the visitor is aware of and takes advantage of all there is to do in the Town of
Surfside. Travelers with a pre-awareness about Surfside will be more apt to respond
positively when seeing something in a visitor publication or hearing about Surfside some
other way.

PreGArrival(Tactics(–(Trade(and(Consumer(
Owned'Media''
Website(
The website is the “voice” of the brand. Most sales efforts will direct both consumers and
the trade to the site for more information. This is the most efficient and effective way to
disseminate a large amount of information.
For the first fiscal year, continue with enhancements to the “Shop.Dine.Stay" site, which
the Tourist Bureau staff and consultants have been maintaining. Enhancements should
include a page dedicated to the trade. As the budget grows, there will be opportunity to
launch a new, more content-rich dynamic site that will communicate the new tourism
brand. Additionally, Search Engine Optimization (SEO) and Search Engine Marketing
(SEM) strategies will need to be developed for increased visibility and presence.
Appendix C – This will provide the suggested outline for both the enhancements to the
existing site as well as for the new website.
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Social'Media'(
Social Media is among the fastest growing and changing methods of reaching both the
trade and consumer. In fact, social media and blogs reach 80% of the U.S. internet
users. An integrated social media plan should be a part of any destination’s marketing
plan.
Research has shown that travelers are currently engaging in social media to plan their
travel and are seeking advice and opinions of friends and destinations on social media.
They are continually looking to build relationships with destinations by participating
socially before, during and after their trip.
Tour Operators are harnessing the power of social media when they reach out to new
travelers, as well as when communicating with other industry leaders (CVBs, DMOs,
hotels, and attractions) during the planning and execution stage. Retail travel agents’
use of social media is growing as they use the platforms to connect with clients. Also,
nearly every travel and tourism trade show includes social media, and the Tourist
Bureau can link to every show they may consider participating in to start the
conversation. Links to some shows are provided in Appendix H, the list of trade shows.
Utilizing social media should be part of the first fiscal year’s program and then should
continue to grow and expand each year. Care must be taken to make sure the marketing
efforts are quickly adapted to the new and ever-changing social media channels.
Due to public records requirements for municipal governments in Florida, the Tourist
Bureau will need to work with the Town Attorney to create procedures for social media.
Many communities in Florida currently use social media with great success to promote
events and other activities.
For more information on social media marketing and stats, visit “More Social Media
Marketing Facts and Stats” at: http://goo.gl/eS0Xo
Facebook(
For both the trade and consumer, Facebook is still very active with the 25+ year olds
who enjoy the conversation and who also travel. Travelers like to share their travel
experience on Facebook. It is recommended to develop a Facebook strategy to reach
these travelers and to start and maintain a conversation with them. Facebook tactics
could include:
!
!
!
!
!
!

Study key words to increase conversation and searchability.
Design and implement a media calendar with engaging and relevant posts.
Include tactics that increase awareness such as contests, giveaways, trivia, and
questions that enhance brand involvement and excitement.
Reach out to trade through the social pages of established organizations and
trade shows.
Interface with restaurants and retail shops in Downtown.
Integrate with other forms of social media, thereby providing a broad-based,
cohesive plan.
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Twitter(
Twitter is a way to communicate a great deal of information in a succinct way. It is
important that all tweets have something that sets them apart so that the brand message
comes through in the tweets. Twitter is useful for announcing events and reminders,
such as public programming and special events, in a short and catchy style. It is helpful
to think of one tweet, 140 characters, in two parts: the first half of a tweet is an
enticement to get the reader to act on the second half of the tweet, which sometimes is a
link to a page with more information on an event or place or a multimedia offering such
as a picture or a short video.
The Tourist Bureau could use a Twitter account to not only promote events, but also
restaurant and retail promotions, even weather updates to bring guests outside to the
beaches. Hashtags for future festivals could be useful to promote the event and also
track the public’s interest and involvement in it. Re-tweeting from shops, organizations,
and event attendees creates bonds between the Town and its vendors, locals, and
tourists. Everyone likes a re-tweet, or even a favorite tweet; it shows that someone is
reading – and you are likely to get the favor reciprocated.
LinkedIn(
A LinkedIn strategy can ensure that all businesses and key staff are actively involved on
LinkedIn and participate in group conversations, especially as they relate to tourism.
Other tactics may include a robust Downtown business page as well as maximizing the
use of this platform’s special features. Reaching out to trade through group participation
is imperative.
Pinterest(
Eighty percent of Pinterest users are women, and research shows that women make 70
percent of the travel decisions. This makes Pinterest a perfect social media platform to
reach consumers and drive awareness with trade buyers. Strategy: Build awareness of
the shops, restaurants, hotels and general area.
Tactics potentially include:
!
!
!
!

Post relevant shopping, dining, hotel development and general interest content,
as well as photos and videos.
Create boards that provide solutions and suggestions to travelers.
Craft boards and content that speaks to trade solutions.
Direct interest to other social channels providing a strategic circle of
communication.
'
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QR'codes'
Implement a Quick Response (QR) code strategy to drive business to shops during prearrival and during the visitor’s stay. QR code tactics include:
!
!
!
!

Assist in way-finding and scavenger hunts.
Provide discounts, knowledge or assistance to visitors.
Supplement contests and branding initiatives.
Initiate the use of QR codes at trade shows, and in trade advertising and
communication.

EPblasts(
An aggressive e-blast campaign should be launched with the databases generated from
trade shows. For appointment based shows, whenever possible, e-blasts are sent in
advance to encourage tour operators to request an appointment time with Surfside,
generating a “mutual request.” Such mutual requests carry the greatest weight when
organizers are prioritizing and setting appointment schedules. Also, it is important to
send follow-up e-blasts after the show.
Recently, the Tourist Board funded participation in World Travel Market Latin America
and a database was created, but this database will not be able to be built to any
significant size until the trade show phase of this 5-year effort commences. As an
alternative, when seeking the Professional Services resources to implement the Plan,
one of the requirements could be an extensive database of tour operators and receptive
operators.

Earned'Media'
Public'Relations'
Public Relations (PR) is one of the most important communication tools for tourism
marketing of a destination. Increased competition for the visitor’s attention and money,
especially in a highly competitive market like South Florida, demands creating
awareness of a destination. Images are created by PR through the Internet (“word of
mouse”), traditional media, word of mouth and the attitude of the targeted audiences.
Tourism destinations are depending more and more on building their images in the travel
and tourism industry through their on line presence. They are developing rich,
interactive websites, ensuring their inclusion in free listings on the plethora of travel
sites, and becoming first or second on search engines. This is critical because travelers
are making decisions where to visit, shop and eat before arriving at their destinations.
The Internet makes accessibility to a given market by the consumer incredibly easy and
even enjoyable.
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Some of the tools of tourism public relations are:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Press Releases for story pick up “as written” or to generate a new story.
Different release angles should be generated for the travel trade than for the
travel writer who works for consumer publications and websites.
Calendar Listing of Events/Promotions.
Campaign to promote the Surfside Turtles Project.
Creative e-mail “pitches” designed to persuade reporters to visit.
Press Kits which provide a wealth of information including quality renderings
and photographs as well as information on thumb drives for trade show
distribution.
Participate whenever possible in FAM tours offered by the GMCVB and Visit
FL.
Participate in the Media Marketplaces of national and international
tradeshows.
Special Events like press tours or on-site activities that would be of interest to
the media, especially as hotels open, or even before. Hard-hat tours are a
favorite.
Maintain database of local, regional, national and international media
contacts.

Implementation of public relations activities is a priority in FY 2013/14 to begin to
promote the new tourism brand and refine message points for future Paid Media efforts.
Travel'Websites'–'Trade'and'Consumer'
There are a number of travel websites available, and they vary in reach and cost.
Appendix D details available websites for consideration. The initial roll-out of the
program in the first fiscal year should utilize only free to low-cost websites. As the budget
grows, so will the opportunity to be more aggressive.
Of the first sites to consider will be the DMOs such as the GMCVB, Visit FL and
discoveramerica.com. At the very least, there may be opportunities to upload events and
descriptions at no cost. Obviously, the budget will have to be considered before initiating
any tile and/or banner advertising programs.
There should also be some promotional opportunities on travel websites, such as
sweepstakes that should be considered in future years. Sweepstakes on strategic
websites is an excellent tactic to engage the target audience, be it the consumer or the
trade. Contests such as “Win a trip to South Florida” can get world-wide visibility if it is
compelling enough. Hotel partners should donate room nights and Downtown
restaurants donate lunch and/or dinners. Gift cards for shopping sprees would need to
be purchased. And to make it more exciting, donations from partner attractions in the
area will enhance the overall package.
'
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Partnerships'
A key component of any Tourism Marketing Plan is the time dedicated to developing
effective partnerships. The first step in any Industry Outreach Program is to identify
those travel and tourism associations, attractions, Destination Marketing Organizations
(DMOs), Destination Management Companies (DMCs) and other organizations that
would make valuable partners.
This will be a Fiscal Year One effort and then continue. Key partnerships to target are as
follows:
South(Florida(Area(Industry(Associations:(
!

Hospitality Sales and Marketing Association International (HSMAI):
http://connect.hsmai.org/SouthFlorida/Home/
Cost is $415/year

!

SKAL International – worldwide travel and tourism organization:
SKAL Miami Chapter - http://www.skalmiami.com/
Club details - location, chapter, etc. http://www.siusa.org/ClubDetail.aspx?ClubID=229#
Cost is $495/year (includes 4 dinners)

!

Florida Restaurant and Lodging Association
http://www.frla.org/
Miami Chapter - http://www.frla.org/chapters/miami-dade
Cost is $400/year

!

American Hotel and Lodging Association has a chapter in Florida that includes
Miami, but there's not much info besides a contact. http://www.ahla.com/content.aspx?id=28976
Cost is $1500/year
Benefits of membership - http://www.ahla.com/allied/

!

Greater Miami and the Beaches Hotel Association - http://gmbha.com/
Cost is $450/year
Benefits of membership http://gmbha.com/content.php?page=Allied_Membership

National(Industry(Associations:(
!

Brand USA – options of leveraging matching funds with Brand USA should be
explored in future years. www.thebrandusa.com

!

RSAA – Receptive Services Association of America
www.rsana.com
Cost is $600/year
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Destination(Marketing(Organizations((DMOs):(
!

Greater Miami Convention and Visitor Bureau (GMCVB)
www.miamiandbeaches.com
Cost is $500/year

!

Sunny Isles Beach Tourism and Marketing Association
www.sunnyislesbeachmiami.com/

!

Visit Florida
www.visitflorida.com
Cost is $395./year

Destination(Management(Companies((DMCs):(((
A DMC database has been created for South Florida and is included as Appendix E.
Convention(Centers:(
!

Miami Beach Convention Center
www.miamibeachconvention.com

!

New convention center at the airport
www.macc.com/
Develop off-site venue programs and spouse programs with the meeting
planners who have smaller conventions scheduled.

Hotels:(
Strong partnerships have already been established with the new hotels, as well as
existing ones. Partnership means supporting each hotel’s marketing efforts in order to
promote the Town of Surfside, increase occupancy rates and Average Daily Rate (ADR)
for the hotels and to increase the sales of restaurants and retail shops in Downtown.
The Tourist Bureau and Surfside hotels can share real estate on each other’s websites
and social media, participate in trade shows, sales calls and missions together, and
participate in each other’s e-blasts and more.
Transportation:(
Visitors who fly into South Florida and do not rent a car are very likely to want to
experience other areas of greater Miami. Taxis can be expensive, and public
transportation may not be desirable. A Surfside Shuttle Service would be ideal but might
not be practical from a financial perspective. An alternative might be to create a
partnership with a transportation company that could become a “Preferred
Transportation Company” for Surfside. This service could be available as an “on-
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demand” basis for a fee to the traveler, and Surfside hotels could be aware of this
service.
The Tourist Bureau should also maintain information regarding which hotels have their
own transportation/shuttle busses. This service by hotels, with the possible exception of
an airport shuttle, is seen less and less frequently due to high cost.
Cruise(Lines:(
A conversation has already been started with Intracruises, a company who handles a lot
of pre- and post-cruise programs in South Florida. A list of cruise companies is found
under Appendix F.

Paid'Media'
Advertising'
There are a number of advertising opportunities: domestic vs. international and trade vs.
consumer. The right mix is necessary to accomplish both pre-arrival and post-arrival
goals within the existing budget. As the budget increases, the Tourist Bureau will be able
to expand reach and frequency.
Attempting to reach the consumer in their market is usually cost prohibitive. Most
consumer advertising should be part of the post-arrival strategies. There are, however,
some trade possibilities outside the local market, and there may be co-op opportunities
with the GMCVB and Visit FL to reach the consumer prior to their visit.
The local tourism publications for South Florida are available in Appendix F.
Trade'Shows'
Establishing the personal relationship with the tour operator, wholesaler and Receptive
Tour Operator (RTO) through participation in the key trade shows will be a critical
component of the Strategic Tourism Plan and outreach program. Additionally, trade
shows will provide the Tourist Bureau with the most up-to-date information on market
trends, including market growth, changing economies of key markets, and the
emergence of new markets.
During fiscal year 2013/14, it will be important for the Tourist Bureau to launch the new
tourism brand by aggressively participating in several key trade shows. As the budget
grows so will the trade show schedule. When possible, the Tourist Bureau should take
advantage of leveraging opportunities with the Greater Miami Convention and Visitors
Bureau (GMCVB), the Sunny Isles Marketing and Tourism Council, Visit Florida and
others.
For the first fiscal year, the Tourist Bureau should participate in four key international
trade shows and two sales missions (see Appendix H), all in partnership with the
GMCVB. However, there are insufficient funds in the budget to register for these shows
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and send a representative. After discussions with the Grand Beach Hotel, it is proposed
that the Tourist Bureau pay for only the registration of the four shows and two sales
missions. The Grand Beach would send sales staff to represent both the Grand Beach
and the Town of Surfside, covering all travel expenses.
The costs displayed in Appendix H for the recommended trade shows and sales
missions for FY ‘13/14, are estimates from the GMCVB. These figures are for
registration only and do not include travel expenses that would be covered by the Grand
Beach.
This relationship, and future working relationships with other hotels, should be evaluated
and explored in subsequent fiscal years as additional shows and sales missions are
budgeted and scheduled.
Another opportunity is offered by La Cita, a new Latin American travel trade show to be
held annually in the U.S. starting this year. The 2014 show will be in Miami at the Miami
Airport Convention Center (MACC). La Cita will likely need to have one of its evening
functions at a beach venue. Most delegates will have already been to South Beach a
number of times. Hosting an event in Surfside would give the delegates the opportunity
to experience a new destination. Conversations regarding this possibility have already
been initiated with both the show promoter and with the GMCVB. (See Appendix B)
In addition to the trade show schedules, the following should also be considered:
!

Sales calls to key tour operators – this can be done initially with the RTOs
located in South Florida. Then, expand to Orlando and eventually NYC as the
budget increases.

!

Sales Missions – look at opportunities with the GMCVB and Visit Florida as the
budget increases. (Several are listed in Appendix H)

!

Reservation agent training – as the program progresses. This should be done
on-site with a sales kit and PowerPoint as a leave-behind.

!

Booking incentives with key operators, online travel agents (OTAs) and airline
vacation clubs – offer hotel rooms, gift cards, win-a-trip promotions, etc. to
encourage more clients to book in Surfside, especially during low-season times.

Packages'
FY 2013/14 should begin with the outreach to Downtown Surfside businesses to develop
an incentive program for the hotel concierge to distribute. If a BID is created, the new
association can take the lead in this effort:
!
!

Until there is participation by the proposed BID, an incentive piece will have to be
a low cost piece, such as a flyer listing discounts and other offers.
If a BID is created, part of their budget should include a more upgraded incentive
piece.
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!

It will be the role of Tourist Bureau staff and future Professional Services
resources to work with Downtown business owners to collect the offers, keep the
piece up to date and to distribute to the businesses (hotel concierge and other
businesses in the district).

Packages should be included on hotel, business and the Tourism Bureau’s websites.
Sales'Tools'
Sales tools are a component of tactics for both trade and consumer. Consumer sales
tools are covered in the Post-Arrival tactics section below. Sales tools for trade should
include:
!

Sales sheet – sales sheets are used at travel trade shows, missions and calls
and as click-throughs in e-blasts. They can be given to Directors of Sales at
hotels for them to include in their sales materials. To date, sales sheets have
already been produced in English, Spanish and Portuguese. These should be
posted on the Tourist Bureau’s website as soon as a trade page is added. Once
the new tourism brand is approved and graphics determined, then the sales
sheet design should be converted appropriately. Also, additional languages
should be considered.
Current sales sheet focuses on the new hotel product coming on line and also
includes information on the restaurants and retail shops in Downtown Surfside.
Future sales sheets should focus on the new brand as well as other agreed upon
message points.

!

Thumb drive – logo thumb drives should be produced and two sets made, one for
the travel trade including sales sheets and another for the travel media including
press releases and images.

!

Giveaways – for trade shows, sales missions and sales calls, “chotsky” items that
are representative of the brand are good “leave behind” items as gifts. Ideally,
there should be two-tiers of gifts…the everyday, lower cost item and then a
higher quality item for the more important, higher producing tour operators and
media.

!

Sales kit – a sales kit is another “leave behind” with all materials packaged in a
nice, custom folder. It includes the sales sheet, details about each hotel,
brochures and a business card.

!

Press kit – also in a branded folder, the press kit should hold press releases from
the Tourist Bureau, hotels and Downtown businesses. As with the sales kit, the
same information, including video and images, should be available on a branded
thumb drive.

!

Voucher – incentive piece to drive business to the town to pick up the fulfillment
piece, packages, etc.
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!

Trade Show display – as the budget increases, participation in key trade shows
such as IPW with the Tourist Bureau’s own booth vs. partnering with DMOs
should be considered.

!

Fulfillment Center – use of the Community Center as a Welcome Center.

Niche'market'programs'
!

Small Meetings and Conventions – for off-site venue programs. By working with
the GMCVB and receiving the list of in-coming conventions, the smaller ones can
be identified and targeted with a campaign that shows the venues that are
available for meal functions and receptions. Referred to as off-site venues,
meeting planners are given options available such as beach parties, the
community center (charge a rental fee) and restaurants with either meeting
space or who will agree to a “buy-out” and host a reception or dinner.

!

VFR (Visiting Friends and Relatives) – From discussions with the Tourist Board,
businesses and residents, there appears to be a fairly significant VFR business.
The best way to reach this market is through outreach programs that could be
created by the proposed BID. For example, a coupon/incentive piece that a BID
might develop for the hotel guests can be offered to the local residents to utilize
when they have friends and family in town visiting from more than 100 miles
away.

!

“Stay-Cation” – Typically this is defined as a period during which an individual or
family stays home and participates in leisure activities and dining out within
driving distance, but sleeps in their own beds at night. However, for the Town of
Surfside, the Stay-Cation could be promoted as a mini two to three night holiday
for South Floridians within easy driving distance from their home. This is a
“shoulder-season” activity when the hotels are willing to drop their rate for the
Florida resident. It is marketed just to the local community.

!

Cruise Ship Passengers – pre- and post-visitation. The Tourist Bureau can work
with tour operators who focus on the pre- and post-cruise business. Initial contact
has already been made with Intracruises, a company who contracts with a
number of cruise lines. By FY ‘14/15, it is recommended to attend Cruise3Sixty,
which is an annual travel trade show that is targeted to the cruise line industry.
http://www.cruise3sixty.com/default.asp As previously noted, a cruise line
contact list is available in Appendix F.

!

Destination Weddings and other celebrations – the Town of Surfside with the
new hotel product, quaint downtown, fabulous beaches and prime location can
become the perfect venue for destination weddings and celebrations. There
could be co-op opportunities with the GMCVB and other partners to reach this
market.
'
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Destination'Miami'5Pyear'Plan'Update'
Last year, the GMCVB embarked on a five-year research study and strategic plan.
Tourist Bureau staff attended one of the several public meetings. As of this writing, no
additional information is available. When it is, it will be posted on:
http://www.destinationmiami.org/

PostGArrival(Tactics(–(Consumer(
Owned'Media'
As with the pre-arrival strategies, Owned media such as the website and social media
should be utilized.
Mobile'Media''
Fifty percent of all smartphone users use their devices to search the web, and 49
percent use them for social networking. (HubSpot)
While an integral part of any travel experience is now mobile applications (apps), a
mobile-friendly website and other initiatives are part of a well-planned social strategy.
Tour Operators and professional tour directors are increasingly using mobile devices in
the planning and execution stage. Integrate mobile trade initiatives with other social
platforms.
Foursquare'
Foursquare is an application for mobile devices that allows users to “check-in” at any
locale. Users can add locations and categorize them if they are not already in the
system. Users can then compete to be “Mayor” of certain locations and get a certain
amount of points and be ranked among their friends who also use the app. Users also
check-in to unlock badges in categories from types of restaurants to forms of
transportation. Foursquare can be linked to Twitter, Facebook, and other sites as well,
so the user’s check-in can be shared on other platforms. Users can also add photos of
the location and text with each check-in.

Earned'Media'
Concierge'Outreach'Program'
The Tourist Bureau should join the South Florida Concierge Association and develop a
concierge outreach program that features the amenities of Downtown Surfside. From the
database of association members, an e-blast campaign can be created and directed to
the hotels along the beach, both north and south, conveying information about
Downtown restaurants and shops, and a program might be created to incentivize
concierge recommendations.
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Paid'Media'
Advertising'
For Surfside to reach visitors to the South Florida market after they arrive, there are a
number of hotel in-room publications visitors look through as soon as they unpack. They
range from pocket size guides, which visitors can take with them as they travel the city,
to hard cover books which convey a more upscale image. Also, some of the publications
are on the concierge desk and not in the hotel rooms.
Advertising in selected targeted South Florida publications allows Surfside to construct
its image and message aimed at the tourist and can influence unplanned visits by them.
The ads should include special visitor offers and incentives available after they arrive to
the destination. The incentives also serve as a tracking mechanism.
Brochures are another form of advertising. They can be given to hotel concierges to
present to their guests or inserted into tourist information centers at airports, auto rental
facilities, and the GMCVB. The use of CTM Media Group’s brochure distribution
company is a very effective way to get the message out to the drive market. They should
also be available at the community center.
As previously mentioned, local tourist publications are noted in Appendix G.
Sales'Tools'
While the majority of sales tools needed for an effective tourism sales and marketing
program are found under the pre-arrival tactics, the following ones are also necessary
for the post-arrival tactics:
!

Tourism publications ads – once the tourism brand is determined, appropriate
ads for the local tourism publications should be developed. This would phase in
during the second or third fiscal year.

!

A consumer rack brochure should be developed for local distribution at the hotels
and Downtown businesses. This can also be used for the CTM Media Group
distribution services.

!

A Downtown business incentive piece should be developed, if a BID is created,
for the concierge to distribute to drive as much business as possible from the
hotel to Downtown Surfside, as opposed to going outside the area for all meals.

(
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Public'Programming/Special'Events'
One of the most challenging and labor intensive marketing activities can be creating and
staging public programming and special events. The Tourist Board should plan existing
and future events based on the objectives, strategies, and tactics identified in this 5-Year
Strategic Plan and focus on programs and events that will best celebrate and reinforce
the new tourism brand.

Third&Thursday&Events&
The Surfside Tourist Board currently funds “Third Thursday” events in the Downtown
Surfside area from November through April. These monthly events improved in quality
and participation during the current fiscal year (2012/2013) and included the addition of
food trucks.
Third Thursday events should be continued and enhanced in future years. This should
include focused advertising efforts, beginning in FY 2013/2014, in local/regional media,
such as New Times and Miami Herald, in keeping with the new brand.
Downtown restaurants and other businesses that are open in the evening should be
encouraged to take a more active part in future events. If property and business owners
create a Business Improvement District (BID) in the future, the BID could take the lead in
encouraging restaurant and business participation in Third Thursday events.

Future&Public&Programming/Special&Events&
Future programming should include a unique signature event as well as regular quarterly
and annual entertainment and festivals. Future events must support and promote the
new Surfside tourism brand.
!

FY 2013/14 – Tourist Bureau staff should create an RFQ or RFP to identify a
roster of events management resources. The greatest emphasis for the next
fiscal year should be the promotion and enhancement of Third Thursday events.
Based on the final 5-Year Strategic Plan, the Tourist Board should develop an
overall plan for programs and events that are likely to commence in future years.

!

FY 2014/15 – Launch a new Season Kick-off Event (October/November) to fully
integrate the new tourism brand into all aspects of the tourism sales and
marketing program. This should include a street banner program along Collins
and Harding Avenues.

!

FY 2015/16 – Launch an annual Signature Event that will become an annual
event known by the region to be owned by the Town of Surfside.

As with Third Thursday events, downtown restaurants and businesses should be
encouraged to participate in future programs and events. If a BID is formed, the new
association could take the lead.
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“Miami'Temptations”'–''
Greater'Miami'&'the'Beaches'Monthly'Promotion'Strategies'
The GMCVB has created an annual calendar of promotions, from February through
November, known as “Miami Temptations”. Working with the GMCVB, the Tourist
Bureau could explore opportunities for future public programming and special events in
the Town of Surfside.
Participating organizations create unique events according to a theme, such as the
recent (June 2013) “Kisses in Miami” campaign. However, specific events that require
special offers from local businesses, such as the upcoming Miami Spice (August/
September) might better be seen as opportunities for Surfside hotels and Downtown
businesses, especially if a Business Improvement District (BID) is created.
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Tales'of'the'Surfside'Turtles'

Tales of the Surfside Turtles is a whimsical and fun public art initiative produced by the
Town of Surfside through its Tourist Board and resort tax funding. The “toure de turtle
escapade” features 17 five-foot fiberglass turtles, designed by local artists. Turtles are
sited at entrances to the Town, at beach ends, in front of the Community Center and
throughout the Downtown business district to delight residents and visitors alike.
The project has been a success in attracting the attention of visitors to Surfside. A map
of locations is available, and is included on the Tourist Bureau website. A public
relations effort to promote the Tales of the Surfside Turtles should be undertaken as part
of FY 2013/14 marketing efforts.
The Tourist Board is considering extending the life of the project, currently scheduled to
end in 2014. If the project is extended, it is likely to continue to attract the attention of
tourist and local/regional visitors to the Town.

(
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Downtown(Surfside(Activities(and(Improvements(
Streetscape'Improvements'
In June 2012, the Town of Surfside Commission approved streetscape improvements for
the Downtown Surfside area. Improvements include planting of Medjool date palms
along Harding Avenue and landscape improvements to sidewalks at mid-block
pedestrian crossings.
This project will improve the appearance of the Downtown area, making it more
attractive for tourists visiting the new hotels as well as for residents and visitors from the
local/regional markets.

A'Business'Improvement'District'(BID)'for'Downtown'Surfside'
Property and business owners in the Downtown Surfside area are exploring the
opportunities offered by a Business Improvement District (BID). A BID would be funded
through an assessment on Downtown property owners and could fund district
improvements and local/regional marketing efforts as well as other programs as
identified by property and business owners.
If the BID moves forward, the Tourist Bureau should work closely with the new
association formed to manage the BID. Many programs, especially marketing efforts,
would overlap with those of the Tourist Bureau, and much could be gained by working
together to reinforce the new brand.
A future BID could take the lead in encouraging Downtown restaurants and businesses
to participate in Tourist Bureau events and activities.

Creating'a'Customer'Service'Environment''
The friendliness of a community is important, as “customer service” has become a lost
art in our society. The Town of Surfside could stand out in this area by offering customer
service training to Town employees who are out in public wearing any kind of uniform
and making this training available, as well, to area hotels and Downtown businesses.
The objective should be to create a customer friendly environment that encourages
visitors in Downtown Surfside to stay longer and spend more money. In the future, a
secret shopping and diner program in Downtown could be developed with the intent of
improving customer service.

(
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9. Operational'Issues'
Access(
The Town of Surfside is conveniently served by both Miami International and Fort
Lauderdale/Hollywood International airports. Access to the barrier island community is
primarily from the Julia Tuttle Causeway (Miami/Miami Beach), John F. Kennedy
Memorial Causeway (Miami/Miami Beach), and Broad Causeway (North Miami/North
Bay Village/Bal Harbour-Surfside).
The primary highway is Florida State Road A1A, which operates as a north-south
corridor through the Town in a “one-way-pair” configuration north along Collins Avenue
and south along Harding Avenue. With three lanes of traffic in each direction, the
corridor is challenging for pedestrians and inhibits the vitality of the Downtown area.
The Town should work with the Florida Department of Transportation to continue to find
ways to slow traffic through the community and identify improvement projects to
enhance the area as pedestrian-friendly. Future projects should strive to provide the
sense that the community of Surfside is a “place you go to, not a place you go through.”

Transportation(&(Parking(

(

The Town of Surfside is well served by public transit.
!

!
!

Miami-Dade Transit
o Route 107/G (Surfside – NW 163rd/165th Streets)
o Route 108/H (Surfside – NE 191st Street)
o Route 119/S (Downtown – Aventura Mall)
o Rout 115 (Miami Beach/Mid-North Beach)
o Route 120 (Beach Max: Downtown - Aventura)
Town of Surfside Shuttle Bus/Circulator
Future Shuttle/Trolley/Local Transportation

The Town of Surfside has conducted a thorough Parking Study of the Downtown area.
The Town Commission has accepted the report. Adequate parking will be available for
guests in existing and future hotel properties.
Parking for the local/regional market will be addressed by the Town Commission in the
future. The Town is currently exploring the benefits of creating of a Business
Improvement District (BID) for the Downtown area. Parking will be a high priority of
future business owner and property owner discussions regarding efforts to improve the
Downtown Surfside area.

(
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Streetscape(&(Environment(
As described above, the Town Commission has approved streetscape improvements for
the Downtown Surfside area. The Town is moving forward to complete the
improvements before the 2013/2014 tourist season.
The Town of Surfside and its Downtown district are generally considered safe, and the
Town is working with business owners and property owners to improve the appearance
of the district through Code Compliance, and Miami-Dade County Mom & Pop grants.

Town(of(Surfside(Community(Center(
Recently constructed is the new multi-purpose Community Center for the Parks and
Recreation Department. Through community input, the center was built with amenities to
include a recreational pool with lap lanes, plunge pool and slide, children’s activity pool,
and Jacuzzi. Additional amenities include two multipurpose rooms to host a variety of
activities and programs for all ages. In addition, the facility is equipped with locker room
facilities, family restrooms, and a first aid station.
To the east of the center is a green space, the perfect setting for party rentals and
community events. Enjoy a snack or bite to eat at the onsite snack bar and grill. Since
the opening in June 2011, the Community Center is home to the Parks and Recreation
and Tourist Bureau administrative offices.

The Community Center can act as a primary information and Welcome Center and can
act as a venue for future events on the Beach. Currently there is discussion of using the
Town’s future resort tax revenues to expand or add a second floor to the Community
Center.
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10. Measurement'
Since there is no current research that focuses on the Town of Surfside, there are no
benchmarks to measure against. Therefore, the base year should be FY 2012/13
(current year). It is recommended that the following items be measured over the five
year period of this plan:
!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Resort tax revenue collected vs. projected. Break down between the 4% bed tax
and 2% food and beverage tax. (The percent increase can be compared with the
other municipalities that charge a resort tax as well as with Miami-Dade County
resort tax collections.)
Hotel Occupancy (requires accurate data).
Average Daily Rate (ADR) (requires accurate data).
Numbers of attendees to events and benefit to Downtown Surfside businesses
as well as to awareness of the new Town of Surfside tourism brand.
Trade show follow-up – number of shows attended, number of contacts made,
number of leads for hotels, and, if hotels will share this information, the leads that
turned into sales.
Package development and sales (requires accurate data).
Sweepstakes – number of entries each year.
Voucher programs for FIT travel.
Small group business, such as travelers coming in for a pre-cruise stay, resulting
from leads (requires accurate data).
Destination/Ceremonial bookings at the hotels (requires accurate data).

(
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11. Annual'Review/Plan'Update'
The Tourist Board, through Tourist Bureau staff, is required to submit an annual report to
the Town Commission each year as part of the budgetary process. Beginning in FY
2013/14, the following schedule is recommended:
!

March – Tourism Professional Services resources submit to Tourist Bureau staff
a report which will include the following:
o A narrative of what has been accomplished from the Strategic Plan to
date, a status report of items in various stages of completion and what is
left to do for the current fiscal year.
o A graph or chart regarding the items identified in the Measurement
section above– FY 2012/2013 will become the benchmark year.
o A budget revision showing year-to-date expenditures within each
category as compared to approved budget.
o An analysis of the sales and marketing program to date and
recommendations of any updates/revisions that need to be made to the
Plan. This is where new and developing trends can be considered as well
as changes in the economies and/or travel patterns from any of the target
markets.

!

April– Staff reviews and refines the report then submits to the Tourist Board in
May.
May – the Board submits the report to the Town Manager and Commission for
review.
June – Tourism Professional Services resources review a final report with the
Tourist Board and propose updates to the 5-Year Strategic Tourism Plan.

!
!
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12. Tourist'Board'Governance'&'Structure'
Composition(of(the(Tourist(Board(
As part of the Phase 1 Audit component of the 5-Year Strategic Tourism Plan, the Town
of Surfside Charter and Resort Tax Ordinance and the Mission Statement of the Resort
Tax (Tourist) Board were reviewed.
According to the Resort Tax Ordinance:
The board shall consist of five members. Each commissioner shall
appoint one board member. All appointed board members must be
ratified by a vote of the town commission. Any newly elected
commissioner has the right to appoint a resort tax board member unless
the corresponding appointment has yet to reach the end of their two-year
term. Each of the five members shall be persons who either work or
reside in Surfside and at least three of the five members shall be persons
who have experience in tourism and/or tourism related activities. One
town commissioner shall serve as a non-voting ex- officio member of the
board.
Given the significant increase in resort tax income in future years and the ambitious
tourism marketing strategies and tactics outlined in this 5-Year Strategic Plan, the Town
Commission should strive to appoint members with as much tourism experience as
possible. With new hotels coming online, it could be advantageous to appoint hotel
representatives in the future. This could be achieved through the current structure or
through designation of a new seat on the Tourist Board for a representative from a
Surfside hotel.
In addition, the importance of a partnership with the Greater Miami Convention and
Visitors Bureau (GMCVB) has been emphasized throughout this 5-Year Strategic
Tourism Plan. The Town of Surfside should explore maximizing this relationship, which
might be achieved in the future by creating a seat on the Board, probably non-voting exofficio, for a representative from the GMCVB.
Other than these issues, we have no recommendations for possible changes to the
resort tax ordinance.
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13. Proposed'Staffing/Contractual'Services'

Graphic(Designer((contract)(
Budget: $12,000 to finalize the tourism brand, develop logo and complete graphics
package.
Future creative expenses should be included within project budgets. For example,
advertising design would be included in future budgets for advertising.
1st Quarter:
!
!
!

Develop the tourism brand and create the logo / graphics package to include
stationery, business cards, ad shell, templates for press release, sales sheets, eblasts, etc. for the Tourist Bureau.
Upon approval of the logo and graphics package, monitor production, printing
and delivery.
Design and produce the Street Banners (budgeted separately)

Future:
!

As needed – include in advertising or other project budget, as above.

(
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Marketing(Resource((contract)(
Budget: Retainer of $2,000/month to a firm or freelancer to focus on on-going PR, social
media and website enhancements. Retainer could increase in future years.
1st Quarter:
!

!

!

Work with staff to identify a company to redesign/host the Bureau’s website
based on approved logo and graphics package:
o Consumer
o Events
o Travel/Trade
o Media
Initiate PR, press releases and generate stories:
o New hotel product
o Tourist Board events
o Tales of the Surfside Turtles
o BID or Downtown restaurant/business activities
Develop a social media plan and initiate implementation

2nd Quarter:
!
!
!

Work with staff to expand and enhance Surfside Turtles project.
Work with staff and Tourism Sales Consultant to support FAM tours to Surfside.
Initiate tourism advertising, placement and design in order to best promote the
tourism brand.

3rd/4th Quarter (ongoing):
!

Be responsible for managing tourism related resources such as social media,
website developers, graphics arts, etc. that are necessary to accomplish the
tactics in the Plan.

Tourism(Sales(Consultant((contract)(
Budget: $27,000 for nine months, beginning in January 2014 or later, at $3,000 per
month. Retainer should increase in future years.
Tourism Sales Consultant, retained as an outside contracted service, shall report directly
to the Tourism Bureau Director to assist with the implementation of the approved 5-Year
Strategic Tourism Plan. The Tourist Sales Consultant should attend, whenever possible,
the Tourist Board monthly meetings and give a verbal update report monthly and written
report quarterly.
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1st Quarter – Oct-Dec ‘13 (Staff only – no Consultant):
!
!
!
!

Work with GMCVB to identify opportunities in future CBD missions and other
programs.
Prepare for the approved trade shows by handling the registration and getting the
collateral material ready.
Work with Graphic Designer as necessary, for collateral development and
enhancement. Update sales sheets and create sales and press kits. Create
additional sales tools as necessary and budgeted.
Work with the organizers of La Cita and the GMCVB to consider hosting an
evening function for their show when in Miami Sept. 30 – Oct 3, 2014.

2nd Quarter: Jan – March 2014 (Possibly with a Consultant)
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

“Sell and market” the Town of Surfside tourism brand to the travel and tourism
trade and consumer.
Enhance the Tourist Bureau’s website by offering content suggestions to the
Tourist Bureau staff.
Research and recommend travel websites in which to be a part of and strive for
as much free exposure as possible on the sites. (See Appendix D)
Work with the GMCVB and Visit FL to identify appropriate FAM tours to host.
Update travel and tourism statistics and trends and use both to the benefit of the
Town of Surfside.
Implement Constant Contact, or other e-blast/database management program.
Monitor the progress of Destination Miami - http://www.destinationmiami.org/

3rd /4th Quarters: April – Sep. 2014 (ongoing)
!
!
!
!
!
!

!

Coordinate all future trade shows, including registration, booth and material
shipping, set up, appointment requests, delegate coordination, fulfillment, and
follow-up reports.
Establish communication with key domestic and international tour operators,
online travel agencies and agents to introduce new Town of Surfside tourism
brand, programs and amenities.
Attend the FL Governor’s Conference on Tourism (usually in September).
Schedule Reservation Agent training programs.
Initiate sales calls to key Tour Operators.
Review plan and budget for future initiatives:
o Hotel packages
o Sweepstakes with travel websites
o Booking incentives with key operators
o Niche market programs
o Concierge program
The company/individual must be self-supportive with all office equipment
necessary such as computers, fax, printer, smartphones, etc.

(
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Events(Management((approved(roster(of(events(contractors)(
Budget: Include events management expenses in budget for individual events.
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Coordination of Special Events permitting.
Booking of talent for events.
Logistics – event set-up and break down.
Coordination with event vendors.
Collection of and responsibility for all financial transactions.
Coordination of sponsorship activation/fulfillment.
Coordination of safety and security, as required.
Coordination with local businesses, when required.
Post-event reporting.

* May not include marketing or securing event sponsorships.
* The Tourist Bureau will want to identify future opportunities for additional
funding for future events through sponsorships and event grants.
First Year Events:
Third Thursdays (December, January, February, March) - 4 events @ $7,500 each
$25k set-aside for Downtown/Other Event grants
! $15k for BID upon approval of BID (January 2014) – or
$15k for Downtown events upon application
! $5k for Auto Show, upon application
! $5k for Other, upon application
Surfside Turtles (Public Art + events + PR) work with Marketing Resource - $12,500
Street Banner Program (January – soft brand launch: Turtles/Grand Beach) - $10,000
Contingency – $5,000
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14. Appendix'
Appendices are intended for reference only for the Tourist Bureau and are not specific
recommendations, except as noted in the 5-Year Strategic Tourism Plan. Information is
intended to provide a useful resource for the Bureau during the implementation phase.
All costs, statistics, contact information, dates, etc. are subject to change by the
respective vendor without notice and at any time.
!

Appendix A – Strategic Tourism Plan – Five Year Budget Projections, including
recommended allocations for FY2013/14 (pages A-1 to A-2).

!

Appendix B – Tourism Plan Tactics Flow Chart – This chart details the fiscal
years, objectives, tasks, budgets, timelines, and persons responsible
(pages B-1 to B-15).

!

Appendix C – Possible Outline for future Website Enhancements – offered for
discussion purposes only by the Tourist Bureau and Staff (pages C-1 to C-2).

!

Appendix D – Travel Websites - This is a comprehensive list for reference only,
not necessarily all are recommended for Surfside considering currently identified
target markets. The initial rollout of the program in the first fiscal year will utilize
only free to low-cost websites. As the budget grows, so will the opportunity to be
more aggressive and gain greater exposure (pages D-1 to D-7).

!

Appendix E – South Florida Destination Management Companies – These are
specialists in the organization of incentives, meetings, conferences and events
for incoming groups to a destination and handle local logistics for the travel
industry (page E-1).

!

Appendix F – Cruises into Miami Port – database of cruise line companies
(page F-1).

!

Appendix G – Tourism Advertising – list of local tourist publications and contact
information for reference (pages G-1 to G-4).

!

Appendix H – Potential Travel Trade Shows and Missions – highlighted shows
are recommended for the first fiscal year (page H-1).

!

Appendix I – Phase One: Audit Report – March 2013 (pages 1-33)
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Appendix(
Appendices are intended for reference only for the Tourist Bureau and are not specific
recommendations, except as noted in the 5-Year Strategic Tourism Plan. Information is
intended to provide a useful resource for the Bureau during the implementation phase.
All costs, statistics, contact information, dates, etc. are subject to change by the
respective vendor without notice and at any time.
!

Appendix A – Strategic Tourism Plan – Five Year Budget Projections, including
recommended allocations for FY2013/14 (pages A-1 to A-2).

!

Appendix B – Tourism Plan Tactics Flow Chart – This chart details the fiscal
years, objectives, tasks, budgets, timelines, and persons responsible
(pages B-1 to B-15).

!

Appendix C – Possible Outline for future Website Enhancements – offered for
discussion purposes only by the Tourist Bureau and Staff (pages C-1 to C-2).

!

Appendix D – Travel Websites - This is a comprehensive list for reference only,
not necessarily all are recommended for Surfside considering currently identified
target markets. The initial rollout of the program in the first fiscal year will utilize
only free to low-cost websites. As the budget grows, so will the opportunity to be
more aggressive and gain greater exposure (pages D-1 to D-7).

!

Appendix E – South Florida Destination Management Companies – These are
specialists in the organization of incentives, meetings, conferences and events
for incoming groups to a destination and handle local logistics for the travel
industry (page E-1).

!

Appendix F – Cruises into Miami Port – database of cruise line companies
(page F-1).

!

Appendix G – Tourism Advertising – list of local tourist publications and contact
information for reference (pages G-1 to G-4).

!

Appendix H – Potential Travel Trade Shows and Missions – highlighted shows
are recommended for the first fiscal year (page H-1).

!

Appendix I – Phase One: Audit Report – March 2013 (pages 1-33)
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$63,000

CONTRACTUAL SERVICES TOTAL

Total Pre-Arrival Tactics

Advertising
Trade Shows
Packages
Sales Tools
Niche market programs
$79,500

$5,500

$15,000
$26,700

$2,400
$5,100
$10,000

Earned Media
Public Relations (including Fam Tours)
Travel Websites - Trade & Consumer
Partnerships

Paid Media

$2,400

$2,400

$116,600

$15,000
$48,000
$2,000
$8,100

$5,500
$5,100
$22,500

$5,000
$3,000

$10,000
$2,400

$96,000

$36,000
$60,000

Year 2 (14/15)

Website
Social Media
QR Codes
E-blasts

PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES:
Pre-Arrival Tactics Trade & Consumer
Owned Media

$12,000
$24,000
$27,000

Year 1 (13/14)

Graphic Designer
Marketing Resource
Tourism Sales Consultant

BUDGET CATEGORY
CONTRACTUAL SERVICES:

Appendix A - Five-Year Budget Projections

$121,500

$15,000
$60,000
$2,000
$4,000
$4,000

$6,000
$8,000
$10,000

$2,500

$5,000
$5,000

$114,000

$36,000
$78,000

Year 3 (15/16)

$164,500

$15,000
$75,000
$3,500
$12,500
$8,000

$10,000
$12,000
$15,000

$5,000
$5,000
$1,000
$2,500

$126,000

$48,000
$78,000

Year 4 (16/17)

$164,500

$15,000
$75,000
$3,500
$12,500
$8,000

$10,000
$12,000
$15,000

$5,000
$5,000
$1,000
$2,500

$126,000

$48,000
$78,000

Year 5 (17/18)

A-1
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$82,500
$172,500
$2,000
$2,500
$240,000

Total Public Programming/Special Events

TOTAL PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES

SUBSCRIPTIONS & MEMBERSHIPS

CONFERENCES & SEMINARS
TOTAL"DISCRETIONARY"

$325,000

$2,500

$3,000

$223,500

$406,000

$2,500

$5,000

$284,500

$127,500

$5,000

$5,000

$97,500

$15,000
$10,000
$30,000
$5,000

$15,000
$10,000

$157,000

$10,000

$126,000

$2,500

$30,000
$25,000
$12,500

$90,000

Total Pre- and Post- Arrival Tactics

$3,900

$500,000

$2,500

$5,000

$366,500

$137,500

$15,000
$10,000
$40,000
$5,000

$30,000
$25,000
$12,500

$229,000

$2,500

$62,000

$46,000
$10,000

$25,000
$3,000
$33,000

$3,500

$2,500

$30,000
$25,000
$12,500

$7,500

Pre and Post Arrival Contingency

$5,500

$2,500

Year 4 (16/17)

$2,500

Year 3 (15/16)

$30,000
$25,000
$12,500

$3,000

Total Post-Arrival Tactics

$3,000

$2,500

Year 2 (14/15)

Public Programming/Special Events
Third Thursday Events
Downtown Surfside Merchant/Other Grant Event
Surfside Turtles (Public Art & Celebrations)
Future Public Programming/Special Events
Seasonal Event (eg Auto Show, Italian Festival)
Street Banner Program
Signature Event
Contingency

$3,000

Year 1 (13/14)

BUDGET CATEGORY
Post-Arrival Tactics - Consumer
Owned Media:
Mobile Media (BID to match?)
Foursquare
Earned Media:
Concierge Outreach Program
Paid Media:
Advertising (BID to match?)
Sales Tools (BID to match?)

$500,000

$2,500

$5,000

$366,500

$137,500

$15,000
$10,000
$40,000
$5,000

$30,000
$25,000
$12,500

$229,000

$2,500

$62,000

$46,000
$10,000

$3,500

$2,500

Year 5 (17/18)

A-2

FY
13/14

Launch the Prearrival marketing
tactics.

$4,500

Renew the CVB
membership and
plan to attend the
Gov. Conf. in 2014.

Staff with
Graphic
Designer or
Marketing
Resource

Part of the
above
$36,000
for
marketing
-0-

-0-

-0-

Create the Graphics
package.
Prep and launch
reservation agent
training and RTO
sales calls.
Monitor progress of
destinationmiami.or
g

Conduct evaluation
process.

Staff and
Tourism Board

Staff and
Tourism Board

Staff and
Tourism Board

Staff and
Tourism Board

-0-

Agree on the brand
and communicate
that to the marketing
company or
graphics designer.

Staff

Staff

Tourism
Sales
$27,000
Marketing
$36,000

Issue the RFP and
hire the necessary
contractual services.

Launch the
tourism program
by developing the
infrastructure:

RESPONSIBLE

BUDGET

TASKS

OBJECTIVES

Appendix B – Tourism Plan Tactics Flow Chart
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On-going annual activities.

On-going annual activities.

On-going annual activities.

Preferred approach is Graphic Designer,
unless there is a talented marketing firm
available for the same cost.

This year’s Governor’s Conference falls within
the current fiscal year, prior to the launch of
this Plan. However, it is recommended that
one staff member attend.

See Section 13 in the Plan for job descriptions
and proposed approach for the necessary
resources.

NOTES AND ACTUAL COSTS

B-1

STATUS/
COMPLETED

FY
13/14

Page 154

Launch the Prearrival marketing
tactics.
Earned Media:

Launch the Prearrival marketing
tactics.
Owned Media:

OBJECTIVES

$5,100

$10,000

Partnership
Development

$2,400

$2,400

$2,400

$10,000

BUDGET

Research travel
websites and
determine most
appropriate for
available dollars.

Launch the PR
campaign with a
series of press
releases and press
kits and work with
the CVB on FAM
tours.

Implement the
social media
program.
Launch e-blast
campaign to the
trade.

Discuss the website
outline and hire
website company
for new design.

TASKS

Staff with
Tourism Sales

Tourism Sales

Marketing
Resource with
the Tourism
salesperson

Tourism Sales

Marketing
resource

Staff and
Tourism Board

RESPONSIBLE

Section 8, page 31 of the Plan lists the DMOs
recommended with which to partner, industry
associations, transportation, cruise lines, etc.
The budget earmarked for this is for
opportunities such as pay-to-play partnership
opportunities with the GMCVB, Visit FL,
BRAND USA, etc.

Appendix D

Work with the GMCVB.

Databases from trade shows, local RTOs and
DMCs, etc. Staff already has the WTM Latin
America database. The DMC list is provided in
Appendix E.

Initiate the RFP

NOTES AND ACTUAL COSTS

B-2

STATUS/
COMPLETED

FY
13/14
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Launch the Post arrival marketing
tactics.
Paid Media:

Launch the Prearrival marketing
tactics.
Paid Media:

OBJECTIVES

$3,000

-0-

Work with
downtown business
owners and the BID,
if created.

-0-

Staff and
Tourism Sales

Staff with Event
Support
Services

New sales sheets based on new brand.
Translations into appropriate languages.

Staff and
Tourism Sales

$5,500

Gisela Marti | VP, Marketing & Tourism
GREATER MIAMI CONVENTION & VISITORS
BUREAU
701 Brickell Avenue | Suite 2700 Miami, FL |
33131
Tel: (305) 539.3080 | Fax: (305) 539.2985
| Mobile: (305) 302.3807 | Email: gmarti@gmcvb.com

4 trade shows and 2 missions outlined in the
Plan under tactics and Appendix H.

Graphic Package proposed includes one ad
design.
Should negotiate value-added editorial and
website exposure.

NOTES AND ACTUAL COSTS

Staff, Tourism
Sales and the
Grand Beach

Marketing
Resource

RESPONSIBLE

$26,700

$15,000

BUDGET

Sales Tools –
reprint the business
directory.

Continue the
discussion with the
GMCVB regarding
hosting one of the
evening functions
for La Cita in 2014.

Trade Shows prep,
registration and
collateral.
Develop sales tools
for the above trade
shows.

Renew the ad in the
GMCVB Visitor’s
Guide.

TASKS

B-3

STATUS/
COMPLETED

FY
13/14
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$30,000

$25,000
$12,500
$10,000

Public Programming
Activation of Third
Thursday.
Downtown merchant
event.
Turtles
Launch the Street
Banner program.

Launch the Public
Programming
Efforts based on
the new brand.

BUDGET

TASKS

OBJECTIVES

Staff with Event
Support
Services
Staff with Event
Support
Services
Staff and
graphic designer

Staff with Event
Support
Services

RESPONSIBLE

NOTES AND ACTUAL COSTS

B-4

STATUS/
COMPLETED

FY
14/15
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Continue with the
Pre-arrival
marketing tactics.
Paid Media:

Continue with the
Pre-arrival
marketing tactics.
Earned Media:

Website updates
and enhancements.

Continue with the
pre-arrival
marketing tactics.
Owned Media:

$48,000
$2,000
$8,100

Trade Shows prep,
registration and
collateral.
Develop packages.
Develop sales tools
for the above trade
shows.

$22,500

Partnership
Development.

$15,000

$5,100

Continue promotion
on the travel
websites.

Renew the ad in the
GMCVB Visitor’s
Guide.

$5,500

$2,400

$3,000

$5,000

BUDGET

Enhance the PR
efforts.

Continue the social
media program.
Continue the e-blast
campaign to the
trade.

TASKS

OBJECTIVES

Staff and
Tourism Sales

Tourism Sales

Staff and
Tourism Sales

Marketing
Resource

Staff with
Tourism Sales

Tourism Sales

Marketing
Resource with
the Tourism
sales person

Tourism Sales

Marketing
resource

Staff and
Tourism Board

RESPONSIBLE

New sales sheets based on new brand.
Translations into appropriate languages.

Review all potential shows and based on
market conditions, determine which ones to
add.
Promote packages on the website, GMCVB,
etc.

Should negotiate value-added editorial and
website exposure.

Money allocated to hosting an evening function
with La Cita. Work with the GMCVB. May need
additional financial support from the hotels.
Great exposure for the Latin Market. (Contact
person is above.) If sufficient funds, launch
sweeps and booking incentives, if insufficient
funds due to La Cita partnership, do the prep
work and launch next year.

Appendix D

Focus on the FAM tour opportunities.

NOTES AND ACTUAL COSTS

B-5

STATUS/
COMPLETED

FY
14/15
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On-going annual
activities:

Continue with the
Public
Programming
Efforts based on
the new brand.

Continue with the
Post - arrival
marketing tactics.
Paid Media:

OBJECTIVES

$15,000

Seasonal event.

-0-

-0-

-0-

$10,000

$12,500

Turtles

Monitor Street
Banner program.
Reservation agent
training and RTO
sales calls.
Monitor progress of
destinationmiami.org
Conduct evaluation
process.

$25,000

Downtown merchant
event.

Staff and
Tourism Board
Staff and
Tourism Board

Staff and
Tourism Board

Staff with Event
Support
Services
Staff with Event
Support
Services
Staff with Event
Support
Services
Staff and graphic
designer

Staff with Event
Support
Services

Staff and
Tourism Sales

-0-

$30,000

Staff with Event
Support
Services

Tourism Sales

RESPONSIBLE

$3,000

$2,500

BUDGET

Public Programming
Activation of Third
Thursday.

Sales Tools – reprint
the business
directory.
Work with downtown
business owners
and the BID, if
created.

Launch a mobile
media campaign

TASKS

BID should match.

NOTES AND ACTUAL COSTS

B-6

STATUS/
COMPLETED

FY
15/16
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Continue with the
Pre-arrival
marketing tactics.
Paid Media:

$10,000

Partnership
Development.

Niche marketing
programs.

Trade Shows prep,
registration and
collateral.
Develop packages.
Develop sales tools
for trade shows.
$4,000

$4,000

$2,000

$60,000

$15,000

$8,000

Continue promotion
on the travel
websites.

Renew the ad in the
GMCVB Visitor’s
Guide.

$6,000

$2,500

Continue the e-blast
campaign to the
trade.

Enhance the PR
efforts.

$5,000

Continue the social
media program.

Continue with the
Pre-arrival
marketing tactics.
Earned Media:

$5,000

Website updates
and enhancements.

Continue with the
pre-arrival
marketing tactics.
Owned Media:

BUDGET

TASKS

OBJECTIVES

Staff and
Tourism Sales

Tourism Sales
Staff and
Tourism Sales

Staff and
Tourism Sales

Marketing
Resource

Staff with
Tourism Sales

Tourism Sales

Marketing
Resource with
the Tourism
sales person

Tourism Sales

Marketing
resource

Staff and
Tourism Board

RESPONSIBLE

Select the niche(s) from the Tourism Plan that
would be the most lucrative and develop a plan
to capture that market.

$12,000 added to this fiscal year to increase
the number of trade shows and missions.

Less than the previous year due to hosting the
La Cita event in the last fiscal year.
Use for sweeps and booking incentives, as well
as new partnership development programs.

Increase in funding to add more websites.

$2,000 added to the program, possibly
outsource? Or, use the funds for FB
promotions.

NOTES AND ACTUAL COSTS

B-7

STATUS/
COMPLETED

FY
15/16
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Continue with the
Public
Programming
Efforts based on
the new brand.

Continue with the
Post - arrival
marketing tactics.
Owned media:
Continue with the
Post - arrival
marketing tactics.
Earned media:
Continue with the
Post - arrival
marketing tactics.
Paid Media:

OBJECTIVES

$30,000

$25,000
$12,500
$15,000
$30,000

Public Programming
Activation of Third
Thursday.
Downtown merchant
event.
Turtles
Seasonal event
Signature Event

Staff with Event
Support
Services
Staff with Event
Support
Services
Staff with Event
Support
Services
Staff with Event
Support
Services

Staff with Event
Support
Services

Staff and
Tourism Sales

-0-

Marketing
resource
Staff with Event
Support
Services

$25,000

Consumer
advertising inmarket, post arrival.

Tourism Sales

Tourism Sales

RESPONSIBLE

$3,000

$2,500

Develop and launch
a concierge
outreach program.

Sales Tools – reprint
the business
directory.
Work with downtown
business owners
and the BID, if
created.

$2,500

BUDGET

Continue the mobile
media campaign.

TASKS

Appendix G.
Rates are as of summer, 2013

NOTES AND ACTUAL COSTS

B-8

STATUS/
COMPLETED

FY
15/16

Page 161

On-going annual
activities:

OBJECTIVES
Monitor Street
Banner program.
Reservation agent
training and RTO
sales calls
Monitor progress of
destinationmiami.org
Conduct evaluation
process

TASKS

-0-

-0-

-0-

$10,000

BUDGET

Staff and
Tourism Board
Staff and
Tourism Board

Staff and
Tourism Board

Staff and graphic
designer

RESPONSIBLE

NOTES AND ACTUAL COSTS

B-9

STATUS/
COMPLETED

FY
16/17

Page 162

Continue with the
Pre-arrival
marketing tactics.
Paid Media:

Continue with the
Pre-arrival
marketing tactics.
Earned Media:

Website updates
and enhancements.

Continue with the
pre-arrival
marketing tactics.
Owned Media:

Trade Shows prep,
registration and
collateral.
Develop packages.
Develop sales tools
for the above trade
shows.
Niche marketing
programs.

Renew the ad in the
GMCVB Visitor’s
Guide.

Continue promotion
on the travel
websites.
Partnership
Development

Enhance the PR
efforts.

Continue the social
media program.
Implement a QR
code program.
Continue the e-blast
campaign to the
trade.

TASKS

OBJECTIVES

Staff and
Tourism Sales
Tourism Sales
Staff and
Tourism Sales
Staff and
Tourism Sales

$75,000
$3,500
$12,500
$8,000

Marketing
Resource

Staff with
Tourism Sales

$15,000

$15,000

Tourism Sales

$12,000

$10,000

Marketing
Resource with
the Tourism
sales person

Tourism Sales

Tourism Sales

$1,000
$2,500

Marketing
resource

Staff and
Tourism Board

RESPONSIBLE

$5,000

$5,000

BUDGET

Design a new consumer brochure.

Increase in funding to add more websites.

Work with the BID and have them contribute.

NOTES AND ACTUAL COSTS

B-10

STATUS/
COMPLETED

FY
16/17

Page 163

Continue with the
Public
Programming
Efforts based on
the new brand.

Continue with the
Post - arrival
marketing tactics.
Owned media:
Continue with the
Post - arrival
marketing tactics.
Earned media:
Continue with the
Post - arrival
marketing tactics.
Paid Media:

OBJECTIVES

$30,000

$25,000
$12,500
$15,000

Public Programming
Activation of Third
Thursday.
Downtown merchant
event.
Turtles
Seasonal event

Staff with Event
Support
Services
Staff with Event
Support
Services
Staff with Event
Support
Services

Staff with Event
Support
Services

Staff and
Tourism Sales

-0-

Marketing
resource
Staff with Event
Support
Services

$46,000

Consumer
advertising inmarket, post arrival.

Tourism Sales

Tourism Sales

RESPONSIBLE

$10,000

$3,500

Continue a
concierge outreach
program.

Sales Tools – reprint
the business
directory.
Work with downtown
business owners
and the BID, if
created.

$2,500

BUDGET

Continue the mobile
media campaign.

TASKS

BID to match

Appendix G.
Rates are as of summer, 2013

NOTES AND ACTUAL COSTS

B-11

STATUS/
COMPLETED

FY
16/17

Page 164

On-going annual
activities:

OBJECTIVES

-0-

-0-

-0-

$10,000

Monitor Street
Banner program.
Reservation agent
training and RTO
sales calls.
Monitor progress of
destinationmiami.org
Conduct evaluation
process.

$40,000

BUDGET

Signature Event

TASKS

Staff and
Tourism Board
Staff and
Tourism Board

Staff and
Tourism Board

Staff with Event
Support
Services
Staff and graphic
designer

RESPONSIBLE

NOTES AND ACTUAL COSTS

B-12

STATUS/
COMPLETED

FY
17/18

Page 165

Continue with the
Pre-arrival
marketing tactics.
Paid Media:

Continue with the
Pre-arrival
marketing tactics.
Earned Media:

Website updates
and enhancements.

Continue with the
pre-arrival
marketing tactics.
Owned Media:

Trade Shows prep,
registration and
collateral.
Develop packages.
Develop sales tools
for the above trade
shows.

Renew the ad in the
GMCVB Visitor’s
Guide.

Continue promotion
on the travel
websites.
Partnership
Development

Enhance the PR
efforts.

Continue the social
media program.
Continue the QR
code program.
Continue the e-blast
campaign to the
trade.

TASKS

OBJECTIVES

Staff and
Tourism Sales
Tourism Sales
Staff and
Tourism Sales

$75,000
$3,500
$12,500

Marketing
Resource

Staff with
Tourism Sales

$15,000

$15,000

Tourism Sales

$12,000

$10,000

Marketing
Resource with
the Tourism
sales person

Tourism Sales

Tourism Sales

$1,000
$2,500

Marketing
resource

Staff and
Tourism Board

RESPONSIBLE

$5,000

$5,000

BUDGET
NOTES AND ACTUAL COSTS

B-13

STATUS/
COMPLETED

FY
17/18

Page 166

Continue with the
Public
Programming
Efforts based on
the new brand.

Continue with the
Post - arrival
marketing tactics.
Owned media:
Continue with the
Post - arrival
marketing tactics.
Earned media:
Continue with the
Post - arrival
marketing tactics.
Paid Media:

OBJECTIVES

$30,000

$25,000
$12,500
$15,000

Public Programming
Activation of Third
Thursday.
Downtown merchant
event
Turtles
Seasonal event

Staff with Event
Support
Services
Staff with Event
Support
Services
Staff with Event
Support
Services

Staff with Event
Support
Services

Staff and
Tourism Sales

-0-

Marketing
resource
Staff with Event
Support
Services

$46,000

Consumer
advertising inmarket, post arrival.

Tourism Sales

Tourism Sales

Staff and
Tourism Sales

RESPONSIBLE

$10,000

$3,500

Continue a
concierge outreach
program.

Sales Tools – reprint
the business
directory.
Work with downtown
business owners
and the BID, if
created.

$2,500

$8,000

BUDGET

Continue the mobile
media campaign.

Niche marketing
programs

TASKS

NOTES AND ACTUAL COSTS

B-14

STATUS/
COMPLETED

FY
17/18

Page 167

On-going annual
activities:

OBJECTIVES

Monitor Street
Banner program.
Reservation agent
training and RTO
sales calls.
Monitor progress of
destinationmiami.org
Conduct evaluation
process.

Signature Event

TASKS

-0-

-0-

-0-

$10,000

$40,000

BUDGET

Staff and
Tourism Board
Staff and
Tourism Board

Staff and
Tourism Board

Staff with Event
Support
Services
Staff and graphic
designer

RESPONSIBLE

NOTES AND ACTUAL COSTS

B-15

STATUS/
COMPLETED

Appendix C – Possible Outline for future Website Enhancements (for discussion purposes only)

NEED TO ADD ACROSS THE TOP:
TRAVEL PROFESSIONALS
MEETING PLANNERS
PRESS

!
PRESENTLY!AT!THE!TOP!BANNER:!
home
shops and services
dining
hotels
events
contact us

!
Change!to:!
Home

Explore

Stay

Dine

Shop

Play

Events

Connect

Navigate

Contact

Turtles

Hotels

Stores

Packages

Hotel
Packages
Hotels for
pre/post
cruise

Services

Itineraries

Discounts
and Offers

Area
attractions

Pinterest

How to get
there
Air, train,
bus
Parking

Tourist
Board
Staff

Culinary
Tourism

Calendar
of Events
Annual
Events
Third
Thursday

Facebook

Beaches

Restaurants
and Cafes
Casual

Legal
Holidays
Live music

Live cam

Maps

Photo
gallery

ADA
accessible

Free
things to
do

Instagram

Travel Tips

YouTube

Weather

Bring the
kids
Holidays

Spas

Desserts

Area nightlife

Multicultural

Beach
weddings

Family-Style

Sports

Florida
residents
rates
Vacation
Like a
VIP

Kosher

Special
shopping
offers and
discounts
Beach
weddings

History

!
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Fast Food

Honeymoons

!

Twitter

!

!

Book Now
(on-line
reservatio
n system)

!!!!!!C#1!

Visitor
Center
Cruises

Fine Dining

Water
sports

Coffee
Shops
Offers

Sports Bar

Family
Reunions
Girlfriend
getaways

Google+

LGBT Travel

Bloggers

Flicker

Local
Services
For
hurricane
information
Places of
worship

Apps

!
SUGGESTED!TEXT!FOR:!
TRAVEL!PROFESSIONALS!
Assistance!with!itinerary!planning!
Commissionable!Packages!with!the!hotels,!restaurants!and!shops!
Marketing!Support!Materials!#!Images,!logo!and!text!for!your!printed!and!on#line!brochures!
Res!agent!seminars!and!training,!plus!agent!incentive!programs!such!as!sweepstakes!
FAM!tour!assistance!
For!directions!and!maps,!click%here!
INCLUDE%CLICK%THRU%TO%THE%SALES%SHEETS%IN%MULTIPLE%LANGUAGES!
MEETING!PLANNERS!
Unique!ocean#front!meeting!space!
Variety!of!restaurants!for!off#site!meals!and!receptions,!some!restaurants!will!consider!a!complete!buy#out!
Ocean!front!activities!and!functions!
Meet!&!Greet!Programs!with!special!incentives,!discounts!and!activities!from!select!retailers!and!restaurants!
Private!Lunch,!Dinner!and!Cocktail!Functions!with!all#inclusive!group!menus!#!available!upon!request!
INCLUDE%CLICK%THRU%TO%THE%SALES%SHEETS%IN%MULTIPLE%LANGUAGES!
PRESS!
Press!releases!
Images!
Video!
TRAVEL AND TOURISM CONTACT

Translate the website into appropriate languages as the budget permits.

!
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!

!

!

!!!!!!C#2!

N/A

Thetouroperator.com

x

x

grouptraveldirectory.com (PMT) N/A

x

x

Trade

N/A

groupstoday.com

GROUP TRAVEL MARKET

N/A

Consumer

destinations2discover.com
in combination with
vacations2discover.com (see
consumer sites)

TRADE

Website

Appendix D

Page 170

N/A

N/A

700,000

5,400

# of
Registered
Trade Prof.

N/A

N/A

N/A

141,903

# of
Registered
Consumers

Total
Unique
Visits/
Month

N/A

8,724

5,428

6,358 N/A

1,164

125,000 N/A

Total
Visits/
Month

12

43%

2.92 18%

3.94 40%

82%

60%

76%

57%

1:24

2:25

4:59

N/A

Avg. #
Avg. # of
of Visits Average
Visits by
Visit
by
Return
Duration
New
Users
Users

6.90 24%

Avg. #
of
Pages/
Visit

60.0%

87.0%

58.4%

70.0%

% of North
American
Users

40.0%

13.0%

32.6%

30.0%

% of
International
Users
Cost/ Year

Value-added/ P.R.
Opportunities

Print Component (Description.
Contact
And Cost)

Signature Banner: $4,800
Box ad: $3,000

Annual Home Page Header
Banner ($5,095). InSite EInsta-track
newsletter Banner (Header:
(internal);
$5,795 - Sidebar: $3,195)
Google Analytics Leisure Group Travel Enewsletter (Header: $11,590 Sidebar: $6,390)

Google Analytics

Ellen Klesta
630.794.0696
Ellen@ptmgroups.c
om

Group Travel Directory (print,
online) Directory Showcase
Web Page ($950) includes 1/6
page, 2-color ad and listing in
the print directory a
customized web page, plus
photo gallery video. 1/6 page
print ad ($600) w/ "Showcase
Web Page Package"
"Niche Market Coverage w/
built in ROI tracking: $1,475
(-25%);"Pick Four Directory
Sites": $425 (-45%); "Showcase
Web Page": $925 (-44%)
"Banner Branding Bonanza"
$7,565 (-25% w/ free directory
page in chosen market)

D-1

Eric Lutey
866.252.7108 x104
eric@serendipityme
diallc.com

Groups Today, their bimonthly print publication ,
has 10,000 professional group
travel planners as subscribers,
including tour operators (ABA,
NTA, USTOA, UMA, SYTA),
travel agents, bank travel
mgrs, group leaders. Cost
determined by ad size and
frequency.
Links ads directly to preselected landing page;
Social media mentions;
Additional options are
available through Enewsletters (Groups Today
eNews to Trade Markets)

Listing and content on
vacations2discover.com;
Content sharing on social
networks;
Links to client
Franci Edgerly
social networks;
Integration
$8,000 for both this site and
Email Reporting;
912.267.1558
of client YouTube videos and
N/A
vacations2discover.com (the
Google Analytics
franci@itisocial media sharing widgets;
consumer site - see below)
marketing.com
linking between selected social
network content; Facebook
events; Twitter mentions; Bimonthly blogs; ITI YouTube
channel
The Tour Operator print
version is distributed at Pow
Wow and to receptive tour
Full page, four color ad in print operators; a digital version is e-Jake Steinman
$695 to be on the website
Google Analytics
edition plus banner title on
415-339-0578
mailed to registered users,
with a "value added" coupon.
homepage: $7,500
domestic tour operators and jake@visitnaj.com
2,800 buyers from previews
Pow Wows. (Total circulation:
10,000)

Reporting
Mechanism(s)
Used

Travel Websites (This is a comprehensive list for reference only, not necessarily all are recommended for Surfside considering currently identified target markets.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

leisuregrouptravel.com (PMT)

ntaonline.com

Tripinfo.com

Consumer

Grouptravelmart.com/
Grouptravelleader.com
(G.L.A.M.E.R.) - GLAMER is now
Travel Talks - This is also Bank
Travel

TRADE

Website
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x

x

x

x

Trade

N/A

N/A

N/A

123,000

# of
Registered
Trade Prof.

N/A

N/A

N/A

20,000

# of
Registered
Consumers

N/A

35,000

15,000

N/A

Total
Visits/
Month

Avg. #
of
Pages/
Visit

31,380

10,000

9,124

N/A

10.24 23%

4.00 67%

77%

33%

77%

N/A

12:40

N/A

2:28

N/A

Avg. #
Avg. # of
of Visits Average
Visits by
Visit
by
Return
Duration
New
Users
Users

2.44 23%

12,167 N/A

Total
Unique
Visits/
Month

87.5%

N/A

50.0%

N/A

% of North
American
Users

12.5%

N/A

50.0%

N/A

% of
International
Users
Value-added/ P.R.
Opportunities

Print Component (Description.
Contact
And Cost)

Tripinfo.com National
Shopping Index
Linktracker
Skyscraper Ad w/ video link
(internal);
(fixed position, 2 ads/ pg.):
Google Analytics
$3,500 net

D-2

Elise Allen
(770) 825-0220
Elise@tripinfo.com

Beth Engel
859.264.6560
beth.engel@NTAser
vicesinc.com
Courier + NTA Membership
(total circ: 10,000)
Ad cost based on reach:
$7,000 for entire state with
package options;
Inclusion in 36,000 Enewsletters/ week; Mobile
N/A
options available (16% reach
which is highest in category for
IOS devices);
3 Index/
State/ Map Ads + 8 Table/
Market Ads: $36,000

Google Analytics ICF Website Banner Ad: $3,000 N/A

Ellen Klesta
630.794.0696
Ellen@ptmgroups.c
om
N/A

Digital Sponsorship (exclusive)*:
$7,200 Blog Ad: $3,000;
Video Streaming: $4,200;
Leaderboard Ad: $6,600;
Exclusive Video Sponsorship:
Website Banner Ad: $4,200; E$6,000
*Digital Sponsorship
N/A
newsletter Leaderboard Ad:
includes: (1) bellyband ad with
$6,600; E-newsletter Banner
logo and contact; (1) 600 x 100
Ad: $4,200
Leaderboard ad; (1)
Sponsorship mention in print
edition

Cost/ Year

Twenty different platforms
(InSites, Travel Directories, EOnline Itinerary (SEO-friendly,
newsletters, Itineraries and
based on location or niche
Social Media) are available to
market, 2-3 sentences of
Insta-track
reach any type of travel
editorial, 2-3 photos); Buy 4
(internal);
industry entity and provide a
InSpection Articles: $2,985
Google Analytics high ROI. Website Header
(-25%); "BYOB": $8,275 (-20%);
Banner: $5,095; Sidebar
"30 Day Takeover": $6,995 (Banner: $3,075; inSpection
20%)
Feature: $995; Latest News
Sponsorship: from $3,590

N/A

Reporting
Mechanism(s)
Used

x

x

x

Guidebookamerica.com

vacations2discover.com
in combination with
destinatons2discover.com (see
trade sites)

Consumer

Vacationfun.com

TRADE
CONSUMER

Website
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N/A

N/A

N/A

Trade

15,000

700,000

N/A

# of
Registered
Trade Prof.

141,903

N/A

N/A

# of
Registered
Consumers

10,000

N/A

Total
Unique
Visits/
Month

125,000 N/A

30,000

N/A

Total
Visits/
Month

12

N/A

43%

57%

75%

N/A

N/A

2:30

N/A

Avg. #
Avg. # of
of Visits Average
Visits by
Visit
by
Return
Duration
New
Users
Users

4.00 25%

N/A

Avg. #
of
Pages/
Visit

70.0%

90.0%

N/A

% of North
American
Users

30.0%

10.0%

N/A

% of
International
Users
Value-added/ P.R.
Opportunities

A listing today in Guidebook
America the online 2013 U.S.
and Canada Guidebook is
$25 (Varies w/ campaign)

N/A

Listing and content on
destinations2discover.com;
Monthly Newsletter (total
circulation: 700,000)
Content sharing on social
networks;
Links to client
social networks;
Integration
N/A
of client YouTube videos and
social media sharing widgets;
linking between selected social
network content; Facebook
events; Twitter mentions; Bimonthly blogs; ITI YouTube
channel

D-3

Franci Edgerly
912.267.1558
franci@itimarketing.com

Cheryl Bruedigam
575.749.3995
cheryl@guidebook
america.com

spaganelli@Madde
nMedia.com

203-691-7940
(Direct)
203-858-7308
(Mobile)

Steven Paganelli,
CDME
Madden Media

Print Component (Description.
Contact
And Cost)

Editorial and articles based on
N/A
budget

Interesting site which covers
every state Multiple
opportunities including Best of
American Traveler - targets
Canadians; MASS Spring
N/A
Getaway Guide;
vacationfun.com lead
generation campaigns,
Facebook campaigns
Cost vary depending on
programs selected

Cost/ Year

$8,000 in a combination with
Email Reporting;
destinations2discover.com
Google Analytics
(see) above

internal only

N/A

Reporting
Mechanism(s)
Used

x

Lonely Planet Travel

(Affiliated with cheapticket.com, x
ebookers.com and
hotelclub.com)

Orbitz

x

Consumer

Priceline.com

TRADE

Website
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N/A

N/A

N/A

Trade

N/A

N/A

N/A

# of
Registered
Trade Prof.

N/A

N/A

N/A

# of
Registered
Consumers

N/A

17.0M

N/A

Total
Visits/
Month

8.5M

13.0M

N/A

Total
Unique
Visits/
Month

14

4.5

N/A

Avg. #
of
Pages/
Visit

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

10:00

:58

N/A

Avg. #
Avg. # of
of Visits Average
Visits by
Visit
by
Return
Duration
New
Users
Users

N/A

18%

N/A

% of North
American
Users

N/A

82%

N/A

% of
International
Users

ComScore

ComScore

N/A

Reporting
Mechanism(s)
Used
Value-added/ P.R.
Opportunities

N/A

N/A

All ad units are sold on a CPM
basis and rates vary based on
budget, frequency and
targeting, and specific sites.
Multiple sections available for N/A
advertising including
Homepage, Destinations,
Themes, Thorn Tree Forum,
Avid Travelers, Newsletter.
Programs designed per
budget & desired goals.
Opportunities include:
integrated online placement, N/A
email marketing, sponsored
search, lead generation, geotargeting.

D-4

Complete online
request form

Christopher Dean
Account Executive,
Digital Ad Sales
212.339.1725
christopher.dean@b
bc.com

Advertising
Department
203.299.8729

Print Component (Description.
Contact
And Cost)

The Priceline network of sites
offers an opportunity to
capture users in the online
All ad units are sold on a CPM buying process. Their network
basis and rates vary based on of sites includes Priceline; or
any of the Priceline suite of sites N/A
budget, frequency and
targeting, and specific sites. (Lowestfare.com,
Travelweb.com,
MyTravelGuide.com,
RentalCars.com. There are a
limited number of ads per
page.

Cost/ Year

x

x

miamiandbeaches.com

VisitFlorida.com

x

Consumer

Travelocity
travelocity.com

TRADE

Website
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x

N/A

N/A

Trade

N/A

N/A

N/A

# of
Registered
Trade Prof.

N/A

N/A

N/A

Total
Visits/
Month

1.7M

70,000 3.6M

# of
Registered
Consumers

N/A

N/A

10.3M

Total
Unique
Visits/
Month

N/A

N/A

N/A

Avg. #
of
Pages/
Visit

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

81%

% of North
American
Users

5:00 N/A

Avg. #
Avg. # of
of Visits Average
Visits by
Visit
by
Return
Duration
New
Users
Users

N/A

N/A

N/A

ComScore

Reporting
Mechanism(s)
Used

19% Catalyst, 2012

% of
International
Users
Value-added/ P.R.
Opportunities

N/A

All ad units are sold on a CPM
basis and rates vary based on
budget, frequency and
targeting, and specific sites.
Multiple sections available for
N/A
advertising including
Homepage, Destinations,
Leaderboard, Featured
Graphic & Copy, Peel Back
Ad, Push Down Ad, Mobile
Ad, Email.
4 Options:
#1 - Members of GMCVB
receive listing
#2 - $1,000: Digital Magazine,
Online ad (330x250), Blog
write-up w/ links
#3 - $2,500: Option 1 + Email N/A
Marketing and ad distributed
to email database
#4 - $5,000: Option #3 +
Social Media posts, images
and links

Cost/ Year

N/A

N/A

N/A

D-5

Lori Castle
lcastle@hcpaboard
.com
Complete online
request form

Print Component (Description.
Contact
And Cost)

Consumer

Trade

# of
Registered
Trade Prof.

# of
Registered
Consumers

Total
Visits/
Month

Total
Unique
Visits/
Month

Avg. #
of
Pages/
Visit

Avg. #
Avg. # of
of Visits Average
Visits by
Visit
by
Return
Duration
New
Users
Users
% of North
American
Users

% of
International
Users

(Where You Are Now - world's
leading social travel network)

WAYN.com

Hotels.com

Hotwire.com

expedia.com

EXPEDIA MEDIA SOLUTIONS

discoveramerica.com (TIA)

x

x

x

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

21.5M

N/A

N/A

N/A

19M

51.2M

33,300 N/A

4.16%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

21%

47%

2.5%

79%

53%

97.5%

TRADE USA MARKETING CO-OP PROGRAMS: Programs to reach travel consumers through key online mediums while offering reduced rates to members of the travel industry
BRAND

Website

Page 175
Cost/ Year

Value-added/ P.R.
Opportunities

$10,000 per Brand USA
partner. Leverage Discover
America social integration
within WAYN and USA Friends
and build own community for 100% matched by Brand USA.
Friends within WAYN. Includes
Social engagement, digital
advertising and customer
insight.

N/A

D-6

nathan.easom@wa
yn.com

mesolead@exped
ia.com

Amir Eylon
202.787.5944
Aeylon@@thebrand
usa.com
info@discoverameri
ca.com

Print Component (Description.
Contact
And Cost)

Standard Page: $6,800 (500
word description, official
travel link to website, Explore
Experience tile, language
Cooperative newspaper and
translations);
magazine inserts
Enhanced Page: $8,800
(standard options in addition (geotargeted);
Social channels (language
to 20 picture photo gallery
Global Visitor Guide
Google Analytics and video player module);
specific); :30 spot or :10 tag
(total dist.: 400,000)
opportunity for in-room
Homepage Experience
advertising at participating
Enhancement (guaranteed
hotels; OOH inventory offer for
homepage exposure):
$10,000/ month or $3,000/ wk; co-op advertising
Homepage Sponsorship Tile
Option (guaranteed
homepage exposure):
$10,000/ month
For a $10,000 investment there
is a choice of the following:
CO-OP PARTNER & BRAND
USA: $20,000 Media with Coop
Expedia has joined Brand USA’s
Partner & Brand USA logos
“Discover America” co-op
OPTION #1: Ads link to a
campaign to connect partners
custom Co-op Partner
landing page on Expedia with with nearly 60 million online
ComScore
travel consumers globally each N/A
Brand USA logo
OPTION #2: Ads link off to Co- month. Partners share in up to
$1,000,000 Value-Added Media
op Partner’s website with
that will draw more visitors their
Brand USA logo
destinations.
EXPEDIA: $20,000 In-kind
Media Match with Brand USA
logo Ads link to custom Brand
USA microsite on Expedia with
Co-op Partner media

Reporting
Mechanism(s)
Used

x

x

Consumer

(Latin America's largest travel
providers to consumer & travel
agents)

BestDay.com.mx

(Leading Canadian travel
brand)

itravel2000.com

x

x

(Services customers in 38
x
countries - UK, France,
Germany, Spain, Italy, Australia,
Brazil, Mexico, Argentina, etc.)

ODIGEO.com

(Leading online travel agency in
Japan)

RAKUTEN.com

tripadvisor.com

TRADE

Website
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x

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Trade

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

# of
Registered
Trade Prof.

300K

1.4M

15M

75M

20M

# of
Registered
Consumers

N/A

3.6M

N/A

N/A

N/A

Total
Visits/
Month

1.3M

1.7M

19M

13M

50M

Total
Unique
Visits/
Month

10.7

6.6

N/A

N/A

N/A

Avg. #
of
Pages/
Visit

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

5:00

Avg. #
Avg. # of
of Visits Average
Visits by
Visit
by
Return
Duration
New
Users
Users

0%

0%

0%

0%

28%

% of North
American
Users

100%

100%

100%

100%

73%

% of
International
Users

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

ComScore

Reporting
Mechanism(s)
Used
Value-added/ P.R.
Opportunities

N/A

N/A

$10,000 per Brand USA
partner. Includes: Feature
destination on kiosk (over 200
in Mexico), digital
advertisement, pay-per-click
100% matched by Brand USA.
Google/Yahoo, email,
advertisement websites
through "Best Media Display",
TV and movie theaters based
on regular spot campaign.

N/A

N/A

N/A

D-7

Kim Uno
Director, Business
Development &
International
Markets
905.267.4514
kuno@itravel2000.c
om

James O'Leary
james.oleary@odig
eo.com

Vincent Andretta
vincent.andretta@
mail.rakuten.com

Richard Black
770.904.7779
black@tripadvisor.c
om

Steven Paganelli,
CDME
203.691.7940
spaganelli@tripadvi
sor.com

Melissa Surane
773.398.4747
msurane@tripadviso
r.com

Print Component (Description.
Contact
And Cost)

100% matched by Brand USA.

$10,000 per Brand USA
partner. Includes live TV
Broadcast and ads, radio
placement, online
advertising, in-destination
promotions, contests, email
database of 1.4M

No minimum investment.
Featured on
DiscoverAmerica's Landing
page, banner advertising
100% matched by Brand USA.
linked to customized page,
digital campaign
travel.rakuten.co.jp,
development of creative and
all translations.
$10,000 per Brand USA
partner. Includes digital click
into an ODIGEO hosted
microsite of established site,
100% matched by Brand USA.
trade marketing into
ODIGEO's weekly marketing
cycle to drive traffic to
microsite or website.

$10,000 per Brand USA
partner. Utilize targeting
methods by domain,
100% matched by Brand USA.
geographic region and IP
address on TripAdvisor's family
of domains. Program is
customized to meet needs.

Cost/ Year
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Whitney

Fernando Rojas

Sharon

Marty

Alvin

Kelly

Douglas

Barton G

Blooming Events International

Deco Productions, Inc., a DMC Network Company

GEP Destination Management - South Florida

Global Events Partners South Florida

Hello Florida!

Hello Florida! - South Florida

Senior Account Executive

President

Partner

Valerie

The Vibe Agency

Bihet

Blout

President

President

Kathy
valerie@thevibeagency.com

kathy@meetingdynamicsglobal.com

marc.haeni@us.kuoni.com

Meeting Dynamics Global, Inc.

Haeni

Marc

Kuoni Destination Management - Miami

Regional Manager Sales

elaine.keller@us.kuoni.com

Keller

Elaine

Kuoni Destination Management

dkahler@hello-florida.com
iccevents@gate.net

Executive Vice President

kkruszewski@hello-florida.com

ayoung@gepdmc.com

mmackay@gepdmc.com

ssiegel@decoproductions.com

fernando@be-original.com

whitney@BartonG.com

rachelle.stone@alliedpra.com

ICC Events Inc.

Kahler

Kruszewski Account Executive

Young

Mackay

Siegel

Kirkland

Stone

Vice President

Rachelle

mavitable@advantagedms.com

AlliedPRA South Florida

Avitable

Michael

Advantage Destination & Meeting Services, INC.

Vice President

jeff.nelke@accessdmc.com

Nelke

Jeff

Email

ACCESS Destination Services - Florida

Job Title

info@accesscorptravel.com

Last Name

Access Corporate Travel

Contact

asfecontact@asouthfloridaevent.com

Company

South Florida Destination Management Companies

A South Florida Event

Appendix E

305-695-7718

954-923-0800 954-895-7760

305-255-7919

305-341-7171

303-442-8107

754-263-4040

954-966-7122

954-966-7122

305-558-0800 800-553-0800

305-437-8336

305-576-8888

954-880-0455

305-651-2367 305-457-5814

954-927-0507

305-513-0073

305-491-5921

Office Phone Alternate Phone

1210 Washington Avenue #290

605 North 21st Avenue

555 Washington Avenue, Suite 350

555 Washington Ave, Suite 360

340 Minorca Avenue, Suite 2

300 South Park Road, Suite 120

300 South Park Road, Suite 120

3440 Hollywood Boulevard, Suite 450

3440 Hollywood Boulevard #450

7711 W 22 Avenue

4443 NW 2 Avenue

5061 Biscayne Boulevard

3005 Greene Street

20211 NE 15th Court

3363 Sheridan Street #205

8750 NW 36th Street, Suite 210

5262 NE Fifth Avenue

Address

FL

FL

FL

State

Miami Beach

Hollywood

Miami Beach

Miami Beach

Miami

Hollywood

Hollywood

Hollywood

Hollywood

Miami

Miami

Miami

Hollywood

FL

FL

FL

FL

FL

FL

FL

FL

FL

FL

FL

FL

FL

North Miami Beach FL

Hollywood

Miami

Miami

City

33139

33020

33139

33139

33134

33021

33021

33021

33021

33016

33127

33137

33020

33179

33021

33178

33137

Zip

E"#"1
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800-327-9501
800-437-3111
877-882-6782
800-804-1500
800-951-3532
877-665-4655
800-327-7030
800-531-5619
877-505-5370
800-327-6700

Carnival Cruise Lines

Celebrity Cruises

Costa Cruises

Crystal Cruises

Disney Cruise Line

MSC Cruises (USA)

Norwegian Cruise Line

Oceania Cruises

Regent Seven Seas Cruises

Royal Caribbean International

Office Phone

877-999-9553

Company

Azamara Cruises

Appendix F

1050 Caribbean Way

8300 NW 33rd Street, Suite 1000

8300 NW 33rd Street, Suite 308

7665 Corporate Center Drive

6750 N. Andrews Avenue, Suite 100

P.O. Box 10210

2049 Century Park East, Suite 1400

200 South Park Road, Suite 200

1050 Caribbean Way

3655 NW 87 Avenue

1050 Caribbean Way

Address

Cruises Into Miami Port

Miami

Miami

Miami

Miami

Fort Lauderdale

Lake Buena Vista

Los Angeles

Hollywood

Miami

Miami

Miami

City

FL

FL

FL

FL

FL

FL

CA

FL

FL

FL

FL

State

F"#"1

33132

33122

33122

33126

33309

32830

90067

33021

33132

33178

33132

Zip

Where Guest Book - Miami

(Published as both English and
Spanish editions)

Welcome/Bienvenidos – Miami

DADE COUNTY:
Greater Miami Convention and
Visitors Bureau – Visitor’s Guide
and Vacation Planner
Annual Publications

CONSUMER:

PUBLICATION
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July 9

Two months
prior to
publication
months

Two months
prior to
publication
months

DeAnne Connolly Graham
Director of Sales & Marketing
Welcome & Bienvenidos Magazines
305-944-9444 office
954-559-1758 cell
dee@welcomemag.com

JaDee Guidice
Associate Publisher
WHERE South Florida
1801 NE 123rd Street # 411, North
Miami FL 33181
O:305.892.4343│M: 305.785.2170 I
F:305.892.2991
jadee.guidice@wheremagazine.com

SPACE
DEADLINE

Shawn Paulus
HCP/ABOARD Publishing
One Herald Plaza
Miami, FL 33132
O - 305-376-5283
C - 954-224-2427
spaulus@hcpaboard.com

CONTACT

Two months
prior to
publication
months

Two weeks
after space
deadlines

July 30

MATERIAL
DEADLINE

Annual
Sept. 2013 to
Aug. 2014

Monthly

Annual – hard
bound
Dec. 2013 Nov. 2014
Plus, annual soft
cover format and
a Spanish version.

INSERTION
DATES

37,000 copies distributed in 20,000
hotels rooms in Miami, Miami
Beach and North Miami Beach,
and Condominiums

Reaches over 200,000 visitors
every month between both the
English and Spanish editions.
300 locations

68,000 copies
28,408 rooms in 156 hotels at the
airport, in Aventura, Coconut
Grove, Coral Gables, Doral,
Downtown/Brickell, Key Biscayne,
Miami Beach, Miami Lakes/
Hialeah, South Miami

CIRC/
DIST.

Appendix G - The Town of Surfside
Tourism Advertising

$8,760 a year for 1/2
page

Approx. $28,740
For full page/full year

2014 Edition
Annual cost - $17,000
includes the soft cover
Vacation Planner
which is distributed to
travelers requesting
information about
greater Miami.

COST

G-1

This publication is unique in that each issue
is published in both English and Spanish.
Translation into Spanish is at no additional
cost.
Commitment is for a full year but can be
canceled after 8 months.
Welcome online will promote advertisers free
for the first year.
Advertisers can use their Facebook page,
blog and targeted Twitter feeds to promote
special events and other items.
Where Magazine is a fixture in hotel rooms
across the country. They are hardbound
upscale publications which tend to have
higher end advertisers. Since it is an annual
publication ads should have a “call to action”
offer which is good all year to determine the
ROI on advertising.

The Greater Miami Convention and Visitors
Bureau will have new social media
opportunities for their clients

COMMENTS/VALUE ADDED

CONTACT

JaDee Guidice
Associate Publisher
WHERE South Florida
1801 NE 123rd Street # 411, North
Miami FL 33181
O:305.892.4343│M: 305.785.2170 I
F:305.892.2991
jadee.guidice@wheremagazine.com

PUBLICATION

Where Magazine – South Florida

Two months
prior to
publication
months

Two months
prior to
publication
months

Two months
prior to
publication
months

John Neuner
954-943-1188
JNeuner@greatlocations.com

JaDee Guidice
Associate Publisher
WHERE South Florida
1801 NE 123rd Street # 411, North
Miami FL 33181
O:305.892.4343│M: 305.785.2170 I
F:305.892.2991
jadee.guidice@wheremagazine.com

Great Locations

Where Guest Book – Ft. Laud

SPACE
DEADLINE
End of the
second
month prior
to
publication

Ina Lee, President
Travelhost Magazine of Greater Fort
Lauderdale
831 N.E. 20th Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33304
(954) 463-4733 cell (954) 614-7402
Sharon Zalkin
Sr. Advertising Manager
sharon@travelhostftl.com

BROWARD COUNTY:
Travel Host Elite - Ft.
Lauderdale
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Two months
prior to
publication
month

Two months
prior to
publication
months

Two weeks
after space
deadlines

MATERIAL
DEADLINE
Due
immediately
after space
deadline

Annual – calendar
year

2 publications a
year
Spring/Summer
Fall/Winter

Feb/Mar
Apr/May
Jun/Jul
Aug/Sept
Oct/Nov
Dec/Jan

6 insertions:

INSERTION
DATES
6 Issues annually
Jan
Mar
May
Jul
Sept
Nov

Circulation of 26,600 which
includes in-room at hotels in
Greater Fort Lauderdale and Palm
Beaches

600,000 Guidebooks are
distributed annually in 450 -hotels,
resorts, condos, airport
car rentals
.

16,000 in room distribution in 100+
hotels, 38 lobbies/ concierge
desks, 95 condominiums and 12
marinas

CIRC/
DIST.
160,000 copies of each issue are
distributed at hotels and condos in
Aventura, Broward Cty, Surfside,
Coral Gables, Kendal, Miami
Beach, South Beach, Palm Beach,
Bal Harbor, Brickell, Key Biscayne,
Miami Lakes, Doral, South Miami

$10,320 a year for ½
page ad

Approx. $14,500 for
both issues

Approx. $25,000
For full page/ full year

$23,400 for ½ page in
all six issues

COST

G-2

Where Magazine is a fixture in hotel rooms
across the country. They are hardbound
upscale publications which tend to have
higher end advertisers. Since it is an annual
publication ads should have a “call to action”
offer which is good all year to determine the
ROI on advertising.

Has one of the largest circulation of any
tourist print publication
Ad will also appear on
www.greatlocations.com

Magazine is now Travel Host Elite
Rate is based on year-round schedule
Schedule & link on their national web site.
Large presence on all social media sites

There are many other opportunities including
a concierge event, newsletter, editorial
coverage, etc.

COMMENTS/VALUE ADDED

PUBLICATION

Kenney

RACK CARDS:
CTM

Leisure Group Travel
Magazine

Miami CVB Meeting Planner

TRADE:
Miami CVB Travel Planner
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Monthly -12
months

6 times a year
Feb
Apr
Jun
Aug
Oct
Dec

Annually
Published in
March

Annually
Published in
December

INSERTION
DATES

Ruth Ann Kenney
Kenney Communications
1215 Spruce Ave.
Orlando, FL 32824
Phone: 407-859-3113
Fax: 407-859-4044
Email: ruthann@kenneycom.com

Two months
prior to
publication
date on the
22nd
of month

Dec. 17

July 30

MATERIAL
DEADLINE

Monthly -12
months

Two months
prior to
publication
date on the
15th of
month

Dec. 3

July 9.

SPACE
DEADLINE

Mary Glidden
CTM Media
mglidden@ctmmedia.com
954-929-8009

Shawn Paulus
HCP/ABOARD Publishing
One Herald Plaza
Miami, FL 33132
O - 305-376-5283
C - 954-224-2427
spaulus@hcpaboard.com
Shawn Paulus
HCP/ABOARD Publishing
One Herald Plaza
Miami, FL 33132
O - 305-376-5283
C - 954-224-2427
spaulus@hcpaboard.com

CONTACT

Distribution Example: 174 Greater
Miami Hotels, 44 Greater Miami
Transportation & Attractions, 94
North Miami/Hollywood Hotels, 152
Greater Fort Lauderdale Hotels,
41, 4 Major Malls

20,000 subscribers including tour
operators, travel agents, bus
companies, senior groups, bank
travel clubs and affinity & special
interest

8,000

12,000

CIRC/
DIST.

Cost for all 8 plazas for
a full year is $5,400
plus printing

Approx $23,000
annually for
distribution + approx
$4,00 for 121,000
printed brochures

$23,350 for full page in
all 6 issues

Full Page $5,180

-0- for 2010.

COST

G-3

Rack card holders are in 8 Florida Turnpike
plaza locations. The cards need to be 4”x6”
and printing is not included (but can be done
at an additional cost). Digital media ads are
also available at 7 of the plazas

CTM has a large network of brochure
distribution points as well as electronic
display boards in sport arenas. Printing of the
rack cards are available from CTM but can be
done by other printers.

The Meeting Planner is directed to the meeting,
convention and incentive travel planners who
bring a million plus delegates to the market who
spend over $1.6 billion annually. The Meeting
Planner covers hotels and resorts, plus amenities
and business services, dining, nightlife,
attractions, shopping
and collateral services.

Targets travel agents, tour operators and other
advisers to help them plan trips for clients. The
easy-to-use reference lists key contacts and
covers arts, culture, dining, shopping, sports,
attractions and more.

COMMENTS/VALUE ADDED

PUBLICATION

Franci C. Edgerly
President and CEO
ITI Marketing, Inc.
Phone: +1 912-267-1558
Franci@ITI-Marketing.com

Cristy Martinez
Creative Director
Playground Maps Inc.
Work: 305-695-9119
Direct: 786-999-0322

SFCA & PM Miami Map Project

CONTACT

MOBI MARKETING
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SPACE
DEADLINE

MATERIAL
DEADLINE
Annual

INSERTION
DATES

250,000 to start – they will reprint if
necessary

CIRC/
DIST.

$4,000 – share with
GP - $2,000 per
property.

$4,500

COST

G-4

Please be sure to deliver the file (.pdf)
at 300dpi and with the fonts outlined

Half Horizontal: 3 7/8”W X 4 3/8”H
Half Vertical: 1 7/8”W X 8 1/2”H

Dimensions are as follows:

Power Point presentation to follow.

Since this is destination-driven marketing.
Makes perfect sense to co-op.

COMMENTS/VALUE ADDED

SHOW

November(4*7,(2013

December((5*7,(2013

WTM(London(((

USTOA(*(United(States(Tour(
Operators(Association

WEBSITE

.COST.

Scottsdale,(AZ

ustoa.com

France,(Italy,( www.miamiandbeaches.com( ($3,500(*(
and(Portugal
(Partners(Section)
actual(
($5,000(*(
London,(UK
www.wtmlondon.com
est.(

LOCATION

Palm(Beach(
County(
($3,500(*(
Florida(Huddle
January(14*16,(2014
FloridaHuddle.com
Convention(
est.(
Center
Washington,(
RSAA(*(Annual(Conference(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
February(4*5,(2014
www.rsana.com
D.C.
February(28(*(March(
New(York(Times(Travel(Show
New(York,(NY
www.nyttravelshow.com
2,(2014
Berlin,(
($5,000(*(
ITB(Berlin
March(5*9,(2014
www.itb*berlin.de/en/
Germany
est.(
Richmond/(
Active(America(China(SUMMIT March(11*14,(2014
Vancouver,( www.activeamericachina.net
B.C.
Latin(America(Sales(Mission(
www.miamiandbeaches.com( ($4,500(*(
Spring,(2014
Latin(America
with(GMCVB((((((((((((((((
(Partners(Section)
est.(
(Probably(Brazil)
Fort(
CLIA(*(Cruise3Sixty
April(2*6,(2014
www.cruise3sixty.com
Lauderdale,(FL
($5,200(*(
International(Pow(Wow
April(5*9,(2014
Chicago,(IL
www.ipw.com
est.(

October(6*12,(2013

DATE

APPOINTMENT.
LOGIN/.
E5BLAST.
SCHEDULE.
PASSWORD START.DATE/. SCHEDULE
END.DATE

Appendix(H(*(Potential(Travel(Trade(Shows(and(Missions:(Working(Spreadsheet

GMCVB(Sales(Mission

FY.2013/2014
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H(*(1

Partner(with(
GMCVB

Partner(with(
GMCVB

Partner(with(
GMCVB

Partner(with(
GMCVB

Partner(with(
GMCVB
Partner(with(
GMCVB

NOTES

July,(2014

September,(2014

Nassau,(Bahamas(Sales(Call

Florida's(Governor's(
Conference(on(Tourism

Fall,(2014

October,(2014

Latin(America(Sales(Mission(
with(GMCVB

Canadian(Sales(Mission

January,(2015

WEBSITE

www.miamiandbeaches.com(
(Partners(Section)

www.lacitaamericas.com

www.visitflorida.org

Florida

FloridaHuddle.com

ustoa.com

Toronto(and(
www.miamiandbeaches.com(
Montreal,(
(Partners(Section)
Canada
Rio(de(Janeiro,( www.miamiandbeaches.com(
Brazil
(Partners(Section)
Buenos(Aires,( www.miamiandbeaches.com(
Argentina
(Partners(Section)
London,(UK
www.wtmlondon.(com

Latin(America

Miami,(FL

Florida

São(Paulo,(
www.wtmlatinamerica.com
Brazil
New(York,(NY
www.najsummit.com
Nassau,(
www.miamiandbeaches.com(
Bahamas
(Partners(Section)

LOCATION

New(York(Times(Travel(Show

February,(2015

New(York,(NY

www.nyttravelshow.com

RSAA(*(Annual(Conference(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
February,(2015
www.rsana.com

Florida(Huddle

Brazilian(Association(of(Travel(
October(19*21,(2014
Agents((ABAV)(
Feria(Internacional(de(Turismo(
November(1*4,(2014
(FIT)(Trade(Show
WTM(London(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
November(3*6,(2014
USTOA(*(United(States(Tour( November*(
Operators(Association
December,(2014

September(30(*(
October(3,(2014

La(Cita

FY.2014/2015

June,(2014

NAJ(East(((((((((((((((((((

DATE

April(23*25,2014

SHOW

($3,500(*(
est.(

.COST.

APPOINTMENT.
LOGIN/.
E5BLAST.
SCHEDULE.
PASSWORD START.DATE/. SCHEDULE
END.DATE

Appendix(H(*(Potential(Travel(Trade(Shows(and(Missions:(Working(Spreadsheet

WTM(Latin(America
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H(*(2

Partner(with(
GMCVB

NOTES

SHOW

March,(2015

DATE

May(30(*(June(3,(2015

April,(2015

June,(2015

July,(2015

September,(2015

International(Pow(Wow

WTM(Latin(America

NAJ(East(((((((((((((((((((

Nassau,(Bahamas(Sales(Call

Florida's(Governor's(
Conference(on(Tourism
Florida

www.visitflorida.org

http://www.wtmlatinamerica
.com/
www.najsummit.com
www.miamiandbeaches.com(
(Partners(Section)

São(Paulo,(
Brazil
Nassau,(
Bahamas

www.ipw.com

www.cruise3sixty.com
($5,200(*(
est.(

www.miamiandbeaches.com( ($4,500(*(
(Partners(Section)
est.(

Orlando,(FL

Latin(America

($5,000(*(
est.(

.COST.

H(*(3

Partner(with(
GMCVB

Partner(with(
GMCVB

Partner(with(
GMCVB

NOTES

Notes:
1)(Shows(recommended(for(FY*1(are(highlighted(in(yellow.
2)(Other(shows(that(are(listed(should(be(considered(for(future(years.
3)(Shows(with(no(dates(*(It(is(because(the(GMCVB(has(not(finalized(their(Fiscal(Year(2013/2014(plan(yet,(or(the(dates(are(not(yet(available(on(the(show's(website.

April,(2015

Spring,(2015

Latin(America(Sales(Mission(
with(GMCVB((((((((((((((((
(Probably(Brazil)
CLIA(*(Cruise3Sixty

www.itb*berlin.de/en/

Berlin,(
Germany
www.activeamericachina.net

WEBSITE

LOCATION

APPOINTMENT.
LOGIN/.
E5BLAST.
SCHEDULE.
PASSWORD START.DATE/. SCHEDULE
END.DATE

Appendix(H(*(Potential(Travel(Trade(Shows(and(Missions:(Working(Spreadsheet

Active(America(China(SUMMIT March,(2015

ITB(Berlin
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STRATEGIC TOURISM PLAN
PHASE ONE: AUDIT REPORT
MARCH 2013

TOWN OF SURFSIDE
TOURIST BOARD
Page 186

305-864-0722
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1. Executive+Summary+
Nestled within the Greater Miami and the Beaches metropolis is a quaint oasis known as
the Town of Surfside. With the world-famous Bal Harbour Shops bordering on the north
and Miami Beach just to the south, somehow the Town of Surfside has escaped the
limelight and, in fact, has very limited recognition outside of the immediate area of MiamiDade County.
With a small community of approximately 5,000 residents and a two-block Downtown, in
the past the town had just enough two- to three-star hotel product and subsequent resort
tax revenue to give it some exposure to the travel and tourism world. In the past, there
was representation by the Town of Surfside at some key travel trade shows, typically
partnering with Best Western. This representation decreased at the time when much of the
hotel product was converted to residential condominium.
While the initial purpose of this audit was to explore and analyze what had been done in
the past to attract the visitor market to Surfside, in conducting this audit, it was found that
not much is recorded from those days. Years ago, signature events such as “Jazz on the
Beach” and “Shakespeare on the Beach” were held, but in recent years bed taxes have
been primarily spent on special events for residents and visitors from local/regional
markets.
Therefore, we will move forward and analyze the opportunities for the Town of Surfside,
with new hotel product coming online. As a result of the new product, the Tourism Board
retained CJFMI and RMA to research and write a five-year strategic tourism plan to
recommend the most efficient and effective way to allocate the additional resort tax
revenue that the town will realize starting in Fiscal Year 2013/14.
The travel industry has changed significantly over the last decade and will most likely
continue to change and transform. It is important to keep up with the research, statistics
and trends, and have a plan that is not only strategic, but also flexible.
This report begins with a review of budgets and Tourist Board organization. Then, we
provide a global perspective, demonstrating the growth in travel and tourism worldwide
and drill down to explore travel and tourism’s impact on the U.S., Florida and Greater
Miami, culminating with how the Town of Surfside will once again be able to capitalize on
the visitor market.
With the audit complete, we will begin work on the Strategic Tourism Plan, which will
analyze the data presented in the audit and provide recommendations that will define how
the Town of Surfside should move forward to brand itself. Specific strategies and tactics
that tie back into the increased budget will become the roadmap for both pre-arrival and
post-arrival visitor programs targeted to the travel trade and consumer over the next five
years beginning in Fiscal Year 2013/14.
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Total%Resort%Tax%(34%)%

%

%

Total%Other%Funds%

Total%Personal%Expenses%
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% %

%

2410% Workers%Compensation%

2310% Life%&%Health%Insurance%

2210% Retirement%Contribution%

2110% Payroll%Taxes%

1410% Overtime%

1210% Regular%Salaries%

%

%

%

%$100,796%% %

%

%
%
%
%
%%%% %

%
%
%
%
%

%

%%%% %
%

%

%

!

%

!

%

%$158,454%% %

%$12,593%%

%$7,780%% %

%$4,813%% %

%$145,861%%

%$45,065%%

!

!

TOTAL!FUNDS! %

39200000% Use%of%Restricted%Fund%Balance%

36909000% Other%Miscellaneous%Revenues%

36908500% Resort%Registration%Fees%

36101000%% %Interest%Earnings%

%

31201400% Four%Percent%Resort%Tax%

!
Line%Item%Prefix%102080000552%

%USES:!

%

%

%

!

31201200% Two%Percent%Resort%Tax%

!
Line%Item%Prefix%102000000%

SOURCE:!!

!FY!07/08!
Actual!!
!

%%%%%

%

%

%

%

!

%

%$214,202%% %

%$87,060%% %

%$75,757%%

%$10,891%% %

%$412%% %

%$127,142%%

%$36,220%%

%$90,922%% %

!FY!08/09!
Actual!!

2. Resort)Tax)Projections/Tourist)Board)Budget)

!

%$11,755%%

%$78%%

%$831%%

%$1,038%%

%

%$9,808%% %

!

%

%$145,350%% %

%$3,805%%

%$3,294%% %

%$511%% %

%$141,545%%

%$31,910%%

%$109,635%% %

FY!09/10!
Actual!!
!

%$17,416%%

%$44%%

%$1,287%%

%$1,115%%

%$1,099%%

%$389%%

%

%$13,482%% %

!

%

%$157,739%% %

%$3,800%% %

%%%%

%$3,413%%

%$387%% %

%$153,939%%

%$41,486%%

%$112,453%% %

!FY!10/11!
Actual!!
!

%$22,401%%

%$53%%

%$1,484%%

%$754%%

!

%$1,419%% !

%$68%%

%$18,623%% !

!

!

%$185,193%% !

%$8,131%%

%$5,804%%

%$27%% !
%$2,300%% !

%$177,062%%

%$68,438%%

%$108,624%% !

!FY!11/12!
Actual!!

!$48,023!!

!$111!!

!$4,428!!

!$1,801!!

!$2,963!!

!$38,720!!

!$230,811!!

!$58,719!!

!$27,189!!

!$28,530!!

!$3,000!!

!$172,092!!

!$81,940!!

!$90,152!!

!FY!12/13!
Adopted!!
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%

%
%

FUND!BALANCE! %
%
%

%

NET! % %$(14,676)% %

%

%$173,130%% %

%

%
TOTAL!EXPENSES! %

%

%

%

%

%

%

%$104,632%% %

%

%$109,570%% %

%

%

%$109,570%% %

%$70%%

%$2,001%% %

%$89,353%% %

%$2,129%%

%$3,293%%

%$168%%

%$856%% %

%$11,700%%

%

%

%

%$29,032%% %

%

%$116,318%% %

%$104,563%%

%$594%%

%$60%%

%$2,244%% %

%$97,216%% %

%$3,329%%

%$276%%

%$844%% %

%

%

%$5,832%% %

%

%$151,907%% %

%$19,800%% %
%

%$114,691%% %

%$359%%

%$895%%

%$48%%

%$3,863%% %

%$101,897%% %

%$1,310%%

%$2,290%%

%$363%%

%$1,078%% %

%$2,588%%

!
%$173,018%% !

%$(13,589)%

!

%$198,782%% !

!

!

%$176,381%% !

%$395%% !

%$411%%

%$5,586%%

%$146,677%% !

%$3,970%%

%$1,505%%

%$245%%

%$17,592%%

!$173,018!!

!!!!!

!$230,811!!

!$182,788!!

!$1,500!!

!$3,000!!

!$25,000!!

!$108,913!!

!$1,500!!

!$2,495!!

!$1,000!!

!$780!!

!$25,000!!

!$13,600!!
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During the planning process for the 5-Year Strategic Tourism Plan, we will project resort tax receipts for five years, including
significant contributions from the Grand Beach Hotel, Surf Club and 92nd Street Hotel projects. It is not anticipated that the expansion
of the Bal Harbour Shops will directly impact resort tax receipts, but the competitive impact will be further analyzed as a component
of the Strategic Tourism Plan.

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

6210% %Buildings%

%

%

Total%Operating%Expenses%

%
%$173,130%% %

%$250%%

5420% Conferences%&%Seminars%

%$305%%

%$3,231%% %

%$16,790%%

%$105,853%% %

%$6,962%%

%$72%%

%$2,174%% %

5410% Subscriptions%&%Memberships%
%

%

%

%

%$37,493%%

5290% Miscellaneous%Operating%Supplies%

5110% Office%Supplies%

4911% Other%Current%Charges%

4810% Promotional%Activities%

4611% Miscellaneous%Maintenance%

4601% Maintenance%Serv/Repair%Contracts%

4403% Equipment/Vehicle%Leasing%

4111% Postage%

4110% Telecommunications%

3410% Other%Contractual%Services%

3110% Professional%Services%

Resort'Taxes'

Budget'for'Promotional'Activities'
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Tourism'Advertising'
'
Publication

Welcome Channel Ad
Jewish Journal
Welcome
Magazine/Bienvenidos
Welcome
Magazine/Bienvenidos
GMCVB Visitor’s
Guide
Ad budget for the
Spice Restaurant
Promo – Miami New
Times

Date

Cost

Notes

Daily from February
2011-2012 in 27
hotels
2010

$6,000

Plus Visit FL promo
for $2,500

$500

July – September
2012
February – May and
June -September
2013
Annual

$6,300

Focus on kosher
restaurants
$3,000 from General
Fund

2012

$18,000

$16,800
$12,500

Promotional'Events'
Event
Farmers Market
Arts Festival
Surfside Spice
Restaurant
Promotion
Culinary Event
Food Trucks Event
Tales of the Surfside
Turtle – viewing
Tales of the Surfside
Turtle Public Art
Event
Third Thursday

Date
2008 – 2009
March 2008-2010
July – September
2010~2011

Cost
$5,000
$25-30,000
$10-12,000

2011
December 27, 2012
January 12-13, 2013

$25,000
$5,000
Free

January 2013 – June
2014

$68,201

Paid out of Resort
Tax Funds Reserve

2008 through present

~$25,000/year

4 or 6 events per
year

!
'

'
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Collateral'Material'
Description
Surfside Directory

Date
2010-2012

Cost
$2,000

Restaurant Brochure
Surfside Directory
Hotel ~ Restaurant
Brochure

2012
2013
2013

$1,000
$2,000
$3,000

'

$2,500

Notes
Sold ad space to
help alleviate the
cost
Will not have ads

!

Other'
Web Site

$150/month
maintenance

!
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3. Review(Resort(Tax(Ordinance/Tourist(Board(Mission(Statement(
We have reviewed the Town of Surfside Charter and Resort Tax Ordinance and the
Mission Statement of the Resort Tax (Tourist) Board. The Tourist Board is responsible for
bringing visitors into Surfside to patronize hotels restaurants, businesses and recreational
amenities.
The Board has asked the Town Attorney to review provisions of the ordinance regarding
"Continued Delinquency" and is currently reviewing Board policies and procedures.
Other than these issues, we have no recommendations for change to the resort tax
ordinance as a result of the Audit. We will review the ordinance again in light of final
recommendations developed in the 5-Year Strategic Tourism Plan and include any
recommendations for amendment to the ordinance.
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4. Tourism(Marketing(Opportunities(for(the(Town(of(Surfside(
There are some “givens” with the travel and tourism industry that are important to understand
and adhere to:
!
!

!
!
!

An effective Travel and Tourism Sales and Marketing program is a long-term
commitment. Do not expect overnight results.
Tourism strategies and tactics fit under the umbrella of the overall economic
development plan for a community. After all, “tourists want to go where the locals go.”
In the case of the Town of Surfside, as with many smaller communities, the economic
development and tourism initiatives rightfully fall under the same office and staff.
Tourism Sales and Marketing are based on two key strategies: partnerships and
leveraging.
Tourism Marketing = ROR - Return on Relationship.
The “P’s” of Tourism – Product, Packaging, Partnership and Promotion.

Product:
!
!
!

For the Town of Surfside, the primary product is the hotels, both the existing hotels and
the new ones coming on line.
Second is the “what to do”, which is the beach.
Third, statistics from the Department of Commerce show that shopping and dining are
the number one and two activities of the traveler. The visitor is going to spend their
money on shopping and dining somewhere, so the Town of Surfside needs to do all it
can to make sure the Town received its share of those dollars being spent. This would
result in a healthier Downtown Surfside and an increase in resort tax from restaurant
food and beverage sales. To that end, the Commissioners approved the creation of a
Business Improvement District (BID) Organization Plan to study what can be done in
the Town of Surfside’s Downtown to create a consensus amongst commercial property
and business owners regarding programs and improvements to the Downtown area.

Packaging: Dynamic Packaging, developing packages that far exceed just air and hotel,
continues to drive the visitor market. Once we get into the tactical section, unique packages will
be recommended.
Partnerships: No one destination or attraction can go after the visitor market in a vacuum; it
takes support, leveraging and partnerships. Numerous potential partners will be explored
locally with the Greater Miami and the Beaches Convention and Visitors Bureau (GMCVB) and
Visit Florida, as well as nationally with BRAND USA, Shop America Tours, AAA, CAA, credit
cards, etc.
Promotion: For a community like Surfside, promotions will always play an important role.
However, their scope may change so that there will be more variety and include new signature
events/festivals that can be tied into the packages.
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It should also be noted that effective tourism initiatives are one of the most appealing set of
tools for economic development of a community. It is a clean industry, it puts “heads in beds”,
they pay taxes, they shop with very few returns and they eat out, a lot!
•
•
•
•

The visitor market stays longer and spends more money in a destination than the local
market.
Typically visitors shop at home for price, but while traveling they shop for selection and
quality while still seeking value.
Visitors not only buy for themselves, they also buy for friends and family…all those left
behind, including the dog sitter.
International travelers spend 3-10 times more than the local shopper and the domestic
traveler.

We have the opportunity to create a new brand that will resonate with today’s traveler, both
those already coming to South Florida and travelers who will be experiencing the area for the
first time!
What follows is an overview of the travel and tourism industry with statistics demonstrating the
health of the industry from a global, national, state and local perspective.

The'Global'Tourism'Perspective'

World Tourism Organization UNWTO
The UNWTO World Tourism Organization is a specialized agency of the United Nations

As noted, this audit will first explore the outlook for global travel with information provided
by the World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) in Madrid, Spain, which is the United
Nations agency responsible for the promotion of responsible, sustainable and universally
accessible tourism. By understanding what is happening on a global and national level for
travel and tourism, it will aid us in determining the direction we need to take to reach out to
and attract the visitor market, especially the over six million international visitors who
arrive to South Florida. Also, that number is growing faster than domestic visitation.
UNWTO is the public sector entity that promotes tourism as a driver of economic growth,
inclusive development and environmental sustainability and offers leadership and support
to the sector in advancing knowledge and tourism policies worldwide. UNWTO generates
market knowledge, promotes competitive and sustainable tourism policies and
instruments, fosters tourism education and training, and works to make tourism an
effective tool for development through technical assistance projects in over 100 countries
around the world. (1)
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For just the second time, UNWTO has conducted a very forward-looking outlook for the
industry (the first one was in 2001) – originally going out 20 years to 2020 to see what the
industry would look like, which they have recently updated to push out to 2030. They don’t
forecast at the country specific level, only at a world and world region level, but their work
does give a good overview and helps make sense of what’s going on in this very dynamic
industry. They focus on two factors – changes in GDP in a country/region and trends in
transportation costs. They assume very similar trends going forward as we’ve seen in the
past for both developed and emerging countries. For the first time, however, they assume
an increase in transportation costs. They now make the assumption that transportation
costs will increase, both for land and for air – with air increases that would include higher
fuel costs, higher labor costs, as well as increases in taxation of the industry.
According to a January 28, 2013, UNWTO press release, international tourist arrivals grew by
4% in 2012 to reach 1,035 billion. This is from the latest UNWTO World Tourism Barometer.
Emerging economies (+4.1%) regained the lead over advanced economies (+3.6%), with Asia
and the Pacific showing the strongest results. Growth is expected to continue in 2013 only
slightly below the 2012 level (+3% to +4%) and in line with UNWTO long term forecast.
With an additional 39 million international tourists, up from 996 million in 2011, international
tourist arrivals surpassed 1 billion (1.035 billion) for the first time in history in 2012.
Demand held well throughout the year, with a stronger than expected fourth quarter. By region,
Asia and the Pacific (+7%) was the best performer, while by sub-region South-East Asia, North
Africa (both at +9%) and Central and Eastern Europe (+8%) topped the ranking.
UNWTO forecasts international tourist arrivals to increase by 3% to 4% in 2013, much in line
with its long term forecast for 2030: +3.8% a year on average between 2010 and 2020. This
outlook is confirmed by the UNWTO Confidence Index. Compiled among over 300 experts
worldwide, the Index shows that prospects for 2013 are similar to the evaluation of last year
(124 points for 2013 against 122 for 2012). By region, prospects for 2013 are stronger for Asia
and the Pacific (+5% to +6%), followed by Africa (+4% to +6%), the Americas (+3% to +4%),
Europe (+2% to +3%) and the Middle East (0% to +5%).

(1) http://www2.unwto.org/en/content/who-we-are-0
The Americas (+4%) saw an increase of 6 million arrivals, reaching 162 million in total.
Leading the growth were destinations in Central America (+6%), while South America, up by
4%, showed some slowdown as compared to the double-digit growth of 2010 and 2011. The
Caribbean (+4%), on the other hand, is performing above the previous two years, while North
America (+3%) did remain on par with the average.
http://media.unwto.org/en/press-release/2013-01-28/international-tourism-continue-robustgrowth-2013
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Looking at the first forecast by the UNWTO from 10 years ago, travel is up through 2012. The
left side of the above chart in maroon is the actual Y2Y changes in int’l arrivals, and on the right
is the forecast for the next 20 years. Arrivals is always greater than travelers as it reflects
multiple visitations – so as an example, a German traveler going to 3 or 4 countries across
Europe would be counted 3 or 4 times.
What we see in the orange bars for the next couple of years is growth of about 4.4%, which
gradually decreases to about 2.8% growth. This reflects that the base is grown now up to
nearly a billion travelers in any one year, producing nearly a trillion in spending – but also with
increases in transportation costs.
What does that turn into? The average over the years will be 43 million travelers if this forecast
holds up, and that would total about 1.8B arrivals by 2030, compared to just about a billion
arrivals today. Even in the worst-case scenarios for GDP growth and for transportation costs,
they would still end up with a forecast at the end of 2030 of about 1.4 billion.
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National'Tourism'Perspective'

A November 30, 2012, report from The Office of Travel & Tourism Industries, OTTI, offered
a relative bullish forecast calling for 3.6 - 4.3% annual growth over the next five years, and 28%
total growth from 2011 through 2017. In 2012 alone, over 66 million international travelers are
projected to have visited the U.S., representing a 6% increase over the 2011 visitor volume.
Top contributions to total growth from 2011-2017 are from Canada, China, Mexico, and Brazil.
Positives:
!
!
!
!

The BRIC(K) (Brazil, Russia, India, China and sometime South Korea) countries are
exceeding expectations, in part due to efforts to decrease their visa wait times.
Western Europe showed strong numbers YTD through June 2012, except for the U.K.
The launch of Brand USA in May 2012 with strong multi-channel marketing campaigns
in Canada, U.K., and Japan.
ESTA (Electronic System for Travel Authorization) fees are not an apparent negative
as originally thought they would be. ESTA fee collections, not taxpayer dollars, are
used as matching grants for Brand USA contributions,

Negatives:
!
!
!

Low air capacity growth through April 2013. Some of the growth numbers include
Americans returning home.
USA marketing levels abroad are low from U.S. state and city destinations, perhaps
offsetting, or MORE than offsetting, Brand USA levels.
Several key origin markets are closely tied to China economy.
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Significant Impact of International Travel:

!
!
!

The above chart from OTTI demonstrates that 4%-5% of travelers in the U.S. are from
the international markets; and this figure is a much higher percentage for destinations
like Miami Beach.
However, this 4-5% represented 14% of travel demand (spend) in 2007, 17% in 2010
and is projected to be 20% by 2013
This demonstrates the strong economic impact of the international visitor.
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Visitation Chart to the U.S.

According to an April 2012 press release from the Office of Travel & Tourism Industries
(OTTI) the U.S. can expect a 4-5% average annual growth rate of international travel over
the next five years! That equates to 65.4 million foreign travelers who are projected to
visit the U. S. this year!
The largest growth potential over the next five years will come from:
China
Brazil
Argentina
Australia
Korea
Venezuela

198%
70%
46%
45%
35%
35%
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The following chart is the 2011 visitation figures to the U.S. The ones in bold are top
international markets to Miami:
Country
Canada
Mexico
UK
Japan
Germany
Brazil
France
S. Korea
China
Australia

Visitors %up/down from 2010
21.03M
5%+
13.41M
Flat
3.84M
Flat
3.25M
Flat
1.82M
6%+
1.51M
26%+
1.50M
12%+
1.15M
3%+
1.09M
36%+
1.04M
15%+

Ranking for Miami
#2
#16
#7
#6
#1

The following chart is the visitation figures to Miami, again showing the countries that are also
top countries to the US in bold:
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Top countries to Miami
Brazil
Canada
Argentina
Colombia
Venezuela
Germany
UK
Bahamas
France
Costa Rice

In summary, four out of the seven top markets to the U.S. are also top markets for Miami, and
three of them are on the increase.
!
!
!

The 62 million international visitors who traveled to the U.S. in 2011 generated a record
$153 billion in receipts and a $43 billion trade surplus.
International and domestic tourism spending increased 8.1%, supporting an additional
103,000 jobs for a total of 7.6 million Americans employed in travel and tourism
industries or in industries that support them.
Further, 1.2 million jobs are supported directly or indirectly by international traveler
spending within the U.S. and on U.S. carriers.

Source for the above:
http://tinet.ita.doc.gov/view/f-2000-99-001/forecast/Forecast-Summary.pdf
According to the OTTI publication “International Visitation to the U.S.: A Statistical Summary of
U.S. Visitation”, while only 4% of the visitation is international, it represents 17% of
traveler spend.
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More detail can be found at:
http://tinet.ita.doc.gov/outreachpages/download_data_table/2011_Visitation_Report.pdf
From the United States Travel Association’s (USTA) Power of Travel 2012 report, the following
is an overview of the travel industry to the U.S.:
!
!
!
!

Direct spending on leisure travel by domestic and international travelers = $564 billion
in 2011 (up from $526 billion in 2010).
Spending on leisure travel generated $86 billion in tax revenue.
3 out of 4 domestic trips are for leisure (77%).
Top leisure activities for U.S. domestic travelers:
1. Visiting Relatives
2. Shopping
3. Visiting Friends
4. Fine Dining
5. Beaches

Compared to the previous year, the top three were the same, but fine dining replaced rural
sightseeing. Now shopping and dining are in the top five activities for the domestic traveler.
!

Top leisure activities for the international traveler:
1. Shopping
2. Dining
3. City Sightseeing
4. Visiting Historic Places
5. Amusement Parks

Source:
http://www.ustravel.org/sites/default/files/page/2009/09/USTravelAnswerSheet_June201
2.pdf
Travel Facts and Statistics:
!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Domestic Leisure Traveler:
o 76% traveled by auto (preferred method for domestic traveler)
o 42% traveled by air
o Note: more than 100% - many take more than one trip a year
Business Travel in the U.S. remains flat.
Family Travel – multigenerational – make up 30% of leisure travel.
Gen X – make up 31% of leisure travel.
Older Boomers (1946 - 1954) take an average of 4.4 leisure trips per year.
Mature travelers (pre-1946) take an average of 4.1 leisure trips per year.
18% travel with their pets.
Solo travel is growing – 11% of U.S. adults take a trip by themselves
The Stay-cation is being replaced with trips to destinations further from home, but
consumers are seeking cost-savings with their travel.

Resource and more details:
http://www.ustravel.org/news/press-kit/travel-facts-and-statistics
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This chart demonstrates the steady rise in international visitors projected for the U.S.:

Corporation for Travel Promotion
The Travel Promotion Act of 2009 has significant operational, managerial and funding impacts
on the Department of Commerce. It established the Corporation for Travel Promotion, a
nonprofit entity, to communicate U.S. entry policies and otherwise promote leisure, business
and scholarly travel to the U.S.
For the first time, this allows the U.S. to have a public/private partnership to market the U.S. to
the world. The goal is to generate $200 million to spend on marketing and sales to become
more globally competitive.

BRAND USA is the marketing arm of the Corporation for Travel Promotion
Brand USA was established by the Travel Promotion Act in 2010 to spearhead the nation's first
global marketing effort to promote the U.S. as a premier travel destination and communicate
U.S. entry/exit policies and procedures. Formed as the Corporation for Travel Promotion, the
public/private entity began operations in May 2011 and does business as Brand USA. As
already discussed, travel and tourism plays an important part in economic growth and vitality to
the U.S. In fact, BRAND USA research shows that, an incremental increase of just 1% travel to
the U.S. results in 500,000 more visitors, demonstrating that the BRAND USA efforts are…a
good investment! Brand USA works in close partnership with the travel industry and through its
call-to-action, DiscoverAmerica.com, Brand USA inspires travelers to explore the United States
of America's boundless possibilities.
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Additionally:
!
!
!
!

Travel is the largest export for the US accounting for 25% of all services exports in
2011.
Travel supports 14.4M workers in the private sector.
In 2011 spending by International travelers supported 1.2M jobs.
Every 33 travelers equal one new U.S. job!

BRAND USA successes to date:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Achieved FY2012 Funding Target
Maximized the 2:1 Match = $100 Million in Federal Funds
Launched Successful Campaigns in Canada, the UK and Japan
These campaigns are designed to motivate travel to the U.S.
Established International Representation in eight markets
Began Tourism Exchange Year with Japan
Completed First Sales Mission to India
Significantly Increased Global Tradeshow Presence
Developed Successful Partnership Programs…and Strong and Growing Partnerships
with more than 260 Leading Brands in the Travel Industry

What Brand USA does versus U.S. Travel Association is best described as follows:
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State'of'Florida'Perspective'

Historic Visitor Numbers (in millions)
Year Domestic Overseas Canadian Total
2002

67.9

4.4

1.6

73.9

2003

68.7

4.2

1.7

74.6

2004

73.4

4.4

1.9

79.7

2005

77.2

4.4

2.0

83.6

2006

77.6

4.1

2.1

83.9

2007

77.3

4.7

2.5

84.5

2008

76.1

5.2

2.9

84.2

2009

71.2

7.0

2.6

80.9

2010

71.2

8.0

3.1

82.3

2011

74.7

9.3

3.3

87.3

Calendar Year Visitor Numbers for 2011
Visitors

Percent of Total

Most Recent

Value

Change

Total Visitors

100.0%

January-December 87.3 million 6.1%

Air Visitors

52.2%

January-December 45.6 million 5.1%

Non-Air Visitors

47.8%

January-December 41.7 million 7.2%

Seasonality of Visitation to Florida by Quarter (2011):
January to March (Quarter 1)
26.7%
April to June (Quarter 2)
25.0%
July to September (Quarter 3)
24.3%
October to December (Quarter 4) 24.1%
Top International Markets by Number of Visitors (2011):
Canada
Brazil
United Kingdom
Mexico
Argentina
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3.3 million
1.5 million
1.3 million
387,000
375,500
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Top Origin States - by Percentage of Total Domestic Visitors (2011):
Georgia
New York
Texas
Illinois
New Jersey
Michigan
Ohio
Alabama
North Carolina
Pennsylvania

10.6%
8.9%
5.7%
5.6%
4.5%
4.4%
4.4%
4.2%
4.1%
3.9%

Florida Travel Facts:
Domestic Visitors in 2011*1
!
!
!

Florida's domestic visitors said their primary reason for coming to the Sunshine
State was for leisure (88%). The major type of lodging used by domestic visitors
was hotel/motel (54%).
The average length of stay for a domestic visitor to Florida was 4.9 nights. The top
activities domestic visitors enjoyed while in Florida were shopping, beaches,
touring/sightseeing, and going to a theme/amusement park.
The top origin Designated Market Areas (DMAs) for total visitors to Florida was
New York, Atlanta, and Chicago. Top origin DMAs for visitors who came to Florida
by air were New York, Chicago, and Boston; for auto visitors to Florida, the top
three origin DMAs were Atlanta, New York, and Chicago.
Canadian Visitors in 2011*2

!
!

The primary purpose for Canadians was Pleasure/Recreation/Holiday (82.1%).
The major type of lodging used by Canadian visitors was hotel (28.7%). The
average length of stay for Canadian visitors was 18.0 nights, but the median length
of stay was 9.0 nights.
Overseas Visitors in 2011*3

!
!
!

The primary trip purpose for overseas visitors was leisure/recreation/holiday
(68.5%).
The major type of lodging used by overseas visitors was hotel/motel (75.7%).
The average length of stay for overseas visitors to Florida was 11.2 nights, while
the median length of stay was of 8.0 nights.

Sources:
D.K. Shifflet and Associates; TNS TravelsAmerica, Travel Industry Association
2
Statistics Canada
3
U.S. Department of Commerce, ITA, Tourism Industries
1
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Economic'Impact'of'Tourism'to'Greater'Miami' '
The most recent study conducted for the GMCVB was in 2011 by Ipsos Loyalty, a global
customer experience, satisfaction and loyalty research and consulting company. The
methodology used included 4,502 intercept interviews with Miami visitors conducted at the
Miami International Airport, the Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport and various
attractions in Miami-Dade County.
In 2011, there was a 6.7% increase in overnight visitors (6.2% domestic and 7.3%
international) to Greater Miami and the Beaches compared to the previous year, resulting in a
record estimated 13.4 million visitors who stayed at least one night, resulting in a record spend
of $20.7 billion. This reflects direct expenditures. With the industry standard of an accepted
multiplier effect of 1.5, the direct and indirect impact is $31 billion added to the economy of
Greater Miami and the Beaches. What is most significant is that the international visitors
accounted for 70% of total spend!
The following shows the 2011 increases in spend over 2010 for specific categories:
Lodging
Meals
Transportation
Entertainment
Shopping
!
!
!
!

+2.4%
+1.0%
+2.7%
+3.6%
+2.6%

The average daily spend per party is $497.41, up 2.3%.
The average daily spend per visitor is $264.58, up 1.8%.
The total dollars per person spent per visit is $1,539.85, up 3.2%.
The total overnight visitor spend is $20,702.1 billion, up 10.1%.

Total tourist-related tax revenue collected in 2011 by Miami-Dade County was $108,179,050,
up 15.6% from the previous year. The City of Miami Beach collected $51,289,024, up 16.4%,
and the Village of Bay Harbour collected $1,725,400, which actually was a decrease of 7.6%
from 2010.
Total tourism–related taxes for 2011 were $161,193,473 for 2011, up 15.5% from the previous
year.
Leisure/Hospitality employment accounts for 11% of total employment for Greater Miami and
the Beaches. The 2011 figure showed a slight increase of 0.6% over the previous year.
Total airport arrivals into MIA and FLL have been trending upwards since a dip in September
2011.
Note: The airport arrivals and hotel figures are only through 2011.
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The following summary is the most recent data available from the GMCVB and provides a
profile of the visitor to Greater Miami and the Beaches.
MIAMI-DADE COUNTY
2% TOURIST DEVELOPMENT TAX COLLECTIONS
January-December 2012
January-December 2011
% Change
$20,327,005

$18,706,586

+8.7%

3% CONVENTION DEVELOPMENT TAX COLLECTIONS
January-December 2012
January-December 2011
% Change
$60,423,718

$55,681,199

+8.5%

2% HOTEL FOOD AND BEVERAGE TAX COLLECTIONS
January-December 2012
January-December 2011
% Change
$6,504,648

$6,161,139

+5.6%

MIAMI BEACH
3% RESORT TAX COLLECTIONS
January-December 2012

January-December 2011

% Change

$30,485,871

$27,840,691

+9.5%

2% FOOD & BEVERAGE TAX COLLECTIONS
January-December 2012
$24,815,625

January-December 2011
$23,448,332

% Change
+5.8%

JANUARY 2013
AVERAGE DAILY ROOM RATE
Market

$

% Change vs. 2011

1. Miami

$211.11

+12.2%

2. Oahu Island

$209.06

+15.0%

3. New York

$196.59

+4.4%

4. San Francisco
5. Washington

$166.67
$151.75

+5.7%
+17.0%

REVENUE PER AVAILABLE HOTEL ROOM (REV PAR)
Market
1. Oahu Island

$
$179.96

% Change vs. 2011
+13.9%

2. Miami

$174.26

+17.5%

3. New York
4. San Francisco

$145.17
$111.41

+16.3%
+5.1%

5. Los Angeles

$92.65

+8.9%

AVERAGE DAILY OCCUPANCY
Market

% Occupancy

1. Oahu Island

86.1%

-1.0%

2. Miami
3. New York

82.5%
73.8%

+4.7%
+11.4%

4. Los Angeles
5. Orlando

69.6%
69.3%

+3.1%
+5.5%
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Profile'of'the'Visitor'Market'to'Greater'Miami'&'the'Beaches'
Total Market Overview
As previously noted, a record number estimated at 13.4 million visitors stayed at least one night
in Greater Miami and the Beaches, resulting in $20.7 billion in direct expenditures in the area.
An overwhelming 70.8% came for leisure/vacation, 12.5% for business/convention, 7.1% for a
cruise and the balance for personal/other reasons. Most, 41.2%, stayed in Miami Beach.
More than half of the visitors, 53%, stayed in a hotel/motel during their visit, with the balance
staying with friends and family. No surprise that the VFR (visiting friends and relatives) has
increased since the economic decline.
As noted, the most popular place to stay for all visitors is Miami Beach, with 41.2% of the
visitors staying there, which of course is good news for the Town of Surfside. Additionally,
another 9.8% stay in North Dade/Sunny Isles Beach, again another opportunity.
Although as a nation-wide trend, solo travel is up, this is not the case for our area. Solo travel
was down to 33.7% in 2011 from 35.8% in 2010. However, for that same time period, parties
of two are up to 52.4% from 48.8%. The vast majority, 96.9%, arrived by air, due to the higher
visitation by the international traveler.
An incredible 90.4% of overnight visitors were extremely or very satisfied with their visit in 2011.
The figure does not fluctuate much between domestic (89.4%) and international (91.7%). Also,
91% intend to return to Miami. It is this second-time visitor who may be more apt to try a new
destination such as the Town of Surfside. Already, four out of five travelers are repeat visitors.
When surveyed about the features most liked about Miami, weather was number one, at
49.2%. This was followed by attractions, which includes both gated attractions and unpaid
attractions such as the many festivals that are held. Third was South Beach/Ocean Drive,
followed by the beaches, nightlife, sun bathing, shopping, restaurants, international ambiance,
friendly people, and cultural activities. As noted below, this is very different between the
domestic vs. the international traveler.
Interesting to note that not only was Art Deco/South Beach listed as the number one most
visited area; but also out of the top ten, six favorite places were actually destinations within
Miami instead of attractions. That indicates that our visitor to Miami likes to go and experience
“places” vs. just going to the attractions. This is another opportunity for Surfside.
The average age of all visitors is 43 years, and 61.8% are between the age of 35 and 64.
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Domestic Market
Domestic visitors accounted for almost 52% of overnight visitors, up 6.2% over 2010. The
majority come from the Northeast region of the country resulting in 3.3 million visitors
which set the record in 2011. However, the South showed the greatest growth, up 8.4%,
generating 1.7 million visitors. Both the Midwest and western regions were also up in
2011.
TOP 10 DOMESTIC
MARKETS
New York
Chicago
Philadelphia
Boston
Atlanta
Washington DC
Dallas/Ft. Worth
Detroit
Los Angeles
Houston

2011 VISITORS

% CHANGE 2011 VS. 2010

1,758,046
409,586
397,463
301,428
264,542
193,419
183,931
148,660
136,190
121,665

5.4%
6.6%
5.0%
8.2%
8.6%
4.9%
9.0%
6.6%
6.8%
8.4%

Sixty six percent of domestic travelers come for leisure, and 60.6% stayed in a hotel/motel with
the rest staying with friends and family.
Favorite features by the domestic market are weather, beaches, South Beach/Ocean Drive,
Attractions, night life, sun bathing, international ambiance, friendly people, restaurants and
cultural activities.
Eighty-two percent said they did not find anything that they disliked. The other 18 percent
mentioned items that included traffic, prices, service, too crowded and weather.
International Market
While domestic visitation was up 6.2%, the international markets showed even greater strength
as they were up 7.2% accounting for 48% of all visitors. International visitors are drawn to
Miami due to the rich culture and diversity and remain one of the top U.S. cities visited by
international travel. Latin America accounted for 4.4 million visitors in 2011 – a 9.2% increase
TOP 10 INTERNATIONAL
MARKETS
Brazil
Canada
Argentina
Colombia
Venezuela
Germany
England
Bahamas
France
Costa Rica

2011 VISITORS
634,155
627,931
417,981
394,395
354,311
338,785
285.592
229,752
192.004
181,063
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% CHANGE 2011 VS. 2010
14.2%
6.9%
9.5%
8.5%
8.3%
2.0%
(1.8%)
1.4%
3.5%
2.8%
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While 70.8% of all overnight travel is for leisure, that figure is even higher for the international
traveler, 83.1%. More international travelers (54.9%) than domestic (38.9%) stayed with friends
and family.
Favorite activities for the international traveler are the attractions, South Beach/Ocean Drive,
shopping, weather, night life, restaurants, beaches, international atmosphere, culture, and
friendly people.
Niche Markets
The cruise business is growing and many people enjoy a pre- or post-cruise opportunity.
There will be opportunities to package pre/post cruise stays at the hotels in Surfside.
Due to a high percentage of VFR (Visiting Friends and Relatives) travel to Miami and the
Beaches, especially from the international markets, this will be an important niche market to
reach.
The meetings and convention markets may present an opportunity – not for onsite meetings,
as there does not seem to be much product available in Surfside – but possibly as off-site
venue functions utilizing our restaurants.
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5. Target(Markets(Identified(for(the(Town(of(Surfside(
Throughout this Plan, we will consider the following target markets based on current market
strengths.
Domestic Markets – trade and consumer
! DMOs
! Group leisure travel tour operators
! Meeting Planners
! Affinity groups
! Destination events (wedding, ceremonies, etc.)
! Domestic Travel Media for PR (trade and consumer)
!

The following are the domestic markets to target:
1. New York – 1,758,046 visitors
2. Chicago – 409,586
3. Philadelphia – 397,463
4. Boston – 301,428
5. Atlanta – 264,542
6. Washington, DC – 193,419

The International Markets – trade and consumer
! DMOs (GMCVB, Visit Florida, BRAND USA)
! RSAA-Receptive Tour Operators (RTOs) who contract with the overseas tour
operators
! International Tour Operators
! On-line travel partners such as thetouroperator.com
! International Travel Media for PR (trade and consumer)
The following are the international markets to target:
1. Brazil - #1 growth market – 634,155 visitors
2. Canada – 427,931
3. South America (Argentina, Colombia, Venezuela) – 1,166,687
4. Germany, UK, France and Italy – 971,269
5. Central America – 537,600
6. Bahamas – 229,752
Types of Travel - International and Domestic
! Leisure – FIT and Group
! VFR (Visiting Friends and Relatives)
! Cruise ship Passengers – pre- and post- visitations
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6. Travel(and(Tourism(Trends(
The link below is an interesting and entertaining look into the future. It is a YouTube video
called “The Future of Travel” and is described as a fun look at how technology can help travel
in the future become a little easier. While this technology seems very far off, in reality it may not
be that far-fetched. Already tickets for space travel are being sold by Virgin Galactic, Richard
Branson’s company - http://www.virgingalactic.com
Proximity Mobile Marketing is already here, too offering travelers real-time discounts at stores
and restaurants via their smart phone as soon as they enter the destination. The phone knows
you are there!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VsjfA1K6ELo
The point is that technology is rapidly changing. To keep up with this changing technology and
how it will affect travel in the future, it is important to stay on top of the trends in travel. The
following are the current trends affecting today’s travel.
Top Tourism Trends of the Day…
!

The New Frugal – drives the majority of travelers’ planning and shopping behavior
o Always seeking “a good deal”
o Determined to find good value
o 75% of U.S. consumers have become smarter shoppers
o 64% will pay full price if guaranteed quality AND service

Significance to The Town of Surfside – Business Improvement goals of Downtown
businesses and proposed BID need to take this into consideration.
!

Social Media and Mobile Marketing - must be integrated and used. Keep on top of
new developments such as Pinterest.

Significance to The Town of Surfside – Social media is the way to engage the traveler
at all touch-points…when they are planning their trip, while they are at their destination
and after they have returned home. Mobile Marketing provides real-time offers to the
traveler as they approach the destination.
!

Culinary
o Departure from signature chef restaurants
o Focus on regional specialties – BBQ, Cajun, seafood
o Food trucks and exhibitions
o Tastings expand from wine and tequilas to teas and fresh juices
o Agriculture tours - planting and harvesting - from field to table
o Do it yourself gourmet kits - rolling sushi, confectionaries, etc.
o Cooking, grilling, canning and baking classes or workshops

Significance to The Town of Surfside – Knowing this provides opportunities to create
culinary events to attract today’s traveler.
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!

Cultural Travel Immersion
o Not just viewing…creating. Museums and galleries offer art classes.
o Travel photographers offer landscape photography classes.
o Performing arts offer dance and theatre classes.
o Orchestras and regional artists teach music classes.
o Authors teach writing for travel or short stories, then publish books.
o Local artisans teach crafts.

Significance to The Town of Surfside – Adding art, music and cultural programming
could enhance the tourism program and offer diverse choices for individuals on group
trips. Special events will play an important role.
!

Health and Wellness
o More than a spa - Mind and Body
o “Deprivation Vacations” – for those who feel “deprived” during their
everyday life and need a change.
o Cleanses, wraps and detox
o 37% of international travelers seek spa treatments
o “Spiritual”, faith–based and religious studies and cultural immersions
o Yoga

Significance to The Town of Surfside – The addition of a spa would give The Town of
Surfside another attraction for the visitor market. Some of the hotels, including the Surf
Club, may have a spa component.
!

Friends and Family
o Family travel is multi-generational.
o Travel with kids is up 17% since 2000.
o Girlfriend Getaways and Bro-cations are still popular (usually spa and sport
related, with shopping).
o Solo travel is increasing.
o “Ceremonial Travel” takes the place of weddings, anniversaries,
graduations, reunions and includes GLBT commitments and Ash
Releases/Celebrations of Life.

Significance to The Town of Surfside – These are all trends that can be taken
advantage of with different tourism programs.
!

Pet Friendly – The Town of Surfside should be pet-friendly as traveling with pets is
very popular.

!

Cruising – A growing industry, notwithstanding the recent Carnival Cruiseline
incident.
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7. Other(Information((
EGSurveys'
In early February, an e-survey (attached) was emailed to Downtown Surfside business
owners to identify current and future advertising strategies. There has not been a
significant response to the survey.
We will facilitate completion of this survey and identify more specific objectives as part of
the 5-Year Strategic Tourism and Business Improvement District (BID) planning
processes.

Business'&'Property'Owner'Meeting'–'February'13,'2013''
On Wednesday, February 13th, “kickoff” meetings were scheduled for business and commercial
property owners at 9:00am and 6:30pm. Invitations to the meetings were emailed to business
owners and mailed to property owners. Town staff members distributed invitations to business
owners by hand.
In addition to staff, seven people attended the 9:00am meeting:
Olga Brismendi – Hair & Body New Dimensions
Barbara Cohen – Tourist Board
Andy Labrada – Event X llc/Downtown Vision Action Committee
Pauline Johnson – Property Owner
Bill Reynolds – Amtrust Bank
Walid Sfeir – Surf Club
Andre Shambley – Real Living/First Service Realty
The meeting started with a presentation outlining the Strategic Tourism and Business
Improvement District (BID) planning processes. The presentation was followed by question
and answer and a brainstorming session. Results of the brainstorming session are included in
the next section.
Only Barbara Cohen and Andy Labrada attended the evening session. As they had both
attended the meeting in the morning, discussion was informal.
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8. Brainstorming(Session(–(February(13,(2013(
Strengths'
What do you love about Downtown Surfside?
! Great walking/pedestrian-friendly experience
! Prime for growth
! Vibrant, young & eclectic
! Offers a variety of price ranges
! Relaxed, touristy
! Reasonably priced shopping - like Mason Blanc/ other retail in the past
! Location
! Small town feeling
! Feels like resort – far away, but you’re not
! Community/people visiting with each other
! Starbucks coming
! Resident $10 parking program
Why do people come to your store?
! Traveling between Aventura and South Beach
! Personal service – long term clients
! Bank customers are strictly local
What would you say to promote Downtown Surfside?
! Variety of shops
! “Affordable Luxury”

Weaknesses'
What things do you love less about Downtown Surfside? (Problems)
! Parking “times 10”
o Price for employee parking
o Lack of ease
o Hate the meter system
! One-way traffic “pairs”
! Current environment not conducive to retail leasing
! Not enough trees
! Not enough businesses advertise – no outreach
! Undesirables/quality of some clientele
! Business mix – so many salons in a two block area

'
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Opportunities'
What events might bring more potential customers/visitors to Downtown Surfside?
! Art Festival– signature event
! Other annual signature event
! Third Thursdays – commitment to continually increase quality
! Daytime events
! Farmers Market (like previous – in different location)
! Business-to-Business – “Come have wine in my place” during Third Thursdays
! Need to:
o involve businesses in events
o build consensus with businesses to support events
o advertise events
When visitors return home, what do you wish they would tell others about Surfside? (Initial
Branding discussion)
! WOW!
! I want to move here!
! I’ve been here before; what a change!
! Must stop! (South Beach visitor going to Bal Harbor)
! Must stop! (Visitor just passing through South Florida)
! It’s a charming town and a charming experience.

Questions/Comments'from'Participants'
!
!

!

Who is our competition and how are we going to position ourselves in the South
Florida market?
How can we attain a proper merchandise mix?
o We cannot control but can we can influence.
o “Sometimes the accident can be more interesting that the intentional.”
BID Questions:
o What do property owners think of the BID?
o Property owners will want to know the Return on Investment (ROI)
o Are other BIDS successful?
o How are BIDs staffed?
o Will residents be represented on a BID Board?
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9. Outline(of(Phase(Two(–(Surfside(Strategic(Tourism(Plan(
With the Audit completed, we will begin work on the Strategic Tourism Plan, which will define
how the Town of Surfside should move forward to brand and market itself. The objectives of
the 5-Year Strategic Tourism Plan are:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Develop Target Markets
Develop a Situation Analysis
Identify Strengths & Weaknesses
Set Goals & Objectives
Determine Appropriate Message Points
Determine the Strategies
Identify Specific Marketing Tactics
Develop Systems for Measurement/Evaluation
Determine 5-Year Budget
Review Governance & Structure
Determine Staffing Needs
Identify “Buy in” & Approval Process
Define a process for Annual Update of the Strategic Tourism Plan
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3G

Title:

Florida Water and Land Legacy Amendment

Submitted By: Daniel Dietch, Mayor
Objective:

That the Surfside Town Commission approve the enclosed Resolution supporting the
Florida Water and Land Legacy Campaign.

Consideration: Florida has a wide array of important natural resources including springs, lakes, rivers,
wetlands, and aquifers that are at risk from myriad factors. Accordingly, land
conservation and management is critical. Florida is the fourth most populous state in the
country, which places intense pressure on the state’s land and water resources. As the
state’s economy recovers from recession, growth and development pressures are again
mounting and threaten our remaining natural areas.
For almost twenty years, regardless of the party in power, Florida Governors and
Legislatures provided funding for land and water conservation. Beginning in 2009 and
continuing today, funding for land conservation has declined by 96 percent. Other
environmental and conservation projects, including Everglades Restoration, have
experienced similar reduction.
In 2011, leaders from Florida’s top conservation and environmental organizations met to
discuss this critical funding problem and agreed that the only way restore funding for
water protection and land conservation was to amend the state constitution via the
initiative petition process. On September 26th, the Florida Supreme Court agreed that the
Water and Land Conservation amendment satisfied legal requirements for placement on
the November 2014 ballot.
Florida’s Water and Land Legacy is the campaign working to pass the Water and Land
Conservation amendment in 2014. The Florida Water and Land Conservation amendment
will create the largest dedicated funding source for land and water conservation,
restoration and management in the country. The Water and Land Conservation
amendment dedicates funding for conservation, management and restoration of Florida’s
water and land resources for twenty years. The amendment sets aside one-third of the
existing documentary stamp tax (paid when real estate is sold) to restore the Everglades,
protect drinking water sources, and revive the state’s historic commitment to protecting
natural lands and wildlife habitat through the Florida Forever program.
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1. Introduction,
In!January!2013,!the!Town!of!Surfside!began!work!with!Redevelopment!Management!
Associates!(RMA)!to!create!a!plan!for!organizing!a!Business!Improvement!District!
(BID)!for!Downtown!Surfside.!
!
The!scope!of!the!project!included:!
!
1. Build!ownership!and!consensus!amongst!commercial!property!owners!
regarding!improvements,!programs,!services,!and!management!of!the!BID.!!
2. Establish,!in!cooperation!with!the!Downtown!Vision!Action!Committee!(DVAC),!
the!geographical!boundaries!of!the!BID.!!
3. Establish,!in!cooperation!with!DVAC,!a!proposed!budget!and!determine!the!
formula!for!property!assessments.!
4. Present!the!district!plan!in!public!meetings.!
5. Prepare!the!property!owners!and!the!merchants!for!the!formal!establishment!of!
the!BID!pursuant!to!Florida!Law.!!
!
The!recommendations!that!follow!comprise!the!BID!Plan!for!the!purpose!of!
documentation!required!for!Town!Commission!approval.!!These!recommendations!
reflect!RMA’s!belief!that!forming!a!BID!to!benefit!the!commercial!district!along!Harding!
Avenue!would!be!the!most!fair!and!effective!mechanism!for!providing!ongoing!
stakeholder!participation!and!a!source!of!funding!for!future!improvement!programs.!
!

2. History,of,the,Initiative,
During!the!Commission!Meeting!on!January!18,!2011!the!Surfside!Town!Commission!
created!the!Downtown!Vision!Advisory!Committee!(DVAC).!!Since!its!inception,!DVAC!
has!proven!to!be!an!effective!advisory!organization!through!a!process!that!has!included!
actionable!items!at!every!meeting,!including!the!following!projects,!initiatives!and!
topics!of!discussion:!
!

Downtown!Code!Enforcement!

!

Parking!Lot!Improvement/Landscaping!

!

Vacant!Windows!Ordinance!
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!

News!Racks!Ordinance!

!

Awnings!Ordinance!

!

Upgrading!Alleys!

!

Wayfarer!Signage!Program!

!

Branding!

!

Facade!Upgrading!Program!

!

Parking!Structure!Feasibility!Study!

!

The!Current!Forty!Foot!Height!Allowance!and!Amalgamation!of!Properties!

!

Development!of!an!East!West!Corridor!on!95th!Street!from!Abbott!Avenue!to!
the!Beach!

!

Rebuilding!of!Harding!Avenue!Sidewalks!

!

Sidewalk!Cafe!Ordinance!and!FDOT!Agreement!

!

MiamiSDade!"Mom!&!Pop"!Grants!

!

Signage!Ordinance!

!

Moratorium!Ordinance!

!

Business!Improvement!District!(BID)!

!
As!a!direct!result!from!the!enacting!of!the!Moratorium!Ordinance!in!April!2011,!sixteen!
property!owners,!a!number!from!the!same!family!trust,!representing!a!majority!of!
Downtown!properties,!met!with!the!Town!Manager!and!Town!Staff.!!Property!owners!
supported!Downtown!Vision!Initiatives,!including!formation!of!a!BID,!and!requested!
that!the!Moratorium!Ordinance!be!rescinded.!
!
The!Planning!&!Zoning!Board!approved!the!rescinding!of!the!ordinance!and!endorsed!
all!of!the!vision!initiatives!in!May!2011.!The!Town!Commission!subsequently!voted!in!
July!2011!to!rescind!the!moratorium!and!to!accept!the!vision!initiatives!as!a!blueprint!
on!condition!that!each!initiative!is!brought!to!the!Commission!for!full!vetting.!!
!
!
!
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The!basic!premise!of!a!BID!is!that!the!Town!agrees!to!continue!to!provide!a!base!level!
of!service!and!that!enhanced!services,!such!as!extra!police!protection!for!expanded!
special!events,!maintenance!for!specialty!landscaping,!downtown!marketing!programs,!
cleaning!after!special!events,!and!the!retention!of!consultants!to!secure!tenants,!are!
funded!with!a!selfSimposed!assessment!on!the!property!owners.!
Use!of!these!funds!could!be!governed!by!the!Board!of!Directors!of!a!new!notSfor!profit!
organization!created!to!oversee!the!BID.!!The!process!for!establishing!the!District!and!
ensuring!that!funds!are!collected!and!properly!spent!would!be!governed!by!Florida!
Statutes,!Chapter!170!and!by!an!agreement!between!the!new!notSfor!profit!
organization!and!the!Town!of!Surfside.!
!

3. Benefits,of,a,BID,for,Downtown,Surfside,
The!proposed!Business!Improvement!District!(BID)!could!focus!on!improving!the!
commercial!district!along!Harding!Avenue!by!acting!as!an!advocate!for!Downtown!
Surfside,!promoting!a!new!image!for!the!district,!and!establishing!an!annual!marketing!
program!in!order!to!compete!with!other!South!Florida!shopping!and!dining!
destinations.!!The!BID!would!represent!the!interests!of!both!property!and!business!
owners!and!provide!an!ongoing,!dedicated!source!of!revenue!to!support!BID!programs.!

Objectives of the proposed Business Improvement District (BID):
!

To&identify&and&implement&organization&strategies&to&advocate&for&
Downtown&Surfside&issues&including&parking,&urban&design/image,&and&
zoning/permitted&uses.&

!

To&identify&and&implement&marketing&strategies&to&promote&and&market&
Downtown&Surfside&as&a&unique,&historic&destination&for&dining,&shopping,&
and&recreation&to&Surfside/South&Florida&residents&and&visitors&to&the&area.&

!

To&establish&benchmarks&for&measurement&of&success.&

!
!

,
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4. Proposed,BID,Programs,
A!Downtown!Surfside!BID!could!accomplish!these!objectives!by!developing!strategies!
to!improve!the!Downtown!area,!through!advocacy!and!imageSbased!marketing:!

Advocacy Strategies – Downtown Issues
!

Parking!–!encourage!the!Town!to!implement!“user!friendly”!parking!solutions!
and!explore!further!the!need!to!create!additional!parking!spaces!in!the!
Downtown!area,!including!the!possibility!of!new!parking!structures.!

!

Future!Streetscape!Improvements!–!work!with!the!Town!to!identify!future!
opportunities!for!streetscape!improvements,!including:!
o development!of!an!East!West!Corridor!on!95th!Street!from!Abbott!
Avenue!to!the!beach!
o upgrading!alleys!

!

Façade!Improvements!–!encourage!property!and!business!owners!to!improve!
facades!and!awnings!through!MiamiSDade!“Mom!&!Pop”!Grants!and!any!future!
funding!sources.!

!

Downtown!Code!Enforcement!–!encourage!property!and!business!owners!to!
work!with!the!Town!to!identify!priority!code!enforcement!issues!and!effective!
strategies!for!improvement.!

!

Zoning!–!encourage!a!comprehensive!review!of!zoning!code!to!ensure!that!
commercial!zoning!is!most!conducive!to!increasing!business!and!creating!the!
best!business!mix.!

!

Image-Based Marketing Strategies

!

!

Build!upon!the!approved!Town!of!Surfside!5SYear!Strategic!Tourism!Plan.!

!

Identify!a!“brand”!for!Downtown!Surfside.!

!

Promote!image/brand!through!website(s),!social!media,!public!relations,!and!
advertising.!
!
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!
The!benefits!of!a!BID!are!that!it!could!provide!a!mechanism!for!implementation!of!
these!activities!and!an!ongoing!source!of!funding.!!The!activities!of!the!BID!would!
supplement,!and!would!not!replace,!any!activities!currently!undertaken!or!funded!by!
the!Town!of!Surfside.!
!
Proven!success!of!imageSbased!improvement!initiatives!can!be!seen!in!BID!districts!
throughout!the!nation!as!well!as!in!the!state!of!Florida,!such!as!the!BIDs!in!Coral!Gables!
(www.shopcoralgables.com)!and!Naples!(www.fifthavenuesouth.com).!
!

5. Proposed,Budget,
A!first!year!budget!for!the!BID!might!contain!the!following!components,!although!a!
final!budget!would!be!created!by!the!BID!once!it!had!been!formed:!
!
Advocacy!Coordination!/!!
BID!Support!!

$!30,000!

Image/Marketing!!

$!30,000!

Events!support!

$!15,000!

Reserve/Contingency!

$!5,000!

TOTAL,

$80,000,

!

6. Proposed,BID,Boundaries,
Commercial!properties!along!Harding!and!Collins!Avenues!between!93rd!Street!and!
96th!Street!were!analyzed!for!inclusion!in!a!possible!Business!Improvement!District!for!
Downtown!Surfside.!!Using!a!standard!of!“similar!benefit”!from!possible!BID!programs,!
RMA!is!recommending!the!BID!boundaries!include!those!commercial!properties!
fronting!Harding!Avenue!between!94th!and!96th!Streets.!!!
!
This!district!comprises!the!area!generally!described!as!Downtown!Surfside!and!
contains!retail,!restaurant!and!other!small!businesses!that!serve!the!Surfside/South!
Florida!markets!and!visitors!to!the!area.!
!
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!

During!meetings!with!property!owners,!there!was!discussion!regarding!possible!
inclusion!of!the!Collins!Avenue!area!of!Surfside!adjacent!and!to!the!east!of!to!
Downtown!businesses.!!RMA!recommends!that!initial!efforts!for!the!BID!discussion!
focus!on!the!commercial!district!along!Harding!Avenue,!and!that!if!a!Business!
Improvement!District!is!created,!opportunities!for!Collins!Avenue!hotels!to!‘optSin’!to!
BID!initiatives!be!encouraged!where!appropriate.!
!
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7. Organizing,the,Business,Improvement,District,
Chapter!170,!Florida!Statutes,!provides!that!a!municipality,!subject!to!the!approval!of!a!
majority!of!the!affected!property!owners,!may!levy!and!collect!special!assessments!
against!property!benefited!in!a!retail!business!district!for!the!purposes!of!stabilizing!
and!improving!such!district!through!promotion,!management,!marketing,!and!other!
similar!services!in!such!districts.!

Creating a BID
Creation!of!a!BID!would!require!actions!approved!by!the!Surfside!Town!Commission.!
These!actions!include:!
!

Resolution!of!the!Town!Commission!–!This!resolution!would!include!the!
proposed!cost!of!improvements,!required!public!and!property!owner!notice,!
location!of!the!retail!district!to!be!improved,!the!expense!to!be!paid!by!special!
assessments,!and!when!assessments!are!to!be!paid.!

!

Vote!of!the!property!owners!–!Following!approval!of!the!resolution!by!Town!
Commission,!property!!owners!of!affected!properties!would!vote!on!creation!of!
the!BID.!!To!apply!the!assessment,!there!would!need!to!be!a!majority!(50!
percent!plus!one)!of!property!owners!approving!the!BID.!!Property!owners!that!
do!not!vote!would!be!considered!a!“no”!vote.!

!

Public!Hearing/Equalizing!Board!–!Upon!the!approval!of!the!BID!by!the!
property!owners,!the!Town!Commission!would!hold!a!final!public!hearing,!
which!would!include!an!equalization!hearing!to!consider!complaints!as!to!the!
special!assessments.!

Assessment/Budget
A!BID!is!a!special!assessment!district.!!The!BID!assessment!would!be!collected!as!part!
of!the!property!tax!bill.!Assessments!might!be!based!upon:!
!

assessed!value!of!parcels!!

!

parcel!area!!

!

building!square!footage!!

!

other!potential!factors!

!
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For!Downtown!Surfside!properties,!information!is!available!from!the!MiamiSDade!
County!Property!Appraisers!office,!including!assessed!value,!lot!square!footage,!and!
total!building!square!footage.!!An!assessment!based!on!assessed!value!is!
recommended.!!Property!values!have!remained!stable!since!2011,!increasing!slightly.!!
Each!1Smil!assessment!would!result!in!approximately!$43,000!annually!for!the!BID.!
!
To!achieve!the!~$80,000!budget!for!programs!described!above,!a!1.5Smil!assessment!
could!be!levied!to!create!approximately!$65,000.!!A!source!of!funding!for!the!additional!
$15,000!would!need!to!be!identified,!possibly!through!events!grants.!
!
The!resulting!Surfside!BID!would!be!a!small!district!and!create!a!relatively!small!
annual!assessment.!!For!comparison!purposes,!the!last!annual!assessment!for!the!Coral!
Gables!BID!was!approximately!$819,000.!

Governance
A!Board!of!Directors!of!a!new!notSforSprofit!organization!would!manage!the!BID.!
According!to!discussions!to!date,!an!example!of!the!composition!of!a!BID!Board!of!
Directors!might!include!9!voting!members:!
!

!five!(5)!property!owners!subject!to!assessment!within!the!district!

!

three!(3)!business!owners!from!within!the!district!

!

one!(1)!resident!liaison!

!

one!(1)!liaison!from!the!Town!of!Surfside!(ex!officio)!

!
Except!for!the!Town!liaison,!members!could!serve!staggered!threeSyear!terms.!

Timeframe
RMA!recommends!the!Downtown!Surfside!BID!assessment!be!proposed!for!an!initial!
period!of!five!years!and!be!a!extended!for!an!additional!period!of!five!years!upon!
approval!of!the!Town!Commission.!!However,!upon!receipt!of!a!petition!executed!by!
affected!property!owners!representing!in!excess!of!fifty!percent!(50%)!of!the!most!
recent!assessment!roll,!the!Commission!may!elect!to!abolish!the!District.!!
!
Key!to!consideration!of!extension!to!the!district!would!be!successful!implementation!of!
the!advocacy,!marketing!and!other!BID!programs.!
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DOWNTOWN&SURFSIDE&-&PROPERTY/BUSINESS&DATABASE

CONTACT

FOLIO)#

PROPERTY)ADDRESS

OWNER

Assesed)Value)'13

BID)@)1.5@mils

Business)Address(es))|)Business

9400)WEST)SIDE

14-2235-007-0680

PUBLIX&SUPER&MARKETS&INC&%&EXPENSE&
9400&HARDING&AVE PAYABLES&LEASE
9448&HARDING&AVE SOLEMAT&LLC
MARVIN&M&GREEN&BEATRICE&MUSKAT&
9454&HARDING&AVE DAVID&MUSKAT

14-2235-007-0690

9458&HARDING&AVE 9458&HARDING&AVENUE&LLC&

$368,467&

JOEL&PIOTROWSKI
KEITH&GRAY

14-2235-007-0700
14-2235-007-0710
14-2235-007-0720
14-2235-007-0730
14-2235-007-0740

9460&HARDING&AVE
9466&HARDING&AVE
9472&HARDING&AVE
9476&HARDING&AVE
9480&HARDING&AVE

$389,124&
$371,618&
$792,085&
$370,135&
$357,892&

JOEL&PIOTROWSKI

14-2235-007-0750

9484&HARDING&AVE 9484&HARDING&INVESTMENT&LLC

14-2235-007-0760

9494&HARDING&AVE JACK&PATHMAN&RLTY&CO,&INC
11&Properties

14-2235-007-0660
14-2235-007-0670

HENRY&STEVENS

KEN&STOWE

C&&&A&LLC
STOWE&PLAZA&II&LLC
F&&&T&REAL&PROPERTY&LLC
9476&HARDING&INVESTMENTS&INC
KEITH&A&GRAY&TR

$7,301,745&
$379,013&
$369,801&

$746,137&

$1,339,983&
$&&&&&&&&&12,786,000

$10,952.62&
9400&Harding&Avenue
Publix&Supermarket
$568.52&9448&Harding&Avenue
Tucci's&Nail&&&Salon
$554.70&
9452&Harding&Avenue
GNC&/&General&Nutrition&Center
9454&Harding&Avenue
Super&S&Food&Market
$552.70&9456&Harding&Avenue
Dr.&Edy&A.&Guerra&-&DDS&/&Emergency&Dental&Center
9458&Harding&Avenue
Real&Living&/&First&Service&Realty
$583.69&9460&Harding&Avenue
Ho&Wang&Chinese&Restaurant
$557.43&9466&Harding&Avenue
Capellus&By&Amor
$1,188.13&9472&Harding&Avenue
Tiberio&(Coming)
$555.20&9476&Harding&Avenue&
Ike's&Diner
$536.84&9480&Harding&Avenue
Vacant
9482&Harding&Avenue
Delray&Art&Studio&(Coming)
$1,119.21&9484&Harding&Avenue
Armoire&Chi&Chi
9486&Harding&Avenue&
Barry&Cohen&Law&Firm
9488&Harding&Avenue
Hair&&&Body&New&Dimensions
9490&Harding&Avenue
Café&Vert&D&(OK)
$2,009.97&9494&Harding&Avenue
Big&Daddy's&Liquor
$19,179.00&

9400)EAST)SIDE

PAULINE&JOHNSON

DONALD&KAHN

HENRY&STEVENS

14-2235-007-0650
14-2235-007-0640

WACHOVIA&BANK&C/O&PROPERTY&TAX&
9401&HARDING&AVE PROCESSING
9415&HARDING&AVE PAULINE&ROWE&JOHNSON

14-2235-007-0630

9425&HARDING&AVE 9425-27&HARDING&AVE&INC

$360,079&

14-2235-007-0620

9429&HARDING&AVE DONALD&J&KAHN&&W&LOURDES

$355,790&

14-2235-007-0610

9437&HARDING&AVE SALLY&HEAD&CARTER&TR

$764,941&

14-2235-007-0600
14-2235-007-0590

9441&HARDING&AVE 9575&HARDING&AVE&LLC
9445&HARDING&AVE ASHILO&INC

$369,761&
$773,904&

14-2235-007-0582
14-2235-007-0581
14-2235-007-0580

9453&HARDING&AVE MGM&GRP&LLC
9455&HARDING&AVE THE&G&PARTNERS&LLC
9457&HARDING&AVE 7101&COLLINS&LLC

$183,033&
$180,863&
$357,585&

14-2235-007-0570

9461&HARDING&AVE GOLD&ENTERPRISES&INC

$368,709&

$1,534,885&
$709,753&

COHEN&(from&Muroz) 14-2235-007-0560

9471&HARDING&AVE JPCF&LLC

ESTELLE&BREITER

14-2235-007-0550

9477&HARDING&AVE HARRY&BREITER

$757,562&

14-2235-007-0520

9491&HARDING&AVE SEAN&REILY&TRS

$1,623,577&

14&Properties

$1,130,483&

$&&&&&&&&&&&&9,470,925
9400&BLOCK&TOTALS $&&&&&&&&&22,256,925
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$2,302.33&

9401&Harding&Avenue
Wells&Fargo&Bank
$1,064.63&9415&Harding&Avenue
The&Harbour&Grill&M&(KM)
9421&Harding&Avenue
Surf-Bal-Bay&Cleaners
$540.12&9425&Harding&Avenue
Finvarb&Realty
9427&Harding&Avenue
Harvest&Moon
$533.69&9429&Harding&Avenue
Ship&and&Pack
9431&Harding&Avenue
Surfside&Barber&Shop
$1,147.41&9433&Harding&Avenue
Monaco&Collection
9435&Harding&Avenue
Vittorium
9437&Harding&Avenue
Rafe&Sweetheart&Beauty&Shop
$554.64&9441&Harding&Avenue
CNC,&LC&(private)
$1,160.86&9445&Harding&Avenue
Dr.&Yoram&C.&Padeh
9445&Harding&Avenue
Dr.&Ilonka&Schwartz
$274.55&9453&Harding&Avenue
Nina's&Beauty&Salon
$271.29&9455&Harding&Avenue
Express&Florida&Realty&Inc.
$536.38&9457&Harding&Avenue
Serendipity&Yogurt&Café&(Kosher&Ingredients/Cholov&Yisroel)
9459&Harding&Avenue
Monchesse&Pizza
$553.06&9461&Harding&Avenue
Caba&Real&Estate
9463&Harding&Avenue
Rod's&Cleaners
$1,695.72&9467&Harding&Avenue
Kosherland&B.G.P.&(OK)
9471&Harding&Avenue
Art&&&Frame
9473&Harding&Avenue
The&Scarlet&Letter
$1,136.34&9477&Harding&Avenue
Kosh
9481&Harding&Avenue
Absolut&Flowers&by&Manny
$2,435.37&9485&Harding&Avenue
Specchio&Café
9487&Harding&Avenue
Lotus&Miami&(kosher&insignia)
9489&Harding&Avenue
Asa&-&2
9491&Harding&Avenue
David&&&Saul&Shoes
$14,206.39&
$33,385.39&

DOWNTOWN&SURFSIDE&-&PROPERTY/BUSINESS&DATABASE

CONTACT

FOLIO)#

PROPERTY)ADDRESS

OWNER

Assesed)Value)'13

9500)WEST)SIDE
14-2235-007-0840 9500&HARDING&AVE

SOUTH&FLORIDA&HOLDINGS&INC

$836,536&

BORIS&MOROZ

14-2235-007-0860 9516&HARDING&AVE
14-2235-007-0870 9520&HARDING&AVE

SOUTH&FLORIDA&HOLDINGS&INC
INFINITY&HARDING&LLC

$993,826&
$429,943&

HENRY&STEVENS

14-2235-007-0880 9524&HARDING&AVE

THE&HELEN&P&STEVENS&FAMILY&LTD

$784,544&

JOEL&PIOTROWSKI

14-2235-007-0900 9534&HARDING&AVE

KEY&REALTY&LLC

$415,906&

DONALD&KAHN

14-2235-007-0910 9538&HARDING&AVE

DONALD&J&KAHN&&&W&LOURDES&C

$711,938&

SHARLENE&PACKAR

14-2235-007-0920 9550&HARDING&AVE

9544&CORPORATION

$1,677,479&

DAVID&DELGADO

14-2235-007-0930 9564&HARDING&AVE

NEW&YORK&COMMUNITY&BANK

$5,285,000&

BORIS&MOROZ

8&Properties

$&&&&&&&&&11,135,172

SHAUN&GRENALD

)9500)EAST)SIDE
14-2235-007-0390 9501&HARDING&AVE

9501&PROPERTIES&INC

$934,344&

DONALD&KAHN
CHRISTINE&JUSTICE

14-2235-007-0380 9509&HARDING&AVE
14-2235-007-0370 9513&HARDING&AVE

DONALD&J&KAHN&&W&LOURDES
ELIZ&C&JUSTICE&&&M&GREEN&TR

$365,573&
$359,397&

KENNETH&WINFIELD&JONES&TRS,&MARY&
ELLEN&JONES&TRS

$720,585&

J.&DAVE&MORRISON 14-2235-007-0360 9521&HARDING&AVE
(Land&Lease)

MYRIAM&COLSON

14-2235-007-0350 9525&HARDING&AVE

COLSON&INVESTMENTS&LTD

14-2235-007-0340 9545&HARDING&AVE

SURFSIDE&REALTY&LLC

14-2235-007-0320 9553&HARDING&AVE

NEXT&CENTURY&DEVELOPMENT&INC

14-2235-007-0310 9559&HARDING&AVE

LEINWAND&PROPERTIES

$906,500&

PAULINE&JOHNSON

14-2235-007-0300 9569&HARDING&AVE

PAULINE&ROWE&JOHNSON

$414,954&

HENRY&STEVENS
KEN&STOWE
BORIS&MOROZ

14-2235-007-0290 9575&HARDING&AVE
14-2235-007-0280 9577&HARDING&AVE
14-2235-007-0410 9581&HARDING&AVE

SHARLENE&PACKAR

14-2235-007-0400 9585&HARDING&AVE

9441&HARDING&AVE&LLC&
STOWE&PLAZA&LLC
SOUTH&FLA&HOLDINGS&INC&
HELEN&KOTLER&&&S&PACKAR&&&SHIRLEY&
FINKELSTEIN&

13&Properties
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$1,539,482&

$741,822&

$1,305,107&

$373,172&
$388,663&
$422,929&
$1,466,431&

$&&&&&&&&&&&&9,938,959

BID)@)1.5@mils

Business)Address(es))|)Business

$1,254.80&9500&Harding&Avenue
Café&Ragazzi
9504&Harding&Avenue
Carousel&Barber&Shop
9508&Harding&Avenue
Estelle&Stern&Realty,&Inc.
$1,490.74&9516&Harding&Avenue
Flanigan's&Seafood&Bar&&&Grill
$644.91&9520&Harding&Avenue
Volpe&Travel
9520&Harding&Avenue
Liborio&Cigars&&&Tobacco
9520&Harding&Avenue&Unit&1&2nd&floor
Moon&Over&Miami
9520&Harding&Avenue,&2nd&floor
Verdile's&/&Mario&The&Tailor
9520&Harding&Avenue,&2nd&floor
Willy's&Tailoring
$1,176.82&9526&Harding&Avenue
Florida&Community&Bank
9528&Harding&Avenue
Dr.&Gary&Curson
$623.86&9530&Harding&Avenue
Vacant
9532&Harding&Avenue&#&101
Lupe's&Alterations
9532&Harding&Avenue&#104
Penny's&Alterations
$1,067.91&9536&Harding&Avenue
Subway
9538&Harding&Avenue
Paloma&Evening&Dresses
9540&Harding&Avenue
Hair&2000
$2,516.22&9544&Harding&Avenue
Cine&Citta&Café&D(OK)
9552&Harding&Avenue
Oberle&Opticians
9556&Harding&Avenue
Chase&Bank&
$7,927.50&9560&Harding&Avenue
Starbucks
9564&Harding&Avenue
Biguine
9578&Harding&Avenue
CVS&Pharmacy
9592&Harding&Avenue
Amtrust&Bank
9592&Harding&Ave.&2nd&Fl
Young&Israel&of&Bal&Harbour
$16,702.76&

$1,401.52&9501&Harding&Avenue
HSBC&Bank
9507&Harding&Avenue
Lucky&Seven&Gold&Buyers
233-95th&StreetB&&&H&Pizza&
$548.36&9509&Harding&Avenue
Harding&Realty
$539.10&9513&Harding&Avenue
Forever&Realty
9515&Harding&Avenue
Peikin&Empire&Fine&Jewelry
$1,080.88&
9517&Harding&Avenue
Josh’s&Deli&&&Appetizers
9519&Harding&Avenue
VACANT
9521&Harding&Avenue
Extension&Dreams
9523&Harding&Avenue
Rolling&Pin&Bakery&BK&(STAR&K)
$2,309.22&9525&Harding&Avenue
Citibank
9531&Harding&Avenue
Di&Milesi&Natural&Hair
9537&Harding&Avenue
Vacant
$1,112.73&9541&Harding&Avenue
Roni&Shoes
9543&Harding&Avenue
Dassler&Eye&Consultants&Inc.
9543&Harding&Avenue
Purcell&Optical
9545&Harding&Avenue
Couture&Bridal&&&Formals
$1,957.66&9551&Harding&Avenue
Pescecane&Ristorante
9553&Harding&Ave.&#301
Martin&A.&Feigenbaum
9553&Harding&Ave.&#201
Viva&Pilates
9555&Harding&Avenue
Bistro
$1,359.75&9559&Harding&Avenue
Metro&PCS
9561&Harding&Avenue
The&Greek&Place
9563&Harding&Avenue
Femme&Coiffure&&&Spa
9565&Harding&Avenue
House&of&Design
9567&Harding&Avenue
Uni&K&Wax
$622.43&9569&Harding&Avenue
Rent&1&Sale&1
9571&Harding&Avenue
7th&Plateau
$559.76&9575&Harding&Avenue
Koukla&Koture&
$582.99&9577&Harding&Avenue
J&V&Flowers
$634.39&9583&Harding&Avenue
Sushi&Republic
$2,199.65&
9585&Harding&Avenue
M.&Kotler&Realtors
9593&Harding&Avenue
Lace&Star
9595&Harding&Avenue
Gray&and&Sons
9599&Harding&Avenue
JGB&Bank
$14,908.44&

9500&BLOCK&TOTALS $&&&&&&&&&21,074,131

$31,611.20&

DISTRICT)TOTALS)(46)Properties) $)))))))))43,331,056

$64,996.58&
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Town of Surfside
Town Commission Meeting
October 8, 2013
7 p.m.
DISCUSSION ITEM MEMORANDUM
“Major Contracts, Bond Issues, Public/Private Partnerships and Loans to be reviewed by Miami –
Dade County Inspector General and/or Commission on Ethics”
Objective: Require independent review by Miami Dade County Inspector General and/or
Commission On Ethics of Major Contracts, Bond Issues, Public/Private Partnerships and Loans
for their approval before a Town Commission vote can take place.
Consideration: “In response to the public’s demand for clean government, the Miami-Dade County
Board of County Commissioners created the Office of the Inspector General (OIG). The OIG is
authorized to detect, investigate and prevent fraud, waste, mismanagement and abuse of power in county
projects, programs or contracts.”
“The County Commissioners took great lengths to insure that the Inspector General can carry out these
goals while autonomous, independent and insulated from political influences. It is one of a few OIGs in
the country that has jurisdiction to investigate officials at any level, including elected officials. By
Agreement, the OIG provides similar services to the Miami-Dade Public Schools District.”
“Our goal is to prevent misconduct and abuse, expose it publicly, and seek appropriate remedies to
recover public monies. Above all, the OIG’s principal objective is to promote ethics, honesty and
efficiency in government and to restore and promote the public’s trust in government.”
(Above quotes are taken from the OIG Home Page).

Action: I am asking the Commission to give direction to the Town Attorney to prepare an
Ordinance requiring the above independent review and above-referenced approval.
Submitted Respectfully,
Joe Graubart, Commissioner
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Town of Surfside
Town Commission Meeting
October 8, 2013
DISCUSSION ITEM MEMORANDUM
Title: “Comprehensive Town Plan RFP”
Objective: To provide consolidated and comprehensive plans for all that is taking place in Surfside,
both proposed, rumored, and known for the Collins and Harding Avenue corridor, concentrating on
the three blocks between 93rd Street and 96th Streets. Protecting and addressing public interest and
various ‘quality of life’ issues such as: Parking, safe beach access, beach facilities (bathrooms),
handicap access, “expand the business district south on Harding Ave.” as well as many others.
Determine the obvious and unintended consequences as best possible such as: traffic,
maintenance/cleanliness issues, protecting natural resources (Dunes and beach-walk). We cannot
afford to get this wrong – this is not a patchwork quilt - we need a comprehensive, strategic plan and
vision; particularly for this section of Town. Contracting with an independent Urban Designer
and/or Landscape Architect will help ensure achieve these goals – hopefully so.
Consideration: Recently the Town Commission has voted to reject proposals (not pay to have done).
One, “Zoning Code Update” for $35,000 (thirty five thousand dollars) and two: Sign and Awning
Code Update for $15,000 (fifteen thousand dollars). I believe the Commission’s majority message
and concern is this: Put items out/open to bid to determine highest/best value and address concerns
specified in the above “Objective.”
Action: I am asking the Commission to give direction to the Town Manager and Town Attorney to
establish qualifications (RLA, ASLA, AICP, etc.) and prepare a RFP (Request For Proposal).
Additional Info/Note: Importance: High
Approximate Cost: Minimal to ascertain information (RFP) stated above under “Action.”
Thank you for your consideration;
Respectfully,
Joe Graubart, Commissioner
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